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The House met at 3:00 P.M. 

Mr. Speaker in the Chair. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. the Premier. 

PREMIER HOORES: Mr. Speaker, I just had a phone call about five 

to ten minutes ago from the receiver representing the British interest 

who advised us that because of the stand that was taken yesterday 

and other considerations that the British Government have turned down 

the Ultramar proposal. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

PREMIER MOORES: I would also like to say, Sir, that it is their 

intention to carry on with any or all proposals that may come forward 

regarding the refinery, that we have offered our full co-operation 

and we expect to be meeting with them in the fairly immediate future. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for LaPoile. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, of course we are glad on this side 

of the House to hear this news, and we are extremely pleased and happy 

that we pressured the government into not accepting this proposal. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. NEARY: But I would like to ask the han. the Premier a question, 

Sir. In view of the fact that the Minister of Transportation and 

Communications, the former Minister of Finance, stated publicly in 

this Rouse that he was more or less in favour of the Ultramar proposal, 

and that he has put up such a savage battle for the Ultramar proposal 

against the Shaheen proposal. Would the Premier tell:. the Rouse 

now whether the minister is going to resign from the Cabinet or not 

over this matter? 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Premier. 

PREMIER MOORES : Mr. Speaker, I would like to clarify in no 

uncertain terms the Minister of Transportation and Communications, 

who has been responsible for the negotiations, has always done so with 

one purpose in mind, and that is not for or against any individual who 

had made a proposal but rather for the people of this Province. 
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SOME HON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

MR. SPEAKER: The hen. Minister of Justice. 

MR. HICKMAN: Mr. Speaker, in last evening's Federal Budget 

Speech it was indicated in broad terms that the sales tax reduction 

in the various provinces was not applied to amusements, tobacco 

products and alcoholic beverages for home consumption. After 

consultation with federal officials it was agreed that in the 

Province of Newfoundland beer and tobacco products would not be 

excluded from the reduction. With this change all items sold by 

retailers in the Province can be included under one tax schedule. 

In Newfoundland therefore the reduction from 11 per cent to 8 per 

cent will apply to all purchases except wines and spirits sold for 

home consumption. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. HICKMAN: The new retail sales tax rates schedules are now 

available in the Department of Finance and will be mailed to all 

vendors today. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

MR. SPEAKER: The bon. member for Burgeo-Bay d'Espoir. 

MR. SIMMONS: Mr. Speaker, I rise on a point of privilege. 

It is not an earth-shaking point, and perhaps it can be covered as 

a point of information, I do not know. Yesterday in speaking in 

the estimates on Manpower and Labour I was addressing myself to 

the economic situation in Bay d' Espoir, and subsequently in a radio 

report on Q ·Radio system it was reported that I referred to 

occupational health and safety as a motherhood issue. For the 

record,what I said, Mr. Speaker, was as follows, to quote from 

Hansard, "I was hoping that the minister in his opening statement 

would have addressed himself to a number of the big issues which are 

concerning us, and certainly occupational health is one of them." 

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: The han. Minister of Forestry and Agriculture. 

MR. MAYNARD: Do you want to rule on it? I want to make a 

ministerial statement. 
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~lR . SPEAKER: No,actually there will be nothing for me co 

rule there. I think what would cover there •Mill be explained 

by May,Page 343 "In regard to the explanation of personal matters 

the House is usually indulgent and would permit a statement of 

that character to be made without: any question made before the 

House . " And that was of the nature of the hon. gentleman ' s 

question . 

I will recognize the hon. minister for a statement. 

~lR. ~lA YNARD: Mr . Speaker, as promised yesterday during the 

discussion on the estimates I would bring the Rouse up to date on 

the current spruce budworm issue, and I would like to make a ministerial 

statement at this time.updating the plans that have been made for 

the suppression of the spruce budworm problem in 1978. 

As most hon. members are aware the current budworm 

outbreak began in 1971 and it still continues . In the Fall of 1976 

the Canadian Forestry Service made a forecast that in 1977 budworm 

L 
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Gefoliatiot·i. woulci L.Jc :uoc.1crate to severe over 

3-4 million acres and light over some 4.7-5.7 r.dllion acres of 

productive forest. The total area of infestation of 3.7 million 

acres represents about 90 per cent of the total productive forest 

area of the Pro>~nce. 

Ur .. fortunately, adverse ~-Jeather nega.ted t:1e 

0~1portunity to conduct t:1e. re~ular aerial defoliation surve:;l lJ.st 

yt:.:~r. It ·,.J.;iS ciuring 1977. DurinJ the ~g;;; wass survey, ~1.0'\.,,:ever, 

socc 900 locations ~;ere s~pled and records wade c[ stand defoli2ticn. 

\:cr~ wocl~rately to severely defollat:e:d c.nd light defoliatiol~ ~ .. as 

· . .-i: .. l so·.:~..z : ;i:or vari.::.tior:s. 

In 2.dd.ition, a dai.Ja.;e asse5sment 3urve.y '.Vas 

COild.uctt:d t~1rouc;h the joi:~.t co·-opcrs.tion of t:1e C.a.aadian Forestry 

Service, -;;;.y depart:nent aud the two pulp a."l.d paper compa."l.ies. This 

effort 1·/a3 <le=ed r.ecessary to evaluate and substantiate ';hether 

ir.osect dc.1 ..... q;e is iilG.ee..c.l a serious a cone era as ,_,;c~ be.lieve it to be. 

Just to revie<l tne results of t;1e resalts of tile survey the following 

statistics are of significance: 

(1) T:1ere are an estimated 2.1 :::ill ion cords of tir.,ber 

slreaC:.y ,:e&.d, 

( ., ' -) Sci:l£ 3. 5 nil lion cords of tiwber are cl<J.ssed ~:oribu!!d 

or unlikely to survive. 

(3) An additional 2 nillion acres of mature forestry 

have. "ueea 3~verely dam.a,;ed. 

(4) About 1.7 million acres of softwood regeneration have 

been l1eavily damaged. ; 
. I 

(5) llortality of fir/spruce regeneration exists or is 

expected over some 50,000 acres. 
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I -..n.s;-:~ to reiterate that til!'.ber in tc1e first 

two classes just cited represent sufficient volu~e to k~ep the 

Zowater and Price mills in operation for some seven to eight years. 

Coatinued losses will severely restrict the future perfornance of 

t11ese o.ills .1nd •• -auld elininate aJ.lj chance of their e;rpansion as 

•;ell a.o jeopardize any ;10pe of revitializing the Labrador 

Linerboarti o.ill. I will r.ot dwell oa ti,e aignificance or sensitivity 

of t.1is ,Jarticul.:lr issue at this tir.1e. 

Loases to irw."'!".ati.lre tbber and regeneration 

will have far reaching conscque!lces iu future wood su;>plies and 

repreaents a very serious anc..l extremely costly mana;;eilient .?roblac:. 

It is highly unlikely that tl.e intensive :!lanageuent thrust, such 

as thinning, reforestration, fertilization, etc., for the next decade 

or ~ore will be ~irected to~ard~ -

.\::1 HO~l. :J:ElffiER: Highly likely . 

It is hi~hly likely rather - c:1.e:,.· are directaL. 

tm.;ards rehabiliating t:1e d<lr.laged forest sites. Should any areas 

of such endeavour becor.J.e infested, t;-:~e need for direct ;:>rotection is 

greatly enhanced. 

Although the egg mass survey conducted last 

Fall ir:1dicates so:c1e ar,;elioration of tile situation in 197 3, cntor:1olo:;is ts 

are unable to conclude an immin~nt collapse of the infestation. In 

fact, a favourable S=er for bud•~Yorm survival ~•auld likely result 

in a wuci1 increased forecast for 1979. This of course led to tl1e 

decision reached last Fall to have the departaent plan and conduct 

an operational forest protection pro:;raw. using aerially appliec 

ch~~ical insecticides to limit anticipated dam~ge in 1978. 

l97C Plan: 

The plan that was originally approved -.• as for 

the trcatne:u.t of up to 2 nillio::1 acres at a total cost of $5 million 

And I would liKe to review the current status of that 

plan. 
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:iavi:ls, sicce :-..:1..: :~'"le oppc:-tc.:..i:j· ~o ~r~ cr!tic&!.ly 

evaluate initial plans , cur~eot plans ~re ~ow centred ~rou~o a p~o~~ 

of L 2 ::~illiou acres. That is a 40 ?er cent rtduction from the a creage 

that we hau or igiooally forecastec . 

lc addition another survey is in pro~ress to 

tet<!::-=i::e ;met :ler :core :=educcior:s ca~ oe =de . Final results of t!lis 

survey wil: not be avail ilble for <: t least chree wee:~s . Unfor t u::..acely , 

:.o;:eve~, ? =cli=.i:Ulry ir:dicatio~s from .:.houc one c:urd of t~e r~s,.lts 

at c:1is til:e lcve: t::tdt i t ~•:\)" ;,e necess::r1 to incl,.tie sone of t h.a 

areas t:~a:: have ::o far :,;:en eli::~i::u::ed . I ;d.ll present a ::.orz ·!e:ailed 

~.::;.>crt :.-:te:l the full an:;.lysis of cne survey is done . :re t:il l l!nceavour> 
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11R. MAYNARD: however, to keep any upward 

revisions to a bare minimum so we are lDcely to end up with 

approximately 1.3 million acres in total. 

EC - 1 

The operational aspects of 

the programme are as follo~ffi: Two main bases of operation ~re 

being developed, Stenl-le".ville airport and Gander airport. ':'!lese 

'.Vill service the large spray aircraft <:'lich '-Till rlo the T!l.ajority 

of the programme. ~roT!' Stephenville a total of Rbout 30~,~nn 

acres will be sprayed using large aircraft, and this represents 

25 per cent of the total progral!lne. There is one large block South 

of Stephenville and t~m East of Stephenville. There is also one small 

and one large block "orth of neer Lal:e, the largest blnd: being 

fil,OOO acres and the SlCl.allest 11,000 acres. 

from Gander, a total of acout 

q~0,000 acres will be sprayed using large aircraft, and that is 

75 per cent of the programme. One large block of some 13R,000 acres 

is located on the Northern Peninsula. Another large block of 220,000 

acres is South of Gander. The remaining blocks are scattered throughout 

the Province, ranging in size from 5,7~0 acres to P5,000 acres. 

In addition to the above programrre, 

several smaller spray aircraft will be employed to spray a number of 

forest irnprove~ent areas and several seed production are~s. The actual 

areas that are being sprayed, :t-<r. Speaker, lvill ~e shown on maps at 

the regional offices. It is impossible to attach any kind of a detailed 

map to a statement of this kind. 

There are a number of existing and 

planned programmes of forest improvement that represent expenditures of 

millions of dollars which are threatened by the insect da'l'!age. He 

regard such activities to be essential to 'good forest management' and 

therefore, v7e must insure that all reasonable efforts are made to protect 

these investments. Consequently, a total of about 35,nnn such acres 

are currently slated for treatment using the small spray aircraft, an~ 
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I give the ooerational acreage 

from each location, Stephenville, Springdale, Gander and Deer Lake. 

An integral part of our future 

forest rehabilitation programme centres around the planting of 

black spruce seedlings under the planned reforestation progra=e. 

A recent sutdy by the Canadian Forestry Service reveals that although 

black spruce trees do not suffer mortality from spruce ~ud~•orm damage, 

there is cause for alarm at the damage the budworm can cause to 

potential seed crops. Consequently, plans are being formulated to 

intensively survey selected seed production areas to determine the 

necessity to protect them this summer. Areas ~~hich may require 

protection using the SI:lall aircraft total about 9,()')0 acres, the 

smallest area being ahout 200 acres and the largest about 5,000. 

These are all located in the central region. 

This year ~1e have adopted the 

following buffer zones. For the large spray planes, direct spraying 

will be kept two miles from communities of year-round habitation. 

A similar buffer ~.;rill be established around intake areas of knmm 

com!:'.unity water supplies. A one l"lile buffer will be applied arounn 

day use areas of provincial parks. 

Because of the precision with ~-1hich 

the insecticide can be applied by smaller aircraft - and this is mainly 

because of low flying - a half mile buffer zone has been adopted in 

all cases ~·rhere the small aircraft is to be used. 

As mentioned, the main bases of 

operation will be the Stephenville and r.ander airports. Temporary 

plants will be set up at each location, and in Gander "e are using 

some of the airport facilities, and as well at ~tephenville. 

TI1e type of aircraft to be used. 

There will be a fleet of twelve aircraft. These are three four-engine 

DC-6B's; two single-engine spray planes; four twin-engine supervisory 

aircraft: one single-engine supervisory aircraft: and two helicopters. 

•I 
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I Hish to report that the tender 

for aircraft has been called and bids are currently heing evaluated 

to cetermine the successful operator. 

I have been informed that t~e 

lar~e spr2.y airdraft <Jill carry J ,SO'l T!. S. gallons of fo=.ulation 

and treat 22,~01 a cres per load. T~e single-engine spray planes 

~ .. Till carry 175 T. T. S. gallons and treat up to l ,120 acres ,er lo r!C. 
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HR. l'lAYNARD; Similiar to last year,the large 

aircraft will use the Litton Inertial Guidance System while the small planes 

will use aerial pnotographs for navigational purposes. In both cases, super

visory aircraft will be employed to ensure first that conditions are conducive 

to good spraying and second to immediately call off tile spraying should un

desired circumstances arise. 

The staff needed for the program 

will be 150. I have outlined the various jobs that a~e involved. It is 

anticipated that the majorit)' of these people will be students a11d forest 

tecimicians employed only for the duration of the project. The only staff 

from outside the Province will be the aircrews of the aircraft and tile air

craft mechanics. 

The insecticide to be used: For 

this year's prcgrar;-. it 1-ms decidec! to use the insecticide Aninocarb ~>"hicn 

is frequently referred to by its tradename, Matacil. The dosabe rate will 

be cwo applications of one ounce of active ingredient in t~enty a.~. ounces 

of oil based formulation per acre. The first application will be applied at 

peak levels of the third stage of the larval development and the second will 

be applied at ti1e fourth stage. We consider that t1vo applications are neces

sary to achieve the adequate control. 

Aminocarb was selected over Fenitro

thion for the following reasons: (a) Assessment of the 1977 eJ-.:perimental spray-

ir:.~ pro;;ram shO\;ed that }.minocar!J gave muCl1 better control than Fenitrothion. 

(~) Jl.r.scd on tl,e er.vironmental assessn:.ent of last year's ;>rogram, Aniuocarb 

\oas less Jar-aging to the environ:nent, especially aquatic sustems. (c) Amino

carb is easier to formulate thau Fenitrothion and requires a simpler mixing 

procedure. (d) A newly reco=ended and approved oil formulation for Feni tro

thion includes a solvent material which significantly increases the cost of 

the formulatior. over that of !Iatacil. In fact, by using }:atacil only we will 

be able to reduce insecticide costs by almost $400,000. (e) The reco=ended 

and approved Matacil formulation has been screened by federal health and >egul

atory bodies a:1d contains no materials implicated with any human health hazard. 
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l1R. NAYtlARD: Although the intended spray regi~~ 

has oeen registered by appropriate federal health agencies, the detailed 

operational program has been submitted to the i·iewfoundland Department of 

Consumer Affairs and Environment for scrutiny by the Pesticides Review 

Board according to the "Pesticides Control Act, 1970". iiJ.lY modifications 

that t•1ey may determine are essential will be incorporated intc the plan. 

In the meantime, tenders lvere called for the supply of }lata~il and the contract 

subsequently been placed with Chemagro Limited Of ~lississuaga, Ontario. 

Environuental Eonitoring: Although 

my department is ultimately responsible for the management and protection 

of the forest resource, we also place high value on the integrity of our 

Province's environment. \Je have therefore again reco=ended that a moni-

taring program be conducted as an essential ingredient of the spray plan so 

that monitoring activities v:ill be undertaken to evaluate any impacts of 

spraying on the environment. This monitoring will again be conducted under 

the dirction of the environment branch of the Department of Consumer Affairs 

and Environment. It is expected that both the federal and provincial environ-

ment agencies Nill be involved. I would assume that environment will oe making 

a furtner statement on tiis at some point in time in the near future. 

The timing of the spray program: 

the actual period of spray operations will1vary between locations but it 

is expected to begin about mid-June and terminate by mid-July. Timing the 

spray is determined by taking various branch ·.samples in the field returning 

tl1em to tne labs where they are exaniined then the timing is set by the labora-

tories for the most critical time in the production of the budworm larvae. 

Research and development: I wisn 

to disgress from the Newfoundland scene for a moment to mention two recent 

developments which have grown from the increasing awareness of the budworm 

problem in forest management. The fact that these two developments have taken 

place is positive proof of the magnitude of the problem. First, the problem 

is inter-provincial and international in extent the insect obviously does 

not reco£Ili2:e any jurisdictional boundaries. 
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MR. MAYNARD: In 1977 the Eastern Spruce Budworm 

Council was formed. The council consists of senior personnel from 

Eastern provincial governments, the state of Maine and the federal 

governments of Canada and the United States. Essentially, these 

people represent the major user group of budworm/forest management 

information. 

The council will seek to constantly 

be informed of new information so that the most acceptable decisions 

can be made when choosing any kind of budworm/forest management 

strategy. They also will identify specific areas in need of refinement 

or research and guide efforts to tackle the problems. My Deputy Minister, 

Sir,Herb Clarke, is currently president of this council • 

The second development which took 

place in May of 1977, an international agreement was signed by the 

Minister of the Canada Department of Fisheries and Environment and the 

Secretary of the United States Department of Agriculture. This agreement 

which is referred to as CANUSA has the primary objective, quote: "To 

design and evaluate management strategies for control of the spruce 

budworm and/or management objectives in an economically and environmentally 

acceptable manner." Unquote. 

Essentially, a six year programme has 

been initiated to attain the objective. This will be a comprehensive 

programme which will review past research, refine current activities, 

and research and develop new methods. Total expenditures under the aegis 

of this accord could approach $8 million annually, making it probably the 

biggest forestry research effort ever mounted. 

The cost of this year's programme: 

The cost estimate for the originally proposed two million acre programme 

was $5 million. A revised budget is currently being prepared for the 

present 1.2 million acre programme. Although this is not yet complete, 

it is expected that the total cost will be $3.5 million. Obviously, 

the cost per acre will be a bit higher than originally planned. The 

reason is, of course, that except for the insecticide quantities, 
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MR. }fAYNARD: essentially the same amount of 

overhead is necessary to conduct a smaller programme. 

As originally announced, a cost

sharing formula for this year has been agreed upon by the two pulp 

and paper companies. The Crown will pay 50 per cent of the cost, 

the companies will pay the other 50 per cent, and they will divide 

it up among them based on the proportion of area sprayed on their 

individual limits. 

Information: Publicity for the 

programme will be handled through the Public Relations Officer of 

my department with assistance from temporary information officers 

at each spray base. ~~ps showing the areas to be sprayed will be 

on display at all regional and forest management unit offices 

throughout the Province. In addition, two Zenith toll free long 

distance numbers will be publicized ~1ich the public ~y use to 

request information about the programme. Information will become 

available within the next month or as soon as any pending 

modifications are finalized. 

Other aspects: While the primary 

purpose of this statement has been to outline the details of the 

1978 protection programme, I would like to mention two other efforts 

of the department which are related to this problem, and these are 

salvage and forest management. These two activities have been suggested 

by some as alternate solutions to the current budworm problem, and this 

they are not. The primary objective of salvage is to minimize the 

economic effects of the damage v1hich has already been incurred. The 

primary objective of forest management is long term and is to produce 

for the future a healthy and productive forest which is hopefully less 

susceptible to future attacks by the budworm and other insects. 

We have in this Province some 5.6 

million cords of wood which are in the dead or dying category. However, 

there are physical limitations on the amount of this wood that can be 

salvaged. First, the damaged merchantable wood is mostly all fir. 
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XR. MAYNARD: The pulp and paper companies require 

approximately a 40 per cent spruce content . Secondly, the damaged wood 

does not occu.r in nice,isolated, homogenous stands. It is scattered 

among stands of healthy forest. Thus with the economics of today' s 

harvesting technology, even in a 'salvage' area, it is necessary to 

cut almost as many good trees as damaged ones. To salvage the 5.6 

million cords could therefore involve the total harvest of up to 

11 million cords. rnird, there is a timing and 

t. 
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MR. MAYNARD: quality limitation in both the harvesting 

and the milling operations. Fully damaged wood can be harvested 

for a period of two to three years and used in the pulp and paper 

process for a period of maybe two years after that. 

Taking into account the above factors, simple 

arithmetic will indicate that the estimate of fifty per cent salvage 

will be achieved only with maximum effort and co-operation among all 

concerned. TI1is percentage can be increased only if additional utilization 

is identified, including the Stephenville mill, and of course we 

are working on this particular aspect. 

The two pulp and paper companies have co-operated 

and have obligated themselves to salvage as much wood as possible, taking 

·into account their quality guidelines, their company harvesting plans 

are being modified accordingly. 

In the 1975-76 year government initiated a salvage 

access road programme with the construction ~f ten miles of road. Twenty 

miles were constructed in the following year and thirty-seven miles 

in the year just completed. The programme for 1978-79 includes 

twenty-seven miles of salvage roads. Thus in the four years a tgtal 

of ninety-four miles of access roads to salvageable stand t~ill have been 

constructed at a total cost of approximately $2.4 million. Certain of 

these roads have been constructed on company limits and in return we have 

entered salvage agreements with the companies whereby they are required 

to harvest on their specific roads only a minimum of 263,000 cords of 

damaged wood annually for five years. 

As well, we are currently pursuing additional 

initiatives which will make sawlog material from damaged stands available 

to local sawmills. 

In the area of forest management, over the past few 

years millions of dollars have been spent on forest improvements, tree 

nurseries at Wooddale and Mount Pearl, and in the area of increased 

utilization. These efforts are continuing and being expanded in 1978-79 

and are expected to require continuing large expenditures in the 

coming decades. 
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The Opposition To The Spraying Programme: 

I am aware that some people are attemping to 

form organizations opposing the spraying programme. My department 

will, in the future, as we have in the past, continue to give 

these organizations every courtesy and consideration. I am a bit 

shocked, however, at some of the irresponsible and misleading 

statements that have been made by sooe of the groups in printed 

material now being circulatec. As well, a number of simplistic 

solutions to this complex problem are being promoted. Hy departmental 

policy will continue to be to make all the facts concerning the 

budworm problem available to the people of this Province. l{e will 

do this by using periodic new releases and by public statements 

by myself or any of my senior staff. We are available to answer any 

detailed questions that may be requested from us at any time. 

Thank you, !1r. Speaker. 

SOME HON. ~!EMBERS : Hear, hear! 

HR. W.N. ROWE: Obviously a very long and complex statement, 

Mr. Speaker, so we reserve the right to make a more detailed statement 

on it later. One or two things that do arise from it that I would 

like to ask the minister now if he would consent to give us an 

answer. For example,the insecticide which he mentioned this Province 

is going to be using, this is not the insecticide ·they are using in 

the Province of ~<ew Brunswick at the present time, is that correct? 

MR.. }!ATil'ARD : Tr.at is correct. 

}JR. ~I.N. ROWE: Now, Sir, the Province of Nova Scotia which 

has three~! believe, large mills dependent on its forestry, not to 

mention other mills, smaller mills, sawmill operations and so on, 

has taken a decision not to spray in the Province, a decision which 

has been greeted by a number of people in the Province as an enlightened 

decision and they are going to spend the money that they would have 

spent on a spray programme, which in this Province will amount to about 

$3.5 million when you include the paper mills' contributions,and they are 
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HR. FI.N. 'ROWE: going to use that l!X)ney to saJ.vage the destroyed 

~ood, the ~ood destroyed by the spruce budwon1, and they ·are going 

to try to allo~ the infestation run its course and hope that the 

thing sort of implod.es the thing, sort of dies of its own course 

in months or years to come. Would the minister indicate to the House 

•.vhat are t he differences in his view, in his department 's view, in 

the i nfestation in this Province compared to ~ov3 Scotia ~hie~ has 

made his government , the government he belong.s to, and t he Government 

of ;{ova Scot:ia, take two diametrically opposed positions and decisions 

on what appears to be essentially the same p roblem? 7ne quest:ion 

is asked, Sir, out of genuine curiosity, concern and 
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MR. W. ROWE: 

interest because obviously it is an important question. And I 

would like to know why two governments close to each other 

geographically with what appears to be essentially the same problem 

have taken diametrically opposed positions and decisions respecting 

this problem{ 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Minister of Forestry and Agriculture. 

MR. MAYNARD: Okay. Just briefly, Mr. Speaker, I am not sure 

there is a rationale behind the decision by Nova Scotia. I can point 

out of course that Nova Scotia, except for Cape Breton Island,has so 

much different forest mix than- that is, a species mix- we do have in 

this Province. Our species mix is somewhat similar to New 

Brunswick and the Norther part of the State of Maine, which has conducted 

a spray programme for a number of years, even though Maine is 

phasing out by 1981. 

Nova Scotia is starting this year -I think they have 

done some in the past- they are starting this year to build salvage 

access roads to the regional forest management, and forest improvement. 

We have studied the problem for some period of time, and our feeling 

is that at this particular point in time that we have to do both; 

we have to get into intensive forest management,which we started about 

three years ago in this Province; we also in the short-term have to 

protect the growing timber that is matured at t~is point in time, and 

especially some of the younger stuff, by an aerial application of 

insecticides. We have pointed out we are doing this only from year 

to year. We feel that by doing both forest management and the 

application for short periods of time we are not locking ourselves 

into a long-term programme such as New Brunswick has done or such as 

Maine did some twenty years ago. And we also feel that with the 

amount of research that is presently being carried out by the 

federal and provincial governments, and the federal state governments 

in the United States,that another more permanent solution will come 

on stream within the next two or three years. 

But looking at it in the total perspective, and 

without commenting on the validity or otherwise of Nova Scotia 
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Mr. Maynard: decision, we felt that in the best interest of 

the Province we do not have any choice at this point in time but 

to go into a very temporary spraying programme which will be 

reviewed thoroughly year to year, and at the same time ensure 

that we are putting a lot of dollars, as many dollars as we can 

possibly find within the budgetary process,into forest management 

to overcome this problem in a longer time frame. I hope that 

answers some of his question. 

MR. W. ROWE: Mr. Speaker, with the indulgence of the House, 

a question of clarification only, nothing new substantively to be 

raised by myself; but in view of the fact that the minister 

said intensive studies have gone on and much research has gone on, 

did I hear him correctly, Mr. Speaker, when he said to the House that 

he has not as minister in fact consulted with the sister province, 

the Province of Nova Scotia,himself, with the minister, with the 

Premier of that Province in order to determine why they took the 

decision they did not to spray in the Province of Nova Scotia? 

MR. MAYNARD: No. 

MR. W. ROWE: If I heard right, Sir, then that is an astounding 

confession for the Minister of Forestry of this Province to make. I 

hope I did not. I hope the minister can stand up and say he has, in 

fact, consulted personally with the Minister of Forestry in Nova Scotia, 

and with the Premier, and with other people there who made the policy 

decisions. I would like to hear the minister on that, Sir. 

MR. SPEAKER: The han. Minister of Forestry and Agriculture. 

MR. MAYNARD: Mr. Speaker, I mentioned in my statement that 

the- as recently been formed in 1977, about January 1977 the Eastern 

Spruce Budworm Advisory Council which includes the Province of Nova 

Scotia - we have discussed the situation in Nova Scotia with the 

Nova Scotia people, both on a ministerial level and on the officials 

level. We have analyzed the problem that they have, and they have 

analyzed our problem. I said that I cannot really comment on the 
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Mr. Maynard: rationale for the decision that Nova Scotia tool:-

and it was a Cabinet decision - I have no idea what the discussions 

were in Cabinet at that time. I do know what their situation is. 

I know that the research is going on at this present timf, they are 

a part of it through the Eastern Spruce Budworm Advisory Council. 

I know that there 

' I 
\ 
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b.~s not been :.luc:'l research :;or_c or .. i:1 

the past unfortunately anc.l that is one of the reasons why ~_,e are 

into the situation that we are tod~y. But we keep in touch w~th 

!.:ova Scotia, !lew llruus-..;rick, :-:c.ine, Quebec,.ru.cl in some cases o.-.tario, 

becc:lusc ::as~-=rn Or.i. tar:..o ~aci or has a. slig:1t proble:u., not as :::~uci-.~. 

as ours,and ~;e :~ee.p LL toucl1 wit~ t~1e fetleral goverr~wents of bot~1 

CO:..iiLCil ~cl ::1at w·ay ;;e arc fully aware at all ti.-:cs. 

Iluc I still cannot cOilllilent on .....-:1y the Cai.lir:.;:t 

000 

:IR. PECl:J,'OR!l: :•lr. Speaker, a :linesterial Statenent. 

Do we have leave to revert to ~li::listerial 

Stat~e~ts? Agreed! 

The han. t!ii.nister of :ii.~.tcs and Lner2;y. 

:~r. Spe~ker, I would lik~ to :;:a~~e a st~t.i:er.:J.ei~t 

oefor~ the gover~ent presents to - the Gove~"ent of ~ewfoundland 

through the Depart:.ent c.f .lines and Energy 1;ill be presenting a major 

position paper to the IPACE meeting that is being held in Quebec 

tomorrow. I s hould like to involve the Rouse in the decision c.nd 

policy Jirection of the govern::.leht '-'efo=e that stat:::ment ::.ecomes 

public. 

The !PACE meeting in Quebec is the Inter -

Provincial Advisory Council on Energy \t!lich is mc.Je up of people 

from all t he provinces of C.J.naJa on a ci.;puty :;:inister level as 

well as the Deputy :linister of Jo:uergy,~~ines an<l Resources. 

So, ~k. Speaker, I would like to introduce 

the House of Assembly here to a r~dical policy alternative I shall 

be pr;;.posing to the Fecieral Government as an alternative to achieving 

its objective of reducing Eastern Canada's depe~ci~ce on imported 

oil. 

) 3 so 
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:·lR. PECiJ'O:.W: The Federal Gove=ent is seeking to restrict 

imports of oil into Eastern Canada by encoura;,;ing the increased use 

of natural gas in Quebec, Nova Scotia and :<ew Brunst.;ick. This tvill 

be done by a variety of oil and gas price adjustwents designed to 

increase the relative competitiveness of gas compared witi1 oil. It 

will a:so encourage the extension of gas distribution in t:1e r.:::;;ion 

by suci1 projects as the Quebf c and :·lariti.me pipeline. T!;e federal 

GovernLJent is r.:taking :. f:.irly substantial effort to pror.:tote ti:is 

;?Olicy wi1ich will also se::ve to utilize ti1e .:;rowing natural c;as 

surplus in \>estern Canada. 

Our Gover.Wlent however sees this as a 

massive intervention into the free market for gas and oil in Canada 

and as the basis for a substantial increase in bureaucratic control 

of tile vital ener;;y sector. l>e also see it as Joir-<; too little, too 

late to effect an early S•)lution to Canacia 1 s -.:i1ronic oil trade 

deficit, the ~:eakcnin& Car-,adian dollar and r~ounting une:nploy:r.ent. 

i·1e are suggesting therefore a reversal of 

t:1e Federal Gover=ent's brah.e on gas eAports to the U.S.A. and 

propose that a large volume of Canada's surplus natural gas should 

be allocated to exports to meet th.o urgent der•and ir. the Chicago/ 

uetroit area of the ~niteJ States. 

~e propose that ~~s gas should be taxed 

fairly substantially and that the export tax gathered should be given 

to tl1e Eastern provinces on a basis proportionate to -:heir oil 

i~ports, for tlie purpose of financL>g energy self-reliance projects. 

Thls would be tvorked out by the provinces tl1ewselves in co-op<.ration 

uith the Federal Govern:;ocnt. 

It is our opinion that ~!estern Canada 

could support an annual export of l trillio·r, cubic feet of gas for 

tne neJ.:t twenty years tvithout difficulty. i\s the U.S. carket could 

support an export tax of as much as 60 ceuts per :·Icf, this could 

6enerate an extra $600 million revenue per year. On an oil import 

1-
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:.lillian. tu Quebec, $2CO T:lillio._~ to tile ~·l.:lritinas, .:1nd $6J T..:ill~on to 

:!e,;founclLmd ;;-ithout =Y cost to tZJ.e Canadian taxpayer. 

T:1e 3.dvanta;es for Ca.nada \.~aulc..l be substanti2.l: 

I~ woulU receive t~12 :"li3l~est valu.t:; for t:i.e surplus ~ ... ~ reserves 
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HR. PECKFORD: - the dollar would be strengthened immediately; 

- the Eastern Provinces would receive substantial 

energy oriented project funds which would have great impact on their 

depressed economies and would go a long way towards solving their 

chronic unemployment ~roblems; 

- regional disparities would be considerably 

reduced; 

- increased state intervention in the oil and gas 

market would be avoided; 

- and oil imports into tae Eatern Provinces would be 

stabilized and reduced as the Province's energy self-reliance projects 

were completed. 

The government does not see this proposal as 

necessarily inhibiting the introduction of natural gas into Eastern 

Canada. For example, Quebec could well devote its share of the export 

tax fund to developing a gas distribution system while the Maritimes 

and Newfoundland could use the funds to speed the transportation of 

LNG from the Arctic. Or in our case specifically it could be used to 

bring on additional hydro projects. 

I should point out that our figures as to volume 

of annual gas exports and the level of export tax to be imposed, are 

only illustrative although not unrealistic. We believe that our 

proposal will go a long way to solving some of Canada's pressing economic 

problems in a relatively short time span. We believe that the scheme 

has solid advantages for all the provinces in Canada and we will be actively 

seeking their support in presenting it to the Federal Government this 

week. 

SOHE: HO~ ~!ENBERS : Hear, hear! 

HR. SPEAKER: The hen. member for Eagle River. 

HR. STRACHAN: Hr. Speaker, I will attempt to respond in some sort 

of way to the statement made by the minister. What he is stating here, 



,. 
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HR. STRACHAN: as I got it, what he is stating is that the 

surplus natural gas in Western Canada should be diverted to 

Central North America and that the government should be implementing 

an export tax,which sounds very good. We have been advocating that 

for some tice in a different form from export tax in this Province. 

And the funds from this will then be diverted to the East so we can 

therefore develop some energy sources in the East. I take it this 

is the gist of what I am getting from the minister. 

There is only one point I would like to make 

on this,that the minister has stated that it is a radical approach 

and that he is prepared to present this to the federal government. 

I, in many ways in viewing this, say that we have been trying to 

tell this government for quite some time that what is needed is 

a radical approach and the treatment of energy sources within 

this Province, vis-a-vis Quebec, and if 1.;e cnnnot look after our 

own house it seems to me impossible for the administration to be 

telling Ottawa what to do with natural gas from Alberta and how 

we should go into Central North America. And I think that what 

is required is that we should look at our own energy needs and 

see exactly how ,,.e are gain:; to handle that before ~1e start looking at 

the surplus natural gas from Alberta. 

!1R. F. ROWE: iiear, hear! A good statement. 

MR. SPE/~ER: The hon. Minister of Manpower and Labour, the 

han. ~linister of Fisheries after. 

llR. ROUSSEAU: Hr. Speaker, I do not have any prepared statement 

but I would like to bring the House up to date on two labour disputes 

in the Province. 

This morning I ordered both sides back to the table 

in the Labrador City - Wabush dispute. My conciliation officer will be 

in contact with both sides today and I am hoping that meetings will commence 

tomorrow. Further,I have asked both parties to remain at the bargaining 

table; neither party is to leave until and unless my conciliation officer 

deems it necessary or appropriate. I further asked that both sides 
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accede to my request that no public statements 

of any nature be made during the forthcoming discussions, which is 

to say that I am imposing a news blackout on all the talks and 

the only statements made during the talks •Hill be made by me. 

I have asked for their co-operation and 50od will for the concentrated 

joint effort to conclude an agreement between the Iron Ore Company 

of Canada and Locals 5795 and 6671 of the United Steelworkers of 

American. 

Also, ~~. Speaker, I was talking to a representative 

of Advocate Mines on a point raised by the hon. member yesterday. I 

have been assured that it is not Advocate mines intention to resume 

operation with supervisory staff or with anybody else. I will be talking 

further with the representative tomorrow and again with Hr. Saunders, 

the President, '~hom I talked to today and conveyed this information 

to, and I will take it from there as to what further initiatives 

may be warranted in the situation at Advocate ~fines. 

HR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for Baie Verte - l.fuite Bay. 

MR. RIDEOUT: Mr. Speaker, just a word or two on this ministerial 

statement. We are obviously delighted that further moves have been 

made co get both sides together on the Labrador situation, and not 

being totally familiar with that that is all I will say. 

With regard to the situation in Baie Vert~, 

I am 
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MR. RIDEOUT: glad to hear that the minister has 

contacted the company and we can only take them at their word - a 

representative of the company; I do not know who it was, I may get 

that from the minister later - We can only take them at their word 

that they have no plans to start up production at their Baie Verte 

operation by using staff personnel. Mr. Speaker, I am going to go 

on record in this House now and publicly say that I hope that the 

company lives up to the word that they have given the minister. 

Because company people - staff people, staff personnel-had told me 

personally over the weekend that those meetings were held last week 

and that the decision was taken to go ahead and start up production, 

no matter how small, - to start production this week. In fact, ladies 

employed by that company were taken out on training on eighty-five 

ton trucks Friday past. And, as a matter of fact, Hr. Speaker, I 

had word today that the mill was started up this morning. Now I do 

not know who is trying to hoodwink who and I hope the minister is 

right. I do not want to see anything happen that is going to cause 

trouble, because it will obviously cause trouble, and that is why 

I brought it up in this House yesterday. 
I 

I hope it does not come to 

pass, but that is not exactly what is happening down there at the moment. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. the Minister of Fisheries. 

MR. W. CARTER: Mr. Speaker, last year the government 

made known its intention to reactivate two chill holding and cold storage 

warehouses at the former U.S. naval base at Argentia. My colleague from 

Placentia (Mr. Patterson) joins me today in expressing pleasure that we 

are able to announce the awarding of two contracts totalling close to 

?. 500, 000 
1 
for the upgrading and renovation of these facilities. 

Holden Construction Limited of St. John's 

has been awarded a $350,800 contract to renovate both ~·rare houses. The 

company submitted the lowest of four bids received by the Department of 

Fisheries. 

The second contract valued at $147,200 

went to Finn's Limited of Carbonear, who will carry out the necessary 

l. 
t 

.. 
f 
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MR. W. CARTER: electrical work on the facilities. 

Tenders are now being called for the installation of refrigeration 

equipment in the facilities and bids will close on April 20th. 

Mr. Speaker, these two buildings 

will have a combined cold storage capability of approximately eight 

million pounds of frozen product which will be used as a buffer cold 

storage facility for the fish processing industry. 

Last year during the inshore 

fishing season the industry found itself in a very precarious situation 

because of a lack of cold storage capacity, and during the past number 

of months, feasibility studies have been carried out on these buildings 

in consultation with the industry and we have determined that the 

facilities are suitable and will provide additional cold storage 

capacity. 

MR. SPEAKER : 

Bay de Verde. 

MR. F. ROWE: 

The hon. the member for Trinity -

Mr. Speaker, we ~;relcome any additional 

chill•'holding units in this Province and we would expect and hope that 

in the future we will hear more announcements for other parts of the 

coast of the Island of Newfoundland,and Labrador itself. 

As I understand it, Sir, there have 

been two contracts awarded to Holden Construction and Finn's totalling 

approximately - ~5UO, OUO with a capacity of approximately eight million 

pounds of fish, I understand, and with refrigeration units to follow. 

Sir, the one thing that I ~iould like 

to ask the Minister of Fisheries is what exactly is the status of the 

lease situation between the Province and this particular property in 

question? Now I understand there are two warehouses which are going 

to be used to contain these facilities. To whom does this property 

belong? Does it still belong to the United States Government or has 

it been passed over to the federal government, and if so, has it been 

passed over from the federal government to the provincial government? 

What exactly is the status of the lease situation with respect to the 
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MR. F. ROWE: property in question which is going 

to be used for these chill holding units? 

AN HON. :HE~ffiER: It is on the North side. 

MR. F. ROWE: It is on the !~orth side, is it? 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. the Hinister of Fisheries. 

MR. lol. CARTER: This might more appropriately 

. 
I. 
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Mr. W. Carter: be referred to the Minister of Justice, 

who, I think, is negotiating a part of the lease with the U.S. 

authorities. But I understand approval has been reached now in 

principle for the handing over of the facilites at Argentia with 

the Base Commander having been given the authority by his superiors 

to permit Newfoundland companies who want to move in there to obtain 

occupancy. Certainly our Justice Department has satisfied itself 

that negotiations have progressed to the point, and are sufficiently 

well in hand,that we are able now to move in there and to undertake 

these renovations and approvals. 

MR. F. ROWE: 

Mr. Speaker, 

MR. SPEAKER: 

MR. F. ROWE: 

I would like with the indulgence of the House, 

The bon. member for Trinity-Bay de Verde. 

Sir, I think the answer to that question is of 

upmost importance that, you know, the status of the property in 

question -

MR. MORGAN: (Inaudible). 

MR. F. ROWE: If the han. Minister of Tourism will just worry 

about tourism and stop worrying about fisheries. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. F. ROWE: We already had the Minister of Tourism, Sir, when 

he was Minister of Transportation,announce a fish plant in Old 

Perlican which has yet to be risen. Now if the minister would just 

keep quiet and allow me to get on with the important business -

MR. MORGAN: Ask your question, now. 

MR. F. ROWE: I know all about that fish plant, Sir, and the 

gentleman in question is not too pleased about the minister's announcement -

premature announcement, I might add. Now, Mr. Speaker, if I may be 

permitted to get back to the question. I wonder if the Minister of 

Justice would clear up the little bit of confusion on the exact status 

of land here. I mean,we could have a situation - do we have anything 

in writing which guarantees that we in fact will have that property 

passed over to the federal government and/or the Province? We do 
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Mr. F. Rowe: not want a situation where we have an expenditure 

of -?500,000, and then we are given twenty-four hours notice to 

get the heck out of it. So we are sitting on, to use an 

exaggeration, to try to prove a point, we do not want to find 

that we have a fish holding unit on top of an A bomb. And I think 

it is very important that the Minister of Justice bring the House 

up to date with respect to the negotiations. Is there anything 

in writing with respect to the passing over of these_properti~s to 

the federal and/or the provincial government before this undertaking 

takes place? 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Minister of Justice. 

MR. HICKMAN: I am sure that we have violated every rule in the 

House in the last ten minutes, Mr. Speaker, -

MR. MORGAN: Hear, hear! 

MR. HICKMAN: when a question is now directed at another 

minister arising out of a ministerial statement not given by him. 

But, again, with the indulgence of the House,the understanding, and 

I was more current on this when I was the minister responsible for 

Intergovernmental Affairs, the negotiations between the Government of 

Canada -

AN RON. MEMBER: (Inaudible) 

MR. HICKMAN: And I was because in that capacity the Secretary 

of State for External Affairs has kept this Province,through the 

minister responsible for Intergovernmental Affairs,fully advised. 

The position as it was then, and I suspect as it is now, was "that 

the agreement had been reached on all points of principle between 

the Government of the United States and the Government of Canada. 

·~·· .. 

The actual agreement between the two nations, the two national governments, 

has not yet been signed because it is in the hands of the two Departments 

of Justice, the federal departments of justice. But it was agreed 

between them that whilst the formal signing has not taken place 

they can operate in effect as if it has been. The intention then is 

that after the Government of Canada has ascertained what in the way of 
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Mr. Hiclanan: wharf facilities they will assume responsibility 

for,which is their jurisdictional responsibility, the remainder can 

go,will be sub-sublet to the Province,because there is not going 

to be a conveyance back to Canada of the Argentia property. It is 

a sublease. People should not confuse it with the way it was handled 

in Stephenville or Pepperrell. It will not be handed back by the 

U.S. Government to th~ Canadian Government; r~ther, it will be 

sublet only to be recalled in the state of an emergency if it is 

necessary for military purposes. 1lell,if we get that kind of a war 

I guess very few of us will have much choice, you know, in stopping 

any government from taking what they so desire for defence purposes. 

In the meantime,it was arranged between the Department 

of Industrial Development of this Province and the Secretary of State 

for External Affairs and the American authorities that when there was 

a building or an area of property that obviously would not be used by 

MOT, that the Commanding Officer of the Base could give the green 

light to go ahead with development of that property now, and that is~ 

as I understand it, was what was done with this one now, and that 

the rights of the Province are fully, fully, fully protected. 

PRESENTING PETITIONS 

MR. SPEAKER: The han. member for Burin-Placentia West. 

MR. P. CANNING: Mr. Speaker, I rise to present a petition from 

some fifty-one voters of the settlement of Brookside in the district of 

Burin-Placentia West. 

AN RON. MEMBER: Placentia West? 

MR. CANNING: Burin-Placentia West. 
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tililt t:le pet:..ticners wisn. to b~ir-.u to th~ at:c~~tior .. of the ~~Cuse 

and pray that the government will 6ive attention to a road leading 

into the community, to be upgraded and paved. And they :;o on to 

say that we tnink t!.;.s is iraperative due to the alt:;Jst ~passable 

condition of the roads used by the children in transit to school. 

~ !r. Speaker • I fully SUi??Ort th~ pr.2ycr 

of t~e petition. TI1is is aaot~H~r case of a roaci that has Or.:il16 ~aved 

l·:it:lout even heinz upgraded and brouf;~l~ to a s~andurd \v"iiere. it s~1ou:ci 

b~ f>aved in t:1a y..:.ar of 197.!;-1~75~ a~d when t;1e elections -:;11ere over 

of course there was notiling else done. 

~lr. Speal~er, as five kilonetersJ t:1.:J.t is t~1e bit t;1at is left, and 

t~1is is repeated in at least four or five other settleuents in my 

district where in an election year they started paving roads and 

then dro!Jpecl it. Very little i1as been clo,le there siuce~ t~.ey ;lave 

not even ::,een t::ai;:,tair..ed or l~ept up to a decent sta;;"~dard. A:Jons 

t:1e peo;;le they say, Well 1ve are being discrir.J.iuated 2-gaiw.st for 

the fact t!-.a.t ·.;e put out a Tory and voted in a Liberal. ::.y t!1e 

11ay, llr. Speaker, when the Liberal they voted in was out for a 

little while on a boliday,before he was leaving he could boast to tne 

fact that 1vithin tl1e time that he had represented his native district 

;1e i1::.d succzeded in relievin:; isolation of ;1is p<:ople to a point 

where a car or a truck or a bus could drive to every single door 

in this district with the exception of three isolated areas where 

there is not auy road connection as yet. So for five years t:•ey 

have watclied t\1is little bit of road deteriorate, t:12 !Jit they i1a<l 

left that they <lid not pave and they feel they are being discriL"linated 

against. And yet I do not say that t;1ey 'tre because I cannoc im.J.gine. 

a government made up of Newfoundlanders discr~inating against the 

sc~1ool children of the little settlement of Brookside, 

Hr. Speaker, it is wholly and totally 

and solely neglected. I do not know if even the supervisor of the 

roads in that area ever has been in this settlement yet. I do not 

know if he is a<rare of t;1e fact that it is now dangerous for the 
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:a. c;.miDiG : school children tr.:lvellh~ over it in buses. 

~~ . Speaker , I would beg t he ;over~t to L~e up and look after 

th~ people for t he next year or so or now ever long they have here , 

because I guarantee tilem ii this mezlber goes i>ac~ :o that dis::rict 

aft.ar we have changed governments t hose little bits of road will 

:.,e done .'lila ti1ere ;;-'...l.J. be no cii.scr i.l:li."lat io<l , :!r . Spea~er . I fully 

suppor t che petition, Hr. S-peaker, and ask that this be laid otl thP -

~IR . HORGAH : They • ill not get uone that way. 

:~;;.. FLIC1:1 : 

l!r. S;>eaker, I ask that it bel laia o~ -

<.~lum ! W..l!l so abrupt:ly ir.terruptCld by son:ebody 11ho is :10 t :. 

ger.tle3an on t~ other side , I mecnt to a:;k that this ?etition 

be tabled anci refcrreri to the depa=t=lent to which it r elat!!S. 

. ., . ..._ ... . 

.... ··- ... 

SPZA.'<I:R : 

:~w.Y : 

West 

r:.e hoo . I:ClCber for Lcl'oile . 

· :r . 5;tal"~ r, I ·..-:loleheartec!ly support c::e 

;>rese:1tini; the petition .:lrui pointing out to the iiouse 

·~ 

t 
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NR. NEARY$ that this is just one in a series of oromi~~a 

that were made prior to the 1975 provincial general election that was broke~. 

There are examples, Sir, all over the Province.I have one in my own district, 

a road leading from the Trans-Canada Highway down to Grand Bay l.Jes~ a three 

mile stretch of road.t:very other road in the area was paved prior to the 

1975 election. The people in Grand Bay West t;ere told that their road ·~as 

going to be paved. ~ow I urove over it last ~~ek, Sir, and it is a d~sgrace. 

As a watter of fact ,they are thinking, Sir, about taking tit~ sci1ool buses 

off they cannot drive over the road it is after d"-teriorating so much. 

And tne same way with this particular stretch of road that leads to brook-

side. Hy hon. friend indicated tl.at the parents are very concerned about 

the safety of their children and rigittly so, Sir, And I congratulate the 

member who is the senior man in this douse for making such an excellent 

case to :tave this road upgraded and paved in this fiscal year, I do believe, 

Sir, that the government,the administration,should give top priority to 

upgrading and paving all roads where promises were made prior to the 1975 

general election.They should receive top priority over any new projects. 

In other words, Sir, the government should go back over its promises that 

were made prior to the 1975 election and upgrade &~d pave all the roads 

that they promised they were going to pave and upgrade prior to that election, 

and let the new road paving and projects hold over for the next fiscal year. 

r1R. SPEAKER: The han. member for Bellevue. 

HR. CALLAN: }lr. Speaker, I once again cannot 

help but rise and support any petition that has to do with road improvements 

whether it be reconstruction or paving. I fully understand the plight of 

tile >Jeople, the residents who live in Brookside in the hotl. ~;entleman 's 

district. ~hey share the same concern,I believe,that an awful lot of residents 

in this Province share .They are eating dust in the summertime and, of course, 
'/ 

as the member in presenting the petition pointed out, they are doubly disappointed 

and disgusted because of promises that were made to have the roads improved 

two, three,four or five years ago. Hr. Speaker, I support the prayer of the 

petition. The Y~ister of Transportation and Comffiunications is not in his 

seat right now. I saw him tnere looking over some envelopes that he had there. 

perhaps he is trying to figure out ••hether or aot this road has been included 
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HR. CALLAN: in the program for this year • • 4s 

has been mentionad in this House on previous occasions, there are an 

awful lot of roads in this Province that need to be upgraded and paved. 

$100 million wot:th of re.quests, and in the poor budget that 1.ras brought 

down a month or so ago of course only $40 million to fulfill the requests 

for a lJO million. So obviously there 1.rill be a lot of roads that 1dll 

not be reconstructed and paved. I hope that ti1e minister,'nho I suppose 

has made his decisions by now,I understand that the minister has indicated 

that since his estimates have gone through the House-they went through last 

week-since the estimates for the Department of Transportation and Communi

cations have gone through that the minister would be in a position sometime 

thi.o week to announce publicly what roads will and will not ;,e done this year. 

~!c ... I believe the minister, the new 

~:inister of Transportation and Gollllllunications,is an hon. man.I de not think 

he will keep the people guessing and wondering half the Summer and half the 

iall ,but they will be informed whether or not their roads will be improved 

sometime this week,I understand.3o I hope that if the minister is in the 

House and stands or rises in connection with this petition that perhaps 

he can indicate to the hon. member whether indeed this road has been included 

in this summer's program. As of course I also hope that the minister has 

included many of the roads that are in the district of Bellevue in the program 

for tnis Summer as well. Mr. Speaker, I whole-heartedly support the pr~yer 

of the petition. 

HR. SPEAuR: 

NR. J. vJUSOR: 

The hon. member for Fortun~- - Heruita;;e. 

Hr. Speaker, I also would like to 

support the petition so ably presented by my hon. friend for Ilurin - Placentia 

i·lest. I am quite sure tnat the priorities that were orignally 
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MR. J. IITNSOR: established have not been adhered to, and 

I do know that the minister is standing in the corridor with his 

deputy minister at the moment and I hope when he responds to it 

that he will, as the hen. member for Belleve (Mr. Callan) said, 

give us some statement on whether there are going to be any 

priorities for the local roads. There is not a person in this 

House who is not fully aware of the fact that the social and economic 

picture is being seriously held back by th~ deplorable condition 

of the side roads, access roads to the different communities. 

I am a bit of an expert on them myself, I drive over them very 

frequently, and only yesterday passed over the Harbour Breton 

Highroad, which had one lane traffic through snow about ten 

feet deep on each side. And there were three ploughs broken down 

on that road, and this is the story. 

Now in supporting my hen. friend's petition 

I think these things should be looked at in a different light. There 

should be priorities set on the roads, tell the people when they 

are going to be done and stick to it, not ramble all over God's 

garden for political reasons. Thank you. 

The hen. member for Fogo. 

CAPTAUI E. IVINSOR: I rise to support the petition presented by 

my seat mate, and my colleague, and Sir, in supporting this petition 

I feel if there is any district - no 1I will not put it that way, I feel 

that if there is a district that is deserving of pavement, upgrading 

of roads and every road in that member's district be paved, it is the 

district which the ~on. member represents. 

MR. J. WINSOR : That is right. 

CAPTAIN E. !JINSOR: Mr. Speal;.er, this gentlerJan has sat in this House 

for twenty-five years. 

!1R. J. WINSOR: That is true. .I 

CAPTAIN E. WINSOR: Imagine that! And after twenty-five years is forced 

now to come into this House to present a petition to have certain roads upgraded 
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C.APTAL."q E. WINSOR: and paved. 

MR. J. WINSOR: That is right. 

CAPTAIN E. WINSOR: Out of tribute to this hon. gentleman, a member 

for twenty-five years, out of tribute to this hon. gentleman, Sir, I 

say shame on the government that they have not paved every mile of 

road in this hon. gentleman's district. 

So, Mr. Speaker, I plead and urge the government 

not to embarrass this gentleman any longer, this hon. member. 

AJ.'q HON. }!EMBER: (Inaudible). 

MR. J. WINSOR: Now. Now. 

C .APTAIN E. WINSOR: Following behind this hon. member,I myself have 

a few roads which need paving, and perhaps out of tribute to the both 

of us, before the next election rolls around, that all roads in 

Placentia 'tlest, and all roads in Fogo district, will be paved. 

SOME HON. ME!1BERS : Hear, hear! 

PRESE..'{TING REPORTS BY STA.J.'{DING AND SPECIAL COHMITTEES: 

}!R. SPEAKER: The·hon. Minister of Justice. 

MR.. HICKMA.~ : Mr. Speaker, I table the Report of the Board of 

Commissioners of Public Utilities to the Minister of Provincial Affairs 

and Environment, pursuant to section 531 of the Automobile Insurance 

Act, as amended June 17th., 1977. 

MR. SPEAKER: The han. Minister of Tourism. 

~JR. MORGAN: Mr. Speaker, I wish to table the regulations as they 

pertain to tourist establishments in the Province. 

NOTICES OF MOTION: 

MR. SPEAKER: The han. Minister of Justice. - - ----
HR. HICKXAN: Mr. Speaker, the hon. the member for - he disappeared 

on us - the member for Placentia _(Hr. H. Patterson) , and the 

hon. the member for Carbonear (Mr. R. l1oores), have asked that they be 

relieved of their responsibilities as members of the Public Accounts 

Committee, for a very good reason and other commitments, and have 

therefore resigned. Consequently I move, seconded by the hon.-member 

for Burgeo - Bay d'Espoir (Mr. Si=ons), that pursuant to Standing Order 87, 
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tha t the hon . the member for ferryland 

{Hr. C. Power), and the hon. the member for oa.ie Verte- 1-.'hite .Bay 

{Mr. Rideout), be subst ituted fo r the bon. the member for 

Carbonear, and the hon . t he member for Placentia on the Public 

ACCOUntS Committee , 

~!R . SPEAKER: The bon. member for Burgeo- Bay d'~spc±r . 

t·!R . Sllll-'.O~S : -tr , Speaker, in secondin:1; the mot i on moved by t he 

hen. the Go•1emment i:iouse Leacier , 

I 
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MR. SUIMONS : I just want to take a moment of 

the House's time to say a word of tribute to the two retiring members 

of the Public Accounts Committee, of which I have the honour to be 

Chairman, the member for Placentia Oir. Patterson) and the member for 

Carboo.ear (Hr. R. Uoores). As the hon. the Government House Leader 

has indicated, both gentlemen are leaving the Committee because of 

other commitments and at their own stated request, and I, for one, 

am sorry to see them go. They have been with the Committee during 

the formative years of the Committee. The last two years or so the 

Committee has come through a very formative period, and the two 

members now retiring from the Committee have played a very important 

role, Hr. Speaker, in making the Committee function as well as it has. 

Also, Hr. Speaker, I would like to 

take a moment to welcome the two new member s of the Committee, the 

member for Ferryland (}!r . Power) and my colleague, the member for 

Baie Verte- White Bay (Mr. Rideout), and I certainly look forward, 

as I am sure all members of the Committee do, to working with the two 

new members as we pursue our mandate to monitor the Public Accounts 

and to scrutinize government spending. 

Of course, Mr. Speaker, it goes without saying 

that the member for Mount Pearl (Mr. N. Windsor), the member for 

Pleasantville (Mr. Dinn), the member for Mount Scio (Dr. R. Winsor), 

who is also the Vice-Chairman of the Committee, and I will be 

continuing as members of the Committee, together with the two new 

members and, as well, the member for Lewisporte (Mr . F. White),my 

colleague to my right. 

It is an important time to be coming 

on the Committee as we are going to be continuing to break some new 

ground, as this year it is our intention as part of our respoD$ibility 

in monitoring the Public Accounts to specifically get into the area of 

examining the accounts of certain of the Crown agencies and Crown 

corporations. Thank you, Mr . Speaker. 
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MR. SPEAKER: With the concurrence of the House 

I would now put the motion. Do I have the concurrence of the House? 

It has been moved that the han. 

member for Ferryland (Mr. Power) and the han. member for Baie Verte -

White Bay (Nr. Rideout) be elected to the Public Accounts Co=ittee. 

Is the House ready for the question? 

Those in favour 'aye', contrary 'nay'. I declare the motion carried. 

ORAL QUESTIONS 

MR. SPEAKER: The han. the Leader of the Opposition. 

}!R. W. N. ROWE: These takeover bids are getting harder 

and harder to handle, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. NEARY: Terrible, is it not? Have you your 

paranoid pills with you? 

HR. W. N. ROWE: No, the paranoia pills went with the 

furniture. 

Mr. Speaker, a question to the han. 

the Minister of Justice. It must be a year or so now, Sir, since the 

police commenced an investigation into the goings on and alleged 

shenanigans in the Department of Public Works. 

N.:; HON. }!EJ-ffiER: n.at is right. 

MR. W. N. ROWE: Has the minister received the report 

from the RCMP? -it was the RCMl', I believe 

A..'l HON. MEMBER: Yes, that is right . 

MR. W. N. ROWE: Has he received the report, and if not ,. 

Sir, can he inform the House as to the status of the report? Is it 

being sat on? Is it being proceeded with? Is the minister, himself, 

pushing for a conclusion to that particular investigation? 

MR. SPEAKER: The han. the Minister of Justice. 

MR. HICKMAN: Mr. Speaker, the only reason why I 

could comment on this at all is that it was public knowledge that an 

investigation was instituted and requested of the RCMP into an alleged 

activity into the Department of Public Works and Services by the 

)JiO 

•-.re : . -

" I 

' .. 
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HR. HICKMAN : Auditor General. That request 

to the Director of Public Prosecutions by the Auditor General was 

immediately acted on and the appropriate police force, which I think 

is totally the RCMP, but I will not swear to that because there may 

have been investigations within the city limits as well, have been 

investigating the matter. I most cert.ainly cannot indicate the 

status of the investigation - that is a matter between the Director 

of Public Prosecutions and the police - other than to assure this 

House that that investigation is proceeding with the utmost cispatcb 

and is in the hands of the Director of Public Prosecutions. And it 

would be quite improper for me to go further than that. 

IIR. SPEAKER: The bon . the Leader of the Opposition. 

~!R. W. N. ROWE : A very interesting lesson on 

jurisdiction and so on, !!r. Speaker. The question I asked was, iias the 

minister or anyone in his department received a report from t he R~W 

into the investigation into alleged wrongdoing in the Deparcaent of 

Public Works? 
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Mr. Neary: He has received it. 

MR. W. ROWE: Ch,he has received it. Mr. Speaker, I do 

not know what is wrong with the minister speaking from his seated 

position over there. 

MR. HICKMAN: Do you want me to rise again and repeat 

what I said when I was on my feet? 

MR. W. ROWE: Yes, Sir, if he would. 

MR. HICKMAN: I understand that the report from the RCMP has 

been delivered to the Director of Public Prosecution. 

MR. W. ROWE: When? 

MR. HICKMAN: I do not know the date, but not too long ago. 

MR. NEARY: The minister does know the date. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. HICKMAA: I do not know the date. 

MR. NEARY: Do not try and pull the wool over our eyes. 

MR. HICKMAN: I do not know the date, Mr. Speaker. I 

make it a very good policy to follow, the policy with anyone who 

knows the responsibilities of the Attorney General will follow, 

that reports from the RCMP go into the Director of Public Prosecutions 

or the police, any investigating authorities. The Director of 

Public Prosecutions or a prosecution assigned by him reviews the 

results of the investigation to see whether or not there is sufficient 

evidence to warrant the laying of a charge. If they come to the 

conclusion that there is sufficient evidence,charges are laid forthwith. 

If they come to the conclusion that additional evidence is required 

they will go back and ask the investigating police authorities to 

obtain that information and to conclude the investigation. These 

decisions very properly are left to the Crown's law officers, and 

they conduct it with the upmost dispatch, the utmost equity and fairness. 

And I simply repeat that I do know that the report has been received 

by the Director of Public Prosecutions. I was not aware of it until 

very, very recently. 

MR. W. ROWE: Well, Mr. Speaker, a further supplementary. 

I 
I~ 

.,I 
! 
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MR. SPEAKER: The han. Leader of the Opposition. 

MR. W. ROWE: May I ask the minister how long he will permit -

this is no criticism now of his staff, the admirable staff that he 

has down there, members of the same learned profession, Sir, as 

myself; therefore they must be excellent ladies and gentlemen. 

MR. NEARY: Now do not walk on my toes. 

MR. W. ROWE: And my han. colleague, the member for LaPoile (Mr. 

Neary),agrees with me whole-heartedly, for the record. That is the 

first time that was ever entered into Hansard, Mr. Speaker. 

AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible) 

MR. W. ROWE: Let me ask how long will the Minister of Justice 

allow the report to be perased to be looked at, studied, sat on, 

argued back and forth, before he himself as the Chief Law Officer of 

the Crown in this Province decides on taking action one way or the 

other. It is very interesting, Sir, to hear him slough off his 

responsibilities. 

MR. NEARY: Yes. 

MR. W. ROWE: But he is responsible to the Lieutenant-Governor 

representing the Queen, and to this House, Sir, 

MR. NEARY: 

MR. W. ROWE: 

MR. NEARY:

MR. W. ROWE: 

That is right. 

- as the Chief Law Officer of the Crown. 

Hear, hear! 

And one day he must decide whether he is going to 

allow an investigation which has been going on for a number of months 

concerning which there has been a report received by his staff 

in the department, whether or not any action is going to be taking 

on it. Now how long does the minister propose to allow this report 

to be sat on before some action is taken? 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Minister of Justice. 

MR.. HICKMAN: Mr. Speaker, first,commenting on the comments 

that were not too relevant to the question made by the han. the 

Leader of the Opposition, I would commend to him the recent decision 

of the Supreme Court of Alberta sitting forth the duties and the 
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Mr. Hickman: responsibilities of Attorneys-General, one of 

which is not that just enunicated by the Leader of the Opposition. 

The nosition is, Mr. ~neaker, I reneat t~at I knm~ 

that that report has been received by the Director of Public Prosecutions. 

The length of time that is taking in perusing that report depends 

on the thickness of the report. You know, some reports,if it is a 

report on an impair driving case, I would think that a Director of 

Public Prosecutions or any prosecutor could take about two minutes, 

or certainly five minutes to decide whether or not to lay a charge. 

If it is a report involving heavy accounting investigation, it will 

take considerable time. Also,may I once again remind the House, 

that seldom, if ever, on a case that is of any magnitude does the 

first report when it comes in suffice or meet the requirements of 

any responsible Crown prosecutor. I want to repeat, and 

the han. Leader of the Opposition knows this, that it is very, very 

wrong for an Attorney-General to comment in the slightest detail 

on an investigation that is going on out of which charges may be laid 

SOME RON . MEMBERS: Oh, oh! I because that does nothing but prejudice the right of an accused person. 

., 
MR. HICKMAN: Well, let me assure this House that that 

case 1as with any others 1will be dealt with and is being dealt with 

with the upmost dispatch. 

MR. SIMMONS: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: A supplementary, the bon. gentleman for Burgee-

Bay d'Espoir,followed by a supplementary by the bon. member for LaPoile, 

and then I will recognize on a new line of questioning the hon. member 

for Eagle River. 

MR. SIMMONS: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary for the same minister, 

the Minister of Justice. Has the minister been made aware of the 

contents of the report? Has he seen the report at all or is he 

aware of what the report contains? 
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MR. SPEAKER: The han. Minister of Justice. 

MR. HICKMAN: Mr. Speaker, I have not seen it and I am not aware 

of what it contains. 

HR. SD1NONS: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPE.A..'<ER: I have already indicated I would allow both hon. 

gentlemen one supplementary, and then the hon. member for Eagle River. 

HR. NEARY: If my han. friend wants to ask a supplementary, 

Sir, I ~~ill wait and ask mine after 1 

Your Honour. 

if that is all right with 

}ffi. SPEAKER: Order, please: !-lith respect to supplementaries, as 

han. members know, the Standing Orders point out that a supplementary 

question is at the discretion of the Speaker. Frequently it is 

very difficult to know how to exercise that discretion and I can 

only judge by the number of members who rise on non-supplementaries, 

and I have to bear in mind that if they rise then they are indicating 

they wish to ask a question. If they do not rise supplementaries 

could go on for the whole thirty minutes. But when they rise then 

obviously I have to infer that they wish to ask questions on other 

subjects. Now it does not preclude an~ hon. member from getting back 

to a subject after. But I think having indicated, having already 

heard the original question and three supplementaries from the hon. 

Leader of the Opposition, I then indicated I would hear one from each 

of the tim other han. gentlemen lvho wish to ask supplementaries and 

then the han. member for Eagle River (Hr. Strachan). I think that I 

would have to stick to that. It does not preclude anybody from coming 

back to the subject later. But in a sense it is a kind of collective 

decision. To a certain extent the Chair is in the hands of the han. 

gentlemen asking questions, not to what is in order and what is not in 

order, but to a certain extent in the area of supplementaries the Chair 

is in the hands of han. gentlemen asking questions. So I can only judge 

when people stand then they wish to ask questions. 

The han. member for LaPoile. 
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~fR. NEARY: ~~. Speaker, I would like to ask the hon. Minister 

of Justice a supplementary in relation to a question I was asked by 

my hon. colleague, the Leader of the Opposition. Sir, I would like 

to ask the minister if any action has ever been initiated as a result 

of the Scrivener affair that was raised in this Rouse a year ago, and 

if any action was taken would the minister indicate to the House what 

kind of action was taken, and if there is an investigation ongoing 

into this Scrivener affair? 

NR. SPEAKEr.: The hon. Minister of Justice. 

~. HICKMAN: ------ Mr. Speaker, obviously any action that is taken 

arising out of any investigation that is within the confines of the 

Department• of Justice only, and properly so, should become public 

knowledge if charges are laid. .Out I am not in a position to comment 

on investigations that are going on by the police under the auspicies 

and guidance of the Department of Justice. The only reason why I have 

been in the position to respond to the questions from the hon. the Leader 

of the Opposition is that this ~•as a matter that arose last year and 

became public knowledge as a result of a request of the Auditor General1 

which was responded to,and it was made public knowledge that an 

investigation ~;as ongoing. But if we ever reach the stage in this 

Province, or anywhere in Canada, where investigations when they are 

ongoing become the subject matter of public knowledge, then no one 

will feel free again, ever, that all anyone has to do is to make 

an accusation and then there is an investigation and then people 

say, " All , there must be something to it because there is an 

investigation." That would be a most unteoable situation for 'lnyone 

who operates under the British system of justice to live. &•d I most 

definitely will not answer that kind of question, nor should I. 

}!R. tU:ARY: A supplementary question, Hr. Speaker. 

~. SPEAKER: I had indicated that after one supplementary 

I would recognize the han. member for Eagle River (Ur. Strachan). It will 

not preclude the han. gentleman from coming back. But as I explained , 

to a large extent the Chair :!.s in the hands of han. members and Hhen 
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HR. SPEAKER: the)' continue to rise on other sllbjects, then 

after a certain number of supplementaries I have to use what I 

consider to be principles of equity and I do not think it would be 

proper for me not to recognize the han. member for Eagle River. 

If he yields,or does not,that is obviously his own prerogative. 

NR. STRACHAN: I have been trying for two days, Mr. Spea~er, 

to get this question in, and unfortunately in the time when I have 

llla.Ilaged to get it in the minister responsible is absent from his 

seat. He happens to be the l-liuis ter of Rural Development, who is 

also the 1<1inister of Mines and Energy. Although how he can be 

minister of both departments I do not know. But maybe I can 

redirect the question in that case to the Minister of Intergovernmental 

Affair since it concerns the relationship bet;geen the Province and 

the federal government. Could the minister indicate to us th.e 

rationale behind, and the policy hopefully behind the designation 

of cOIIIII!Imities in Labrador as certain designated communities, since 

there is a considerable anxiety in same collllllUnities wh.ich are split 

down the middle. Some 
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:talf of tlle cotll'ilunit-; is not desi:;nated,;Jlus the fact that it is 

discriminately practiced and that some families are called native 

people and are available for 6rants and also for certain benefits 

~r.cler tllis P::=ovince' s progra=~and w<=U~bers of tl1e same fumly or 

close far.1ily, the same backgrounci, do not :-~ve the so.! rit;:l~s. And this 

is in ;:;1e ca3e of al::1ost five i1unuraJ peo;:>le >rho :io 110 t i1ave 

r.ii,:lt3 w·:1ile other peo~·l~ \·~(lo are related to t:1em c!o :1ave rif;hts. 

I wonder •.;oulcl ti1e mi11.ister ansl<er the question? 

cill..DOODY: }lr. Speaker, I 11ould very ::lUcn lil-e to 

be in a position to answer the question bec<.use it llss been one of 

the J;Jajor mysteries that has been confronting i!le and,I = sure, 

ot;ler people in this ilouse since the policy was instituted. I 

nave .:J.bsolutely no idea l1o\·J t~1e criteria is arrive~ at; ic i:as 

Leen a ::tatter of discussion with c:1e i)eople i.l Ottawa r.:sponsible 

for soml! ciw.e. t!e ~lave ever:. go:1e so far as to f.s:cetiously suggest 

tnat blood tests perha~s should ~e given to ~arious j;Jembers of 

the people in the Province to determine what, where and when and 

wi1at percentage should be distributed. There are ninety-ten 

agreer.1ents, there are sixty-six-and-one-third agreements and there 

are sorue agre=ents which do not seem to cover anything or anybody. 

It seems to be to be exactly as the han. gentle~an has suggested, 

to be J.iscri.ninatory, unfair and unreasonable. l-le shall continue 

to try and get it changed and try to get it to cover as many people 

as ••e can iu terms of equity. I cannot in all fairness answer the 

questioii directly because to the best of r:.y kr:owl<!dge there is no 

ammer to it, it is an arbitrary thing that is beyond reason. 

:m.. STRAClWl: 

I·!J:c. SPEAKER: 

HR. STRACHA,'l: 

A supple~ent~ry. 

A supplenentary by the origiual questioner. 

The minister has mentioned the fact of 

blood tests and it leads it up to my question because I am very 

deeply concerned of what is going to occur in Labrador in the 

t 
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:IR. STMCILA.i:~: 

as has been stated i:u. mar,y cases, not blooJ tests as such but it 

is registration of native peoples in which one has to be ape 

blooded in order to be able to qualify uuder the: program which 

is a policy adopted by tile Federal Government in the :'ort:n.1est 

Territories. Applied to Labrador what it will mean is 

ti.at coi!ll:luuities •.rill be split down t:1e n:iddle. Our co;.lLluaities 

will i1ave people disqualified t,rho i<ave been <J.Uali£ied over the 

years and it can be soille t:rrible ::~ess. 

I wonder if the minister caul~ indicate vr:1ether 

tilis province has made overtures to the Federal Governrnent throuc;h 

the Feaeral-Provincial cowmittee tu try to come to a more rational, 

more sane, more balanced position and vie•~oint rather than to allow 

this kir .. d of registratior ... under the rules -:;:lJ.ich can do v.otili!lg i11 

Labr~dor but coutinu~ to create racial discriwination, disturbance 

;;n<.l .J.lao I t:li~;.k possibly a ;;reat deal of confusion and possibly 

conflict within communities in Labrador. 

~!R.. SPE.AKER; Th!.! han. winister. 

~IR. DOODY: ~r. Speaker, I trust that the hon. member noted I 

prefaced t:1e comment on blood tests with the word 'facetious) because 

it is indeed an absurd situation and one which scwulcl not oe continued 

and one which should never l1ave beeu allowed. I think it is,as I S<iid I 
earlier,unfair and discriminatory and one which we have objected to ~~ 
cuuci:J.u.:i.lly from the beginni11g. The or.ly saving £race t:llit t~1ere is 

anci ti1at is if there is ar.y is the fact that it allows c<?.rtain areas 

vf t:1e coast t:o obtaiu. a lar[!e.r fu.::::.G.int; ti1an others. T:tat certainly 

is not a rationale anu certai..."l.ly not an excuse. '·le h.:J.ve had 

rep..i.:-=scntation to t~le Governuent of Canada arid ~ve ·.;ill co~tinue to 

.::.o so. I •<auld :1ope to l.ave a r:.ore sensible ana rational a;:-rroacb 

to t''" fundiq; of c.;,esE progr=1e:;. Ceortainl;; the basis on which 

ti1ey are acL11inister-2d and su~gested anci organized r,ow can do not:ring 

but cause a sort of situation that tile han. Llember l1as describe!!. 

It is certainly not in the interest of t,;e unity of t~1e provir.ce or 
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that: t ile :1on, c;emLer "'iJ.l s:..pporc :ne ar.d help a= in any way t:ilat 

he car.. 

A final suppl,~eJ·.tary . 

: !R. STR'\C'.iAi l : 

?Cy':\lent :;n«reas tnair sist.ars :md Ut'vtnerS iJ:. the Su::le fa.U.lj' il.re 

~ot given t~ese rights because ::hey are ~ot ~tive . And apparently 

it seet:IS t:.:ar you csn be tW.tive if ;;ou are livir::; at ~resent in 

:!akko•rik o:r Nain you a:re native a.nci if you are living in i-.appy V::lley 

y-ou are not native. A.cC 1 -..;onCer if the o iniscet can 3:!J :·.:hc:t:.a-.:..r 

c~ey are p:r::cci.;<!s of discrbination for people lii~ this ;..•i:o 

oc.e clay but 'if you ;:;ove co iiopecinle you "lolill become r.ative ~ I thin!: 

it lies o;:i t hin tl1is prov·ince co ba able to wipe .:>ut t~:is tor.allr 

altogether and come dotm to some rar:ional sense and I think che 

Fed<!ral· Proviucial Co=itee is il vehicle by -whicn this can be C:ot1e 

::nd I think it is up to r.i:is .:;dml;tistratiOI\ to do it. 
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MR. SPEAKER: The hen. minister for Harbour Hain -

Bell Island. 

NR. DOODY: The hen. member further outlines 

and expresses the frustration of the situ~tion.·It is not as the hen. member well knows 

done on the basis of individuals, it is done on the basis of communtties whirh 

makes it even more absurb. The theory is_at least I have suggested in desperation 

and frustration at one time 1 it would be perhaps more economical for the 

Province of ~ewfoundland to move people from coffimunity to community over 

the period of a year so that they could qualify because they lived in Nakkovik 

for a certain period of tiLile to be eligible for a larger share of t:1e pie than 

if they lived in some other communitY.Lt underlines the aDsur.C11tY or tne 

situation tnat it really ilas notning at all to do with what it purports 

to represent and that is the Inuit and Indian population on the amount of 

funding that should be provided for them.It is an absurb situation. It is obviously 

a bureaucratic solution to something that has never been rationalized in terms 

of people and it is one that I fully agree has got to be changed. 

' I cannot defend the policy because it is one that is indefensible and it 

is certainly not one of our making.! can only agree with the hon. member 

that it is a ridiculous situation and one that is insupportable. 

The hon. t:~ember for Trinity - Bay de 

Verde, followed by the hen. gentleman for LaPoile. 

MR. F. ROWE: I tJould like to address a question to 

the ~finister of Fisheries, Sir. In view of the fact that the amount of storm 

daiJ.age on the \-!est Coast,I understand,and also on the East Coast to private 

fisi1ermen with respect to their gear and facilities that are not unde.r the 

jurisuiction of the federal / provincial government, has the - ~ :inister of 

Fisheries attempted to design any sort of formula or program in order to 

assist these particular fishermen in order to help them to replace their 

loss of gear through recent storms,or loss or stages or other fish handling 

facilities ? 

MR. SPEAKER: The han. Minister of Fisheries. 

HR. \-1. CARTER: Hr. Speaker, :iS the hon. member knows 

the Province does not have an ongoing gear for fishing facility replacement 

progra:n ,Jnly in cases where tnere are substantia:!. losses, $5 ')0, 000 or more, 
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MR. W. CARTER: would the federal I provincial 

formula fall in place. We have looked at the possibility of coming up 

vrith a gear and a facility insurance program.i..ast year we had a ccmmittee 

who worked lvith the fishermen's union and others to put together a sub

mission which was later sent to Ottawa tvith a request that they study it 

and hopefully participate in its cost.rhat program is stilled being studied. 

We have people within the departments 1 orking with others to seek ways 

and means of putting in place some kind of an insurance ;:>rogram. ~!r. Speaker, 

I am-sure that the han. metuber 1vill appreciate :!.t is not an easy matter. In 

the course of a year there are a number of storms that cause damages at one 

degree or another.rlle one to which he is referring,the one on the West Coast, 

I believe incurred about a $60,000 damage cost.;:;ertainly the matter is bein£ 

considered as soon as we can put together "'hat we ti1ink will be a feasible 

insurance progra-m tl1en we will be very happy to do so. 

MR. F. RO'-'E: 

NR. Sl'EAL<ER: 

MR. F. ROWE: 

A supplementary. 

A supplementary. 

Mr. Speaker, is the minister aware 

of the fact that as far back as 1972,five years ago,in the election Throne 

Speecn that ti:e goverruaent promised that legislation 1-lould be introduced as 

early as possible ' to establish in conjunction lvith the federal governueut 

an inexpensive share_~:icost insurance program covering loss of fishing gear 

for the fishermen. (low is the minister saying that that promise was ma.Ie 

in a Throne Speech "'itnout having consulted and gotten agreement fran: the 

federal government before promising tilat particular legislation ·:· Are they 

still negotiating with the federal government five years later 7 

T~1e hon. llinis ter of Fisheries. 

~:R. 1.·. CARTBR: The hon • .members should kno"' 

that the federal government did intend,in fact they announced tt.eir intention 

to join with the provinces in coming up with a lobster pot insurance program 

and hopefully it would be extended to take in other forms of gear. The 

~rovince agreed to accept its responsibility,which I believe at that time cost 

~9U ,OUU ,wnict would be the provincial share the cost sharing program.Cabinet 

did abree to spend that amount of 
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MR. W. CARTER: money. It was only later that we 

learned that the federal government had scrapped the idea. We have 

made representation to Ottawa with respect to that programme and 

others, and the fact that it was mentioned in the Throne Speech of 

19 75, I am sure, was on the basis of indications received by the 

federal government, from Ottawa, to the extent that that programme 

was then being considered; in fact, a decision was made but later 

rescinded by the federal authorities, and consequently Ne had no 

gear insurance programme. 

MR. F. ROWE: A supplementary, Hr. Speaker. 

HR. SPEAKER: A final supplementary. 

MR. F. ROWE: Mr. Speaker, it is terrible, 

you know, The minister once again has not answered the question 

but is making a speech on a completely different topic. I asked 

the minister if, in fact, in 1972 when legislation was promised 

during that particular year, an agreement had been reached with 

Ottawa for an inexpensive shared cost insurance programme to cover 

the loss of gear, and if there has not been any agreement then or 

since,has the minister's department any plans to take care of the 

fishermen who have private gear or private fish handling facilities 

not under the jurisdiction of the provincial government or the federal 

government, some sort of a provincial programme to take care of their 

loss of gear - private fishermen, private stages~ private sheds? 

~lR. SPEAKER: The hon. the Minister of Fisheries. 

MR. W. CARTER: (Inaudible) to answer the first 

part of the question, but I can only assume that if the government in 

1972 announced its intention to enter into a low-cost gear insurance 

programme that they must have bad some grounds for making that statement. 

AN RON. MEMBER: Hear, hear! 

MR. W. CARTER: With respect to the latter part of 

the question, I think the hon. member should know that it was only last 

year that we announced a subsidy on fish landings, the purpose for which 

was to help fishermen replace lost gear and worn out gear, and I am told 

~~ 
< ,. 
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MR. W. CARTER: in my travels and with people I have 

talked with - fishermen - that in many cases that programme is working 

very well. Hind you, it is probably not enough, we would certainly 

like to double it, but I am not getting any complaints about it. 

The programme last year cost, I believe, in excess of $2 million and 

while it might not serve ~11 of tte problems that the fishermen are 

encountering, certainly it is going a long way toward that end. But 

I repeat that we did make representation to Ottawa with a view to 

having a gear insurance programme put in place. Ottawa did not see 

fit to agree to our recommendation, In fact, they rejected it on the 

basis that the programme itself would probably have to be compulsory, 

that it would be mandatory for a fisherman to take part in the programme. 

And that was the reason, or maybe the excuse used by Ottawa for rejecting 

our proposal, but the fact is that the matter is still under consideration; 

it is being looked at by experts in the insurance industry and others 

with a view to finding a way where such a programme can be put in place. 
i-· ·"-

AN RON.-. MEMBER: One final supplementary. 

MR. SPEAKER: I have indicated that would be the final. 

The hen. ~ember for LaPoile. 

HR. NEARY: }1y question is for the Minister of Rehabilitation 

and Recreation, Sir, and it does not have to do with Exon House today . 

I am hoping the minister will make a ministerial statement in a day or so 

on the Exon House affair. I want to ask the minister about the 

Summer Games. Would the minister indicate to the House if additional 

funds have been requested from the government to pay off the deficit 

that was incurred by the Summer Games Committee? And would the minister 

indicate if there has been any representation made to his department or 

to the government with regard to the Aquarena - getting it reopened and 

so on? Could the minister just tell us the status of that particular 

situation? 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. the Minister of Rehabilitation and 

Recreation. 
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MR. HICKEY: Mr. Speaker, I am not aware of 

any di:tec,t request from the SUIIIIIIer Games Committee to my department. 

I cannot say for certain that there is not something there toQ.ay or 

yesterday, but certainly there has been nothing brought to my 

attention by my staff with regard to a request. I am aware that 

there has been dialogue between tb.e Committee and Ottawa with 

regard to finances. I cannot go beyond that to say just what is 

involved or amounts or anything of that nature. 

With r~gard to the second part of 

the question, the Aquaren:a, the situation there is we are waiting 

for the report from Judge Steele as to what is to be done with that 

facility and as soon as that is re.ceived, govenunent wiil tak.e a 

position and make a decision, and of course, we will announce it. 

?,JR. NEARY: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker. 

HR. SPEAKER: Time will p.ermit one supplementary. 
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MR. NEARY: Would the minister indicate who was responsible 

for the Summer Games? Who were the sponsors? Has it the city or 

was it the provincial government? My understanding was the Provin~e 

were really the sponsors of the games. And would the minister 

indicate the amount of the deficit that was incurred by the Summer 

Games Committee and what arrangements are going to be made to pay 

t he creditors that are owed the money by the Summer Games? 

:m.. SPE.A..'<ER : The hon. Hi.nister of Tourism. 

MR. HICKEY: Mr. Speaker, number one, the responsiblity for the 

Summer Games was the committee, which of course was established by the 

city, the city having taken the initiative and had in fact attracted the 

Summer Games here. The position of the Province was simply one of 

a contributory nature inasmuch as we made available to that Committee 

a sizeable amount of money, contribution, much larger than certainly 

other provinces found themselves in a position to make, because of the 

fact that the federal government did not provide as much in fact as 

they should have. And that,I might say, is a matter which there is 

dialogue going on on at the moment. 

Insofar as the amount of the deficit is concerned, 

Mr. Speaker, I am unaware of the amount. In fact I have asked my 

staff the same question and they have not been able to tell me. There 

are some figures flying around. I certainly would not hazard or take 

a chance on repeating them because they are only hearsay, and those 

figures I might say come to us from the Ottawa source as opposed to 

the local source. 

Finally, ~rr. Speaker, my department are not involved 

insofar as any winding up, or any financial responsibilities , inasmuchas 

while the Canada Summer Games,as I said,was to a very large degree 

supported by the federal government, certainly the overall responsibility 

does not rest with the government. 

MR. NEARY: Who does the auditing? 
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ORDERS OF THE DAY : 

On motion that the House resolve itself 

into Committee of the Whole, }~. Speaker left the Chair. 

HR. CHAIRMA.~ : Order, please! 

The hen. l1inister of Forestry and Agriculture. 

:-IR. HATI'IARD : Hr. Chairman, I would just like to say a few 

words in the few minutes that are left on the time for the estimates 

of the Department of Forestry and Agriculture, hopefully to answer 

a few at least of the questions that were asked last night during 

the debate. 

MR. SI:UllNS: A point of order, Mr. Chairman. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! A point of order. 

HR. snmm1s: Mr. Chairman, I heard l1r. Chairman call order but 

I was waiting for the head to be called. There are numbers on this 

side who >vanted to speak. We assume that forestry would be 

continued with but we had not been told by the Chair. 

Order, please! I think the hon. member is 

correct in that I did inadvertently leave out the head. I called order 

and when the minister arose, knowing we were still on salaries,I recognized 

the minister. But I agree I should have called the head and possibly 

the only way to do it is to do it again and that is -

MR. SUlMDNS: Mr. Chairman, I have no quarrel with your 

having designated the minister except we did not have a fair 

opportunity, and all I want to point out is that we have limited 

time and a number of us want to say things, so perhaps if the 

minister can be brief we can say what we have to say too. 
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}ffi.. CHAIRHAN : Heading 1201-01. 

MR. MAYNARD: Mr. Chairman, if hon. members want to speak, 

if they will leave me just a few minutes at the end I would be 

quite happy in order to clue it up. 

1-ffi.. CHAIRlfAH : 

l1R. STill-IONS: 

twenty-five minutes? 

NR. CHAI~IA.'l: 

MR. SIMHONS: 

The hon. member for Burgeo - Bay d'Espoir. 

Thank you, l~. Chairman. 

Mr. Chairman, do I understand we have about 

Twenty-five minutes, yes. 

Well I shall be very brief because I know 

there are other speakers. There are a number of things I .vould 

like to say on this subject but I am prepared to '~ait until we 

get on to the Budget debate, if we ever do. 

Just a quick point, Hr. Chairman, that I would 

like the minister to raise in his concluding re~rks, and it relates 

to the Bowater timber limits. Now these limits affect a number of 

areas of the Island, and my specific question relates to the Bay d' 

Espoir area. I would recall for the minister that one of his 

predecessors in the portfolio, the present Minister of ~Anpower and 

Labour, during his tenure in that portfolio, the forestry portfolio, 

indicated about two years ago at this time, that he fully expected to 

have the Bowater timber limits matter resolved as it effected 

Bay d'Espoir, resolved by Xay 15th. of that year, that was May 15th., 1976. 

And he indicated that in this House, in response to questions from me, 

he indicated that on or about the middle of April, or the 1st. of April 

perhaps, that four to six weeks hence he would have resolved, or his 

department would have resolved the Bowater timber limits problem. 

Hell it comes as no news to the minister that 

the issue is far from resolved at the present moment, and I will not 

take the time of the House now to elaborate on what the ramifications 

are for the Bay d'Espoir are~ except to repeat again that the Bowater 

timber concessions, the Bowater holdings in the Bay d'Espoir area, are 

having an adverse effect on the economy, are preventing so~ae lvorthlvhile 
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HR. SIMl-IONS: job creation, I am thinking in particular of 

the Ralland mill, but also of the small sawmills in the area. I 

would like the minister in concluding to respond to the item, 

in particular to tell us what is being done, or if he has thrown 

up his hands on this one, if anything can be done in the view 

of the department. 

:lR. CHAIR!·!AJ.'I: 

:·lR. FLIGHT: 

The han. member for 1-l'indsor - Buchans. 

:-lr. Chairman, due to the limited time I 'N"ill 

try to keep my few remarks very urief. 

It is important, Hr. Chairman, to realize 

that this minister is administering,spending $18 million of public 

money in this Province. And it is important that it would appear that 

that money is well spent and we are getting value for that money. 

So I am f;Oing to recap very quickly, Hr. Speaker; I raised~up to this 

point in the debate, on behalf of this side of the House, and the 

minister has had at least three, four chances to address himself 

to some of the issues that I have raised and in most issues he has avoided 

the issues 1 he has not addressed himself to certain aspects of the 

points raised. So I am going to recap, very quickly, :!r. Speaker, what 

we feel to be very fundamental to good forest management in this 

Province. 

Mr. Chairman, the salvaging programme of the 

5 million cords presently dead in this Province- the minister 

yesterday indicated that the paper companies would possibly salvage 

2.5 million cords, that leaves 2.5 million lost to the economy of 

this Province. Now has the minister, or his department, pursued 

the export market? In his ministerial statement today, the minister 

indicated that it is difficult to salvage the budworm infested, or 

the moribund deadwood because it is in among live timber. 

Well that is not so in all cases. That may be 

so in one~but I have had the opportunity to fly over, do overflights 

over the Serpentine Valley, Mr. Chairman, and that is on Bowater holdings. 

and it is a massive tract of land there and every tree there is dead. 

You could go in there and do a clear cutting programme and cut nothing . 
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J1R. FLIGHT: The only thing you would find alive in there 

is birch. Can Bowaters, with all their potential for cutting, can 

Bowaters possibly salvage all that1 I sincerely doubt it. If they 

did salvage it they could not use it. So is it dead to a point where 

it has no economic value from an exporting point of view? Hell that 

is the type of thing - the minister is sitting there nodding now. 

There •.vas no reason why the minister could not have - this issue 

t•as raised before. 

Proper forest management, Hr. Speaker. The 

paper companies are required to spend in this Province seven and 

a half cents per acre, for every acre that they submit a management 

plan on and that is properly managed. l-7ell it is significant to 

note, :·!r. Speaker, that under that legislation they are required 

to pay one per cent of the value of the timber on lands that tvere 

~ot considered properly nanaged. And it is interesting to note 

that to date they have not paid anything in the high category, tvhich 

means that any criticism that anyone had in this Province about 

the forest management of the paper companies ten years ago, if it 

were true then it is true now. IVhat do we accomplish by bringing 

in the forest management policy that says you pay one per cent of the 

value of your timber on lands that we do not deem properly managed. 

The Department of Forestry have accepted 

apparently, that all the lands lying tvithin the limits of the 

two paper companies are indeed properly managed, because they have 

not collected. Either we have not had the clout or 
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MR. FLIGHT: we do not have the expertise. 

I suspect the paper companies have a lot more expertise 

at their disposal than we have. If that is so, Mr. 

Chairman, then we do not control the destiny of our 

forests. We are not controlling our own resource, we 

are still listening to what the paper companies are 

telling us. Mr. Chairman, if that is the case we would 

be better off spending the whole $18 million on the kind 

of expertise we need to advise us as to what is the proper 

approach and what is or what is not good management. 

Sawmilling, Mr. Chairman? 

Crown lands in this Province cannot sustain a sawmill 

industry in this Province. There may be areas in the 

Province, specific areas that will sustain a small 

sawmill operation or a medium sized sawmill operation, 

but by and large the Crown lands in this Province cannot 

sustain a sawmill industry, the type that we have 

envisioned, and for all our sawmillers in this Province 

presently in business, presenflY located to continue and 

have a viable, economic, prosperous future. Either the 

Department of Forestry and the paper companies accept 

this as a fact and sit down and work out some arrangements 

whereby timber limits can be made available to our sawrnillers, 

or the sawmill industry by and large in this Province is doomed 

to total and complete collapse and failure. 

Mr. Chairman, enough has been 

said on Crown lands. The minister promised a statement 

over the next few days that will clarify Crown Lands 1 

position with regard to how they intend to deal with the 

cabins and other properties, and how they intend to deal 

equ itably,we hope, with the people who have been threatened 

with law suits and threatened with having their Summer 

cottages burned down. We will await that statement, Mr. 

Chairman. 
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MR. FLIGHT: Mr. Chairman, also there 

are communities in this Province that are situated right 

smack in the middle of the paper companies' limits 

again, a twenty, thirty mile radius of the communities 

is completely controlled by the paper mills; We have 

million cords of ~qod dead on the stump in this Province, 

yet an individual iving within the boundaries, within 

the limits of the paper companies cannot get permission to 

cut a log to build on a porch, or to build a new house, 

or to put on an extension. And that is good corporate 

citizenship? 

When was the last time the 

minister sat down with the paper companies and suggested 

that it would not put them out of business to let a man 

who lives in a community that is smack in the centre of 

Price (Nfld.) or Bowaters' limits have per.mission,to 

reward the initiative of anyone wno is prepared to go in 

and cut their own logs and build their own houses? It 

is unreal and unjust, Mr. Chairman, that the paper 

companies should wield that type of power in this Province. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, I want to 

hear other speakers in this debate who have points to 

make, the hon. member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary), for one 1 

and I want to hear the minister address himself to the 

issues that he has not addressed himself to at this point. 

Mr. Chairman, I would suggest, Sir, that either the minister 

takes seriously some of the issues raised in this debate 

or this Province will not realize the full value and the 

full potential of our forest resource. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The hon. member for LaPoile. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Chairman, all I want to 

do is just put two or three quick questions to the minister 

because we are rapidly running out of time. We only have 

about twelve or fourteen or fifteen minutes,at the most, 

left and I would like to get the answers to two or three 

-~ 
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MR. NEARY: questions. 

First at all, in connection 

with the insecticide that is going to be used in the 

spraying for the spruce budworrn,could the minister tell 

us if there is only one firm manufactures this 

insecticide "or if tbe.re is more than one firm, 

if public tenders were called tor the insecticide? If 

there is only one firm would the minister indicate to the 

House if the government is dealing directly with that 

manufacturer or if the government insisted that some 

middleman be set up in this Province from which to 

purchase the insecticide? 

Now I have hea r d- rumours, and 

I am not prepared at this point in time to make any 

allegations, I just want to find out the procedure that 

was used,rumours that the government insisted that a 

middleman be set up here in the Province to purchase ~~at 

insecticide. I would like for the minister to discount 

that. 

Mr. Chairman, perhaps the 

minister could also tell us if there is a surplus of 

seedlings at the moment. I understand that the government's 

reforestation programme has failed and that they now have 

a surplus of seedlings. Mr. Speaker, I should like to 

move that the minister's salary be reduced to one dollar. 

l 
I 

I 
I~ 

. .. 

7 

I 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: The motion is that the 

minister's salary be reduced to one dollar. Is the 

Committee ready for the question? All those in favour 

of the motion indicate by saying 'aye', all those 

contrary indicate by saying 'nay'. In my opinion the 

'nays' have it. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Count. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Count the vote. 

Those who voted when the 

question was put should now vote again. All those in 

indicating in the affirmative indicate by standing in 

their place. All those against indicate by standing in 

their place. I declare the motion carried with the 

count thirteen in the affirmative and eleven against. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. · Chairman, as Your Honour 

realizes, that is a very serious matter, Sir; it is a 

vote of non-confidence in the government. I move the 

Committee rise and not report to the House, Sir. 

MR. HICKMAN: Mr. Chairman, that motion 

is totally out of order because of the preamble that was 

given by the hon. the member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary). I 

think this matter was the subject matter of debate a 

couple of days ago. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! 

My understanding is that the 

motion is that the Committee rise and make no report. 

MR. WELLS: To a point of order, Mr. 

Chairman. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: A point of order has come up. 

MR. WELLS: My point of order is that 

that being a motion that the Committee rise and, you say, • r 
! 

make no report. Such a motion, it is my understanding, 

Mr. Chairman, would be a debatable motion. So that if not 

out of order, it is certainly a debatable motion. The 

only motion, Mr. Chairman, as I understand that is not 

f 
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MR. WELLS: debatable is the simple 

motion that the Committee rise, nothing else, That i~ 

not debatable. Any other motion 

MR. NEARY: The Committee rise and 

report progress or the Committee rise and not report. 

MR. WELLS: No, that is, as I 

understand it, a debatable motion. The Table 

will tell us, but if so then we must now begin to 

debate that motion, Mr. Chairman. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Chairman, just to 

clarify the situation, Sir, there has been a vote -

MR. CHAIRMAN: Is this to the point of 

order? 

MR. NEARY: Yes, to the point of order, 

Sir. It is completely irrelevant anyway. There has been 

a vote of non-confidence in the government. 

AN HON • MEMBER: There has not. 

MR. NEARY: Oh, yes, Mr. Chairman, a 

defeat on a money matter, Sir, in Committee is to reduce 

the minister's salary. As a matter of fact, that is the 

only vote of non-confidence in Committee. There has been 

a vote of non-confidence, Sir, in the government and 

Your Honour has no recourse but to rise the Committee. 

AN HON. MEMBER: And resign. 

MR. NEARY: Well, we will have to debate 

it when the Speaker comes back to the House. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! 

In regard to the -

MR. SIMMONS: Mr. Chairman, may I speak to 

the point of order. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: A point of order. 

MR. SIMMONS: Mr. Chairman, to the point of 

order. Certainly it is always in order for a motion that 

would have the Committee rise and report to the House what 

went on in the Committee. That is a very simple motion which 

·' I 
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MR. SIMMONS: would put in "N'Or.ds that the 

Committee met, certain things transpired and here is our 

report to the House. Now if we get to the point in this 

House where a Committee of the House so strangles itself 

procedurally that you cannot have a motion to report 

back to the House what you have done, then this whole 

business is completely irrelevant. I submit, Mr. 

Chairman, that all the motion is doing,if carried, is 

agreeing that this Committee will report back to the 

full House that certain things have transpired in 

Committee. Then it is a matter for Mr. Speaker to deal 

with in the full House. But to suggest for one second, 

Mr. Chairman, that we cannot resolve in Committee to 

report our activities to the House is ridiculous beyond 

the extreme. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! 

I would refer bon. members 

to Standing Order Number 45 which reads as follows: 

"A motion that the Chairman leave the Chair is always in 

order, shall take precedence of any other motion, and 

shall not be debatable~ and so on. If I may refer han. 

members now to Beauchesne in the fourth edition page 

203, section 242, -subsection 2 which reads al? follows: 

"The only motion allowed when a resolution is under 

consideration in Committee of Supply is that the amount 

be reduced or that the Chairman leave the Chair (either 

without making a report or to 

·I 
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HR. CHAIRliAN : report progress on certain resolutions). It 

is my understanding that the motion made was that the Committee 

rise, the Chairman leave the Chair and make no report. My understanding 

from what I have read is that this is in order. So that the Committee 

will nm.; rise and make no report. That is the motion. 

I would point out that the question has been 

put and then points of order arose, and since that time there may 

have been members who did come into the House. The rules are 

clear on this, that when the question is put, members in t h e House 

may vote, but any members that do come into the House following the 

putting of the question are not permitted to vote in Committee. 

SOHE HON. ~!EMBERS : Hear, hear~ 

l!R. CHAIRlfAl'l: The Chair is not in the position to know exactly 

who came in and so hon. members therefore have it in their own hands 

whether they are permitted to vote or not. 

Just to repeat, the motion is that the Committee 

rise and no report be made. The question has already been put. A 

number of points of order arose that clarified the motion. These have 

been clarified and the vote is now called and those who were present 

when the question was put are permitted to vote. 

Those in favour indicate by saying, "Aye," those 

contrary indicate by saying, "Nay." I am unable to decide the vote on 

the voice count so those in favour indicate by standing in their place 1 

those who were present when the question was put. 

Those against indicate by rising in their place. 

I declare the motion carried, twelve being 

in favour, and thirteen against. So the Committee will now rise and 

no report will be made. 

HR. HICKMAN: How many did you say against~ 

NR. CHAIRl-IAN: Thirteen in favour, twelve against. 

MR. SPEAKER: I note that the Committee has risen and that 

no report is being made. 
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HR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker. 

:MR. SPEAKER: The han. member for LaPoile on a point 

of privilege. 

:MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, in Committee of the Hhole, Your 

Honour, I made a motion, that the Hinister of Forestry and Agriculture's 

salary be reduced to $1.00 and that motion was carried, Your Honour. 

And as Your Honour knows, traditionally that is a vote of non-c~nfidence 

in the government. Now Your Honour has no choice but to adjourn the 

House at this point in time, or the gover~ent could move if they wanted 

to, a vote of confidence which is a debatable motion. But we cannot 

carry on any further the business of the House, Sir. And Your Honour 

has no choice now but to take directions from the House and I am 

directing Your Honour, from this side of the House, Your Honour 

has to take directions from the House, that the House now adjourn, 

Sir, and that the Premier go down to the Lieutenant-Governor and 

pass in his resignation and that we have a provincial general election. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

HR. SPEAKER: The hon. Government House Leader. 

MR. HICKHA..'l': The hon. gentleman is fully aware that a motion 

or a vote in Committee, in re - if the hon. gentleman would like a 

reference, in the Committee in Parliament that was presided over 

by Deputy Speaker Batten - is not a motion of non-confidence. There 

is simply a report of the Co~ttee to ~rr. Speaker, and the report 

of the Committee is that there is no progress and when that report 

is, I submit, presented to Nr. Speaker 

.. .. 
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MR. HICKMAN: 

presented to Mr. Speaker~ ~1e question put to the House is whether or 

not the report of the Committee is received• And if the report of the 

Committee is received, then the House subject to motion goes back into 

Committee again. By no stretch of the imagination are we in a situation 

where the House must adjourn or alternatively where there is a motion 

of non-confidence. 

MR. W. ROWE: A point of order, Sir. 

MR. SPEAKER: The han. Leader of the Opposition. 

MR. W. ROWE: The han. House leader on the other side made reference 

to a precedence in the House of Commons in Ottawa. Your Honour will 

remember and can perhaps take judicial notice of the fact that it was 

thought necessary by the government of that day,Sir, on a motion passed 

in Committee which showed that the Committee at that time had no 

confidence in the administration, the government of that day found it 

necessary to bring in a vote of confidence in Her Majesty's administration . 

MR. NEARY: That is right. 

MR. W. ROWE: Without that, Sir, the judicial authorities, the 

constitutional authorities were very doubtful as to the standing 

of the government having been defeated in Committee. And this is no 

joking matter, Mr. Speaker, as some members opposite seem to want to 

make of it. This is a matter, Sir, where a minister did not get 

the support of the House when a request was made for his salary, 

which is a clear vote of no confidence in Her Majesty's administration 

in this Province, Sir. 

MR. NEARY: That is right. 

MR. W. ROWE: Nobody is quite clear as to what all the procedure 

should be at this point in time. But one thing is certain, Sir, 

that the matter of confidence in this government has to be cleared 

up and the best way of clearing that up is by a substantive motion 
• c 

in the House by the Premier or by the House leader and for this House 

to determine whether in fact this House does have confidence in 
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MR. W. ROWE: 

Her Majesty's administration in this Province. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for Grand Falls. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: Mr. Speaker, the hon. House Leader and the hon. Leader 

of the Opposition (Mr. W. Rowe) might be right if the research is done 

on the only precedent that we know, as I am aware of.in the last twelve 

or fifteen years in parliament, They might very well be right, that 

there might have to be a motion put which is debated on and voted on, 

a proper motion put. That might in fact be correct. But then, Your 

Honour, hark back over the last fifteen or twenty minutes regarding 

the incident which led up to the present situation. Now first of 

all I might say, Your Honour, that one of the most amazing things 

which hits me about our present legislature is that when it comes to 

matterJof confidence, and when it comes to formal votes, there is such 

IB-2 

a loose arrangement made. Any other legislature that I am familiar with -

and I am not familiar with all of them in any detail - usually there is 

a time frame in which a motion of confidence can be put to the legislature. 

In the House of Commons, for example, a motion of confidence cannot be 

put except by forty-eight hours notice. Once it is then called you 

have a period of fifteen minutes,after the forty-eight hours have 

been served,wherein members can assemble. It is a formal procedure 

laid down, firm and formal,and usually it results in a fairly 

substantive motion regarding confidence in the government based on 

fiscal policy, economic policy and matters of this nature. 

In the last few minutes what we have witnessed 

here is a motion which was put by the Leader of the Opposition - or 

the House leader rather, similar to yesterday ~r the Leader of the 

Opposition, where there was a casual setting in the legislature, 

members as they go and come, a casual setting in Committee, members 

where they go and come -

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

This is an extremely important point and I would 

wish to hear without interruption anv hon . member who does have 
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MR. SPEAKER: 

relevant submissions to make. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: Mr. Speaker, a casual setting where members go and 

come. We are all familiar with this setting. The han. Premier 

was meeting a small delegation of people. The han. Minister 

of Recreation and Rehabilitation (Mr. Hickey) - all right then, 

we all got our tape things on and our things turned up and we 

are aware of what is going on and there is a general debate and then 

there is a wrangling back and forth,which is a typical estimates 

debate,and out of the blue,recognizing there is a paucity of members 

on this side of the House, the Leader of the Opposition (Mr. w. Rowe) 

puts a motion to reduce the han. member's salary to one dollar -

And I do not know what I am worried about this one dollar; that is a 

dollar more than I am getting- but in any event reducing his salary 

to one dollar; the motion is put without debate. Now, obviously 

the government would want to debate that motion. Now I doubt very 

much the way it was sidled through if members recognized that it 

was a debatable motion. Certainly the government would not sit 

back and have a motion of confidence not debated. 

Number two, certainly the Opposition would not 

be serious when they are suggesting that reducing the member's salary 

to one dollar as a vote of confidence,as a substantive motion. 

Certainly they would not suggest that as a substantive motion. Mr. 

Speaker, obviously it is a ploy and I think it should be recognized 

as a ploy. And it is a good ploy. It is a ploy which suggests 

that there should be more members in the legislature. 

But it is not a motion -

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

Very good. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: It is not a serious motion. And, Mr. Speaker, I 

suggest to Your Honour - and I am not certainly one to be considered 

as a Stanley Knowles of any legislative body. But I think Your 

IB-3 

Honour will find that in research tha-t the precedent is this, that there 

has to be a report 
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MR. LUNDRIGAN: once there is a motion 

voted on as it was. And there was a report, as it was, 

made by the Chairman of committees. I think, Mr, 

Speaker, it might be necessary to clear up the confusion 

for a very simple little thing to be done, and that is 

that there be a motion put and voted on, And if the 

motion is put -

MR. NEARY: That is right. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: If a motion is put,Your Honour -

just let take it a step further - if a motion is put -

let us assume the hon. House Leader stands up and puts a 

motion before the House which is debatable. We have 

the members in here on this side; obviously the motion 

will carry. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. W.N.ROWE: The last one did not carry. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: Mr. Speaker, we are talking 

about the legislature now. We are talking about Your 

Honour in the Chair. We are not talking about the Committee 

at all; it is a different kind of a setting, it is a 

formal setting with the House in session and Mr. Speaker 

in the Chair. 

MR. WHITE: Sit down! 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: So the motion is put, the 

members are able to be called in, you ring the bells, it 

is a debatable motion, members come in and they are given 

five minutes to come into their places, take their-places 

and vote on the motion. The end result would be there 

would be twenty-eight members for, there would be sixteen 

members against, and we have wasted a half hours time. 

MR. DINN: Again. Another waste of time. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Sit down! 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: The point has been made,and I 

think the Opposition should withdraw the position that they 

have taken. 
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MR. NEARY: 

of order. 

MR. SPEAKER: 

Opposition side. 

MR. NEARY: 

Mr. Speaker, to that point 

The House Leader on the 

I should like to correct one 

very, very significant item that was raised by the hon. 

gentleman who just took his seat, Sir, and that was as 

far as the motion to reduce the minister's salary was 

concerned. The House knows, Your Honour, that that is a 

debatable motion. I moved the motion and it was not 

debated and the Chairman put the question. The question 

was put and nobody, but nobody on the government benches 

rose to take part in the debate. 

MR. W.N.ROWE: As was their right. 

MR. NEARY: As was their right, Your Honour. 

We knew it was a substantive motion, we knew it was a 

debatable motion. Nobody apparently saw fit to debate 

it. We can only assume that they agreed with us, that they 

did not want the minister to get his salary, Sir, because 

nobody rose to defend the minister. I would like to 

clarify that matter, Your Honour, because that is a very 

important point. 

MR. SPEAKER: I will hear the hon. member 

for Burgeo Bay d'Espoir and then the hon. gentleman for 

St. John's East. And unless other hon. members feel they 

have a really pressing point then I think we will have 

well-canvassed opinion. The hon. member. 

MR. SIMMONS: Mr. Speaker, the member for 

LaPoile has covered one of the points I wanted to make 

about the debatable nature of the motion and that should be 

clearly understood that it was indeed that and that 

government members, even for reasons of stalling until 

they could get enough members in the House, could well 

have spoken to the matter until they could have rallied 
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MR. SIMMONS: their people. 

Mr. Speaker, there is only 

one way to resolve this issue at this present time and 

it is not as has been suggested by some on the government 

side. It is not to put a motion to receive the report 

of the Committee; there is no report from the Committee. 

The vote taken in Committee was on the resolution that 

the Committee rise and not make a report. So there is no 

report, Mr. Speaker. Let us be clear, there is not report 

to receive. There is no report to receive, Mr. Speaker. 

The records of Hansard will clearly show that the Committee 

voted to rise but to make no report. So clearly, Mr. 

Speaker, there is only one option for the government and 

if the assumption of the member for Grand Falls (Mr. 

Lundrigan) is so copper-fastened as he thinks, I do not 

know what the government is worried about. Let them put 

down a motion that this House has confidence in the 

government and let it be tested. Are they afraid of the 

debate which will follow? 

MR. NEARY: That is right. 

MR. SIMMONS: Let the Government House 

Leader or the Premier put down a motion that this House 

has confidence in the government and let us see whether the 

member for Grand Falls is true in his assumption that 

everybody on that side will vote with the government. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for St.John's 

East. 
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MR. MARSHALL: There would appear to be no non-confidence 

motion, Mr. Speaker, because I think that, inadvertenly, persons who 

were entitled to vote, who were within the precincts of the House, were 

not entitled to cast their vote, did not vote at the particular time. 

Now with the greatest of respect, you cannot have non-confidence motions, 

with all of its implications carrying unless the rules are strictly 

adhered to. The fact of the matter is, I draw to Your Honour's attention, 

there has grown up a practice here of saying that people who are not 

immediately in the House when a question arises are not allowed to vote. 

The only time people are not allowed to come into the House is when the 

bar is across the House, that is, members are not allot4ed to come across. 

SOME RON, MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. !•.ARSHALL : Now that is ingrained, Mr. Speaker, 

into our rules. Somehow or other. this vear, this practice has occurred. 

I refer, Your Honour, to Standing Order 82 with respect to matters of 

this nature when,with respect to motions on division, there was a division 

called in Committee here at the time. The provisions of the rules in 

the House appear in Committee and there was, in fact, Mr. Speaker, no 

three minutes put for the purpose when a division was called. 

MR. SIMMONS: On a point of privilege. 

MR. SPEA.'-:ER: The hon. gentleman has risen on a matter 

of privilege so I have to interrupt. 

MR. SIMMONS : Mr. Speaker, what the member for St. John's 

East (Mr. ¥~rshall) is saying is all very interesting1but he knows as well 

as all of us in this Rouse know that there is a proper way to object to 

the ruling or the decision of Mr. Speaker or of the Chairman of Committees . 

And the practice that he is now describing is a practice that has been 

ruled on, indeed has been instituted,if you like, by the Deputy Speaker

and if not instituted is certainly continued with,followed hv t~e rye~uty 

Speaker in his capacity of Chairman of Committees. He has, on many 

occasions including today in the past twenty minutes, Mr. Speaker, ruled 

that only those persons who ~~ere in the House when the question was 

first put may vote on the matter. ~ow I can understand the feelings of 
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!1R. SIMMONS: the member for St. John's East but if he 

wants to object to a ruling, Mr. Speaker, and here is my matter of 

privilege, if he wants to object to a ruling by the Chairman or by 

Mr. Speaker, there is a proper procedure for doing so, but he should 

not debate it in the fashion he has been doing in the past few moments. 

::!R. SPEAKER: The hen. gentleman is speaking on the point 

of privilege? 

~. MARSHALL: I am speaking on the point of privilege. 

That is not a point of privilege, Hr. Speaker, because I am not, and 

I emphasize, I am not attempting to appeal the ruling of the Chairman 

of the Committee or the Speaker. All I am pointing out on the point of 

order that has arisen is the fact that you cannot obviously construe 

a matter as a vote of non-confidence,something as serious as that when 

the ingrained standing orders of the House have been so obviously,in 

this particular case,not been complied with. 

MR. SPEA..'{ER: I cannot permit the bon. gentleman to 

continue. I would not regard his remarks as a challenging of the ruling 

of anybody but a comment upon the rules and their_~pplicability to the 

present point of order. I do not consider that he is challenging a 

ruling so I will ask him to continue with his point o"f order. 

MR. MARSHALL: If I aay continue then, Mr. Speaker. 

You know,these matters are far too serious, I would suggest, to be playing 

games with. The standing orders are here and they are explicit . And the 

only time that anyone, any member that is, is prohibited from entering 

the environs of this House is when that bar is across; and to prohibit 

anyone from coming in at any time, be it in Committee or be it in the House, 

<vithout that bar across is contrary to the rules. ~<e cannot invent the 

rules, <ve cannot substitute rules that we may wish, and the game is a 

little bit too serious, as I say, Mr. Speaker, to be plaving games with, 

so I would submit there was no vote of confidence in this particular case 

because the basic rules that are set down for the conduct of order in 

this House were in that case inadvertently not complied with. 
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MR. SPEAKER: The bon. Leader of the Opposition. 

MR. WM. ROWE: Sir, I would not have risen bot the bon . 

member for St. John's East (Mr. Marshall) rose on a completely diJferent 

point of order altogether froo that which we were discussing . 

The practice has grown up in Committe, 

Sir, llhen the Chairman asks for 1 ayes' and 'nays 1 
, if the Chairman 
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:·IC;, ~;. ". ROWE: is u:u.able to decide whether the "Ayes" or the 

"Nays" have it, and sometimes in fact w;1.en he is requested by people 

standing up to ma~ a count of the iiouse~tne C~1airman of Co=ittees 

has in fact asked those who have voted "Aye" to rise in their ;;lace 

o.uc.l those who have voted n:Nay" to ri3e in their ple.ce ,and that is 

w;,e.r~ this custo;u, Sir, of t~ot all.Jwing p,;ople wi1o have come in after 

tic vote :1as been taken to rise in t.~.1eir place v.Then tht; "..:~yes" are 

counted or the "Nays" are counteci because, Sir, the Chai=an of 

C Oill!'.tittees is obviously counting t;tose who voted "Aye" at the 

tiute the vote was taken or "Nay" at t;te ti:ae the vote was taken. 

Therefore if I 1;ander in after ti"te vote has been taken I cannot 

rise in my place and say that I voted "Aye" at the time or "Nay" 

at c;te tli:le. That is 'N':1at has happened in committee. So the hon. 

member for St. Joiu1. 1 s East simply did not know l<hat he was tal!dng 

ai>out when !:J.e. raised that point, Sir. 

Secondly, Sir, let me make ti1is suggestio~::. It 

::.s a verj important matter. It is not a jol;i,ng matter• He are not 

playing games,as that han. member has stated. It is a serious 

~~tter where the government, the administration a~parently did not 

have on a 3ubstantive debatable vote the confidence of the ~embers 

of co=i ttee of the witole which is the Committee of the \/hole iiouse, 

all the members of the House,and therefore, Sir, it most certainly 

can ·.:.e cottstrued a3 a vote of no co.:1fidence in the gover:tiJent for 

that purpose. Therefore, Sir, I woulJ recolllll!end very sincerely ana 

i1UJ<t0ly to Your Honour that t!.'J.e House iJ~ recessed until such ti.'le 

as t}te Speaker can adequately look into the precedents on this 

~atter it being so i;uportant,and that when Your Honour comes out 

-.<it;l the ruling, Sir, a3 to ..,hether or ;:10t it is a vote of no 

confidence or not or whether the government should be required to 

brin~ a subst~<tive motion before the House for debate to determine 

whether the government has the confidence of the House or not,t;~t 

Your Honour have ample opportunity to make that ruling and to consider 

all the iuplications and all t;te precedents pertaini::-.g thereto. 

I 
i 

! 
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I 
I 
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:iil. ". N. RO\ffi: So may I sug;;;est to Your Honour, Sir, that :•e 

recess the House for an adequate amount of time for Your Honour to 

make your rulin~? 

:m.. SPEAYJ:R: The hon. Government 1:ouse Leader. 

c!r. S?eaker, if I :nay res;::-cnd very briefl;..• to the 

cor~~:!r:Cs just ;mt by the ::o~. Leader of t;te Opposition. Tite hon. 

~a,::;cribeC. ar..y ~·.:-oceciure. t:-:..:lt a C~lairt.lJ..rl of Co:mi..tt2e 4ay leo~ .. to to try 

and help him i.u ascertuinir.c; ·.v~!E:.tller or r .. o t =. r.:..aj ori ty has 

vot<:ti f6r or against il particular notion. Lut a far :7Iore 

for St. John Is East' tllat no hot<.. ;;entleaan uuly elected to t:ltis 

Eol.ise c~• be pravented frcn votir,g on al<.y r..::ttcr at any tir.:e c:•cept 

Oy placi:a6 i:.:1e. bar Oe.tT.Jee:..1 th,;; t-;1o posts- no other tine, It is 

AnC., :-Jr. Speaker, t!te sit:ple fact is that ..-hen 

t~1~ time car.;.e to vote. on the wotion there \YClS more ti1an an z..tlcqu&::e 

number on this side of the House who were here ready, willing and 

ablE. to vote and there is ;:10 rule of this House, no rule of 

:>arliam.ent, !10 principle of Parliac."r-t that c01rr prevent any ;:on. 

;;entl=an when he is in his :;>lace fro101 votino; and t1lat, :·Ir. Spe::1ker, 

is the issue that is before the Chair. The other one on a motion 

of nco.-conficicnce is really - the iton. :;entle:nan .:ere sayir,;; it 

face.tiously. T~1ey k.L:Low it is not a motion of non-cou£ide1:ce. They 

:~:lo·w ~r2cisely ~:nat llilppt;!nl.:!ci, t~..J.t th~ l.J.ctiOll is put, it L; callecl and 

"::ays" Deiu~ callt.ci for it. lwd to say that that goes to t~l.E. 

con:!'idence of the iiou.>.; in c:1e gover=ent is :;;tretching c:12 rules 

of Parliament. And anything c:1at is easily remedied, and that n:ost 

assuredly ca..<, car.not be regarded as a :notion of cm,fi~=ce or 

o.on-confidence in the government a~d it does not offend any rule 

and ~ost assuredly not the rules o£ this House or the rules of 

cotlmor sense • 

:~R .. SPEAY~R: The hon. minister. 

I 
i 

I: 

I 
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:!R. 0000\' : ~. Speaker , ii I cay on a point of privilege . I feel 

t hat as a cember of chis ~ouse I have every right to vote on these 

~tters of impor tance. If indeed a matter of !Qportance co~es to 

d :1ead here in t his liouse I would have been absolutely clel1:;!1teci to 

:1;1vc ileen :;iven the opportunity to vote . Unfortunately for :te I was 

i:witation of a ::~e:aber of t he Opposit ion. I ·.~a.> .!.:~ nn office 

meetir.g with a grou? lis;e.~ir.g attentive!.:t to their prool~:> . And I 

would ~ave been ~elighted :o have bee:l in uy seat auc !~d I been I 

certainly woulJ have vo:.:eli L'l support of the i;OVar:':l'lent and 1 jus:: 

wane to :;o on recor d as having said that. I cio want to 11ave on 

record c;u~ :act that I :mve a right to vote l n c;u.s hon . Lcus~ on 

questions t :kl:: are .i:Jportau;: . 

! do not wis:1 co cu:: off .;my hon. l:le:!iliers ~~r.o have r!sen ;:::~d I ;;ill 

.. 
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MR. SPEAKER: I would suggest, then, that 

unless there is something new and additional - there is 

not much sense repeating the same matters - that I would 

then,in fact, adjourn and I will in all likelihood adjourn 

until 8:00 P.H. 

Before adjourning, I will inform 

hon. members what it is specifically that I have to give 

a decision on, because I am not sure that what perhaps 

hon. members think I have to give a decision on and what 

I think I have to give a decision on are necessarily 

identical, but I will formulate that just before leaving 

the Chair. 

Now the hon. gentleman from 

St. John's East and the hon. gentleman from Lewisporte 

have risen and I recognize them. 

The hon. gentleman from St. John's 

East. 

MR. MARSHALL: Hr. Chairman, adverting to what 

the Leader of the Opposition said in response to my remarks, 

the only thing further I wish to add is to direct 

Your Honour to Standing Order 82 and the provision there 

with respect to the three minutes, the summoning of persons 

into the precincts of the House for the purpose of a vote 

being taken, a vote of this particular nature. And 

adverting to what the Leader of the Opposition said, he 

knows full well that the very purpose of ringing the bells, 

be they in the House or in Committee, is specifically for 

purposes such as this, so that when issues of great import 

are to be decided that all members within the precincts of 

the House who have the right to vote are summoned and given 

their right and entitlement to vote. And otherwise, any 

vote that carries, I would submit, Your Honour, is,insofar 

as it purports to be a vote of non-confidence,or for that 

.. 
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MR. MARSHALL: matter any vote,is really in effect 

a nullity, because,as I say, it does not comply with the 

Standing Order. That is all I have to add, and I am only 

up on my feet again because I am responding to the remarks 

made by the Leader of the Opposition. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for Lewisporte. 

MR. WHITE: Mr. Speaker, I rise to speak on 

this point of order because of a couple of remarks that 

were made by the Minister of Transportation and 

Communications and also remarks that were made by other 

hon. gentlemen opposite while they were sitting in their 

seats. While this matter was taking place I was meeting 

with the Minister of Transportation and Communications 

with the delegation from my district in an office in here. 

I did not know at that time, Mr. Speaker, what was going on 

here in the House and I want to take strong exception to 

any suggestion, Mr. Speaker, that I asked the Minister of 

Transportation and Communications to come to a meeting with 

me and my constituents for the specific reason of taking him 

away from the House in order to trick the other side. 

AN RON. MEMBER: He did not say that. 

MR. WHITE: I know he did not, but other people 

said it while the minister was speaking, and I refer to the 

Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing and the Minister 

of Tourism. 

MR. NEARY: Hear, hear! 

MR. WHITE: They accused me of trving to trick 

the government side of the House by taking the Minister of 

Transportation and Communications away from the House at 

the time that this matter was taking place, and I just 

want to clarify that matter, that I was not aware, had 

not been made aware by our Whip of what was going on. And 

I, too, Mr. Speaker, would have liked to have been here to 

.I 
I 
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vote on this particular matter. 

Hear, hear! 

Before adjourning, as I see it, 

the matter on which I have to make the decision is this: 

First of all, I have to note or be aware that a motion 

was made in the Committee of the Whole that the minister's 

salary be reduced to $1.00. That carried. That motion carried 

and then that the Committee rose. It is ~ecessary, of course, 

to make a distinction between the authority of the Speaker 

in relationship to the House of Assembly,and general 

constitutional conventions. The result of that vote- what, 

if any, effec~ that has in the relationship between the 

government and the Legislature or the government and the 

Crown-.Ls quite a different matter than what, if any, action 

should be taken by the Chair as a result of that vote. 

And I believe that in the submissions that I have heard 

there is perhaps a bit of confusion there. It would be .quite 

improper for me to make any decision on what,if any,results 

flow from that vote in terms of relationship between the 

government and the Crown or the government and the Legislature 

in the general constitutional sense. What I have to determine 

and inform the House is what, if any, action I, as Speaker, 

must take as a result of that vote. So there i~ quite a 

point of distinction there. And it is in that specific area, 

obviously a very important one, that I wish to inform myself 

thoroughly. It might be possible to do so in an hour, but 

I am not sure that that extra thirty minutes is that important 

and I prefer,since it is so important, I think it would be 

discourteous to the House not to have ample time to undertake 

this quite important matter. 

So I adjourn the House until eight 

this evening. 
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The House resumed at 8:00 P.M. 

Hr. Speaker in the Chair. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

Before coming to the substantive matter on which 

I heard argument before the adjournment, and that was what action if 

any the Speaker should take with respect to a particular vote 

in the Committee of Supply, before coming to that and in order to 

put the matter in perspective and in an.endeavour to disspell any 

confusion,! would just briefly revie~• what led up to that. 

In the Committee of Supply there 1vas a motion, 

in order and debatable,to reduce the minister's salary to $1.00, 

that was passed. There was a further motion that the Committee 

rise and make no report, that was passed. In argument it was 

suggested, by one hon. gentleman to my left on a matter of privilege, 

that he being present in the precincts of the House, or just outside 

the Legislature, or very close by when a voice vote was taken,and could 

and did get to his seat in time for a standing vote, that it appeared 

improper that he could be in his place and not permitted to vote. That 

I think in substance is his submission. . I 

I would point out on that particular submission, 

that that would not be a unique situation. In a division in the House, 

as distinct from a proceeding in the Committee, in a division in the 

House, when a division is called for, the bells are rung and after 

three minutes the bar goes down,and then the same situation in that 

respect could occur if an hon. member did not get himself tvithin 

within the three cinutes, he could not vote. So that in itself is 

not unique. In order to vote in a division in the House one has 
I 

to bring one's self within the application of the Standing Orders. - ~ 

Now with respect to the situation in Committee, 

obviously one has to bring one's self within the orders or precedents 

that are applicable. 

Submission was also made that when a standing vote 
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is held in Committee, hon. members who are not 

here for the voice vote should be permitted to vote when the standing 

procedure takes place. All I can say with respect to that is that 

the precedents,in my judgement, the precedents of this House, and I 

refer to precedents during this session, and also to a decision 

by the Deputy Speaker in Hansard, April 9th., 1976, the practice 

in this House is that a standing vote in Committee is not regarded 

as an· additional vote, but as a visualization of the oral vote. 

This is the point of distinction. In the House a voice vote 

is one vote and if a division is asked for that is another vote 

and obviously people who did not vote in the voice vote may well vote 

in the division. 

The practice of the Committee in this Legislature 

has been to regard the standing vote not as an additional vote, as 

another one,but as a way of making it knowable to the Chair who voted 

"Aye", and who voted "Nay." ~low I am aware that this practice is, 

to the best of my l.nowledge 1 at variance with practices in other 

legislatures in that situation. However, that is not our only 

procedure which is at variance. Hen. members will recall last 

year, and I ~ke this point of comparison here, that a point came 

up with respect to a subamendment, whether or not that gave the 

mover the right to speak for an unlimited time because it would be 

regarded as a new vote of non-confidence rather than merely an 

exter.sion of the former one 1and 

J .. 
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MR. SPEAKER: 

the ruling there was that although in most legislatures that is not 

the case, the practice had developed in this House. So there are 

instances in which our precedents are different. It is not for me to 

say that it is good or bad,and it is not for me to make up the rules 

but merely to apply them and interpret them 1but not to make them up. 

\ 
And where the Standing Orders are silent I can only find them through 

precedents. Therefore I make that distinction because there has been 

quite some confusion and difference of opinion with respect to that 

standing vote. 

It could be argued that perhaps it should be 

changed, that the situation should be the same as it is in the House, 

that the bells would ring and there would be three minutes or 

something. That is within the authority of hon. members to do it, 

to amend the Standing Orders pursuant to the House of Assembly Act, 

but obviously it is not for me to do unilaterally. 

Having, I hope, put the matter in perspective~! 

come now to the substantive point which was,essentially, given the 

vote which passed in Committee, what action if any is incumbent 

upon the Chair? Not a direct parallel, but certainly 

a matter which is of some help in this respect,is covered in the 

House of Commons Hansard for February 19, 1968, where the government 

at that time lost a vote. That was on third reading of a bill. It 

was not in Committee, It was on third reading of a bill. What I 

find helpful in this respect is the fact that what if any action 

the Chair should take did not become a matter which was alluded to. 

No question of any constitutional implication was brought up for a 

decision by the Chair. 

There was a suggestion by one hon. member that 

the Speaker adjourn. And I read what the Speaker says, "The hon. 

member is suggesting that I take the powers vested in me to adjourn 

the House when there is disorder in the House." He found that there 

was not disorder and he did not adjourn. So it is of some help in 

IB-1 

I . 

', 
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MR. SPEAKER: 

that instance the government did lose a vote and the Chair was not 

called upon actually to make the decision with respect to what effect 

if any that would have. 

A matter which is of some help as well will be 

the words of the Speaker in the House of Commons on May 29, 1967. 

The matter which was up was something quite different. It was not 

on a government losin~ a vote, but I will read what the Speaker said. 

This is page 685, May 29, 1967, "The hon. 

member must know that it is not the duty of the Speaker of the House 

to consider constitutional matters but simply to rule on points of 

order." And on page 686 he says practically the same thing. I 

think I should repeat what I said a moment ago, "It is not for the 

Chair to rule on constituional points but rather on points of order." 

I find in the present instance whatever opinions 

there are with respect to any effect of that particular vote, that 

this is a constitutional matter within the relationship of the 

government and the Crown,essentially, that it is not a matter pertaining 

to the order or procedure of the House. And I feel that it being a 

constitutional matter that there is really nothing that I can say 

on it and indeed it would be usurpation of authority and I would 

be speaking without authority and improperly to comment on a matter 

which, whatever it is- it may be constitutional, it may be any number 

of things- is not a matter of the order and procedure of the House 

of Assembly. 

The motion is that I leave the Chair. 

The hon. Leader of the Opposition. 

MR. W. ROWE: Mr. Speaker, it is humbly submitted to Your Honour 

that the motion made and passed in the Committee of Supply was that 

the Chairman of the Committee of Supply to leave the Chair and make 

no report. The Chairman of Committee in fact left the Chair, resumed 

his seat and the Speaker, Your Honour, 

. I 

I" 

i· 

' 
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HR. W.j. ROI~E: 

took the seat and no report was made to Your Honor. It is submitted, Sir, 

that beiu.g the case the Committee of Supply,to use the term used by the 

learned gentleman which whom I conferred on this matter,the Committee of 

Supply was then dead and has to be reconstituted again by the procedures 

which were used to set up the Committee of Supply in the first instance, 

and that the matters which OJere debated and passed in Committee of Supply, 

but not reported to the House during today's session,are therefore dead 

as well, the ColilDiittee of Supply being dead. }iatters reported to the 

House on other occasionE of course are part of t!.e record of the House 

and can now go through the procedures t;rhich the douse has for money bills. 

Those matters referred to today,and the Co~nittee itself, Sir, have to be 

reconstituted and this can only be done by the procedures which were first 

used by the bon. }!inister of Finance,namely,a recollllllendation from Her :-:ajesty 

through the Lieutenant-Governor, and the appropriate other resolutions and so 

on be resubmitted to a Committee qf Supply,and, Sir, that until this is done 

the Rouse Leader has no right to re£olve the House into a Co:Ill!'ittee of Supply 

in ord< r to deal with the estimates which are presently before, or were be{ore 

tile 'Committee before the Committee of Supply foundered and died this after-

noon. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. the Minister of Justice. 

MR. HICKMAN : Mr. Speaker, in response to the submission 

to that point of order and the submission by the hon. the Leader of the 

Opposition, I have to confess that I anticipated that the hon, 

gentleman might rise on that point of order and I direct Your Honour's 

attention to page 224 of Beauchesne, paragraph 275, the last paragraph 

of 275, "When the Cmmnittee of Supply rises without reporting, it is 

not thereby designedly closed and it may be revived by a motion without 

notice;" that is what has been done, the calling of supply as a motion 

to go back into supply, "But if the Committee has been designedly closed 1 

it must be constituted again in pursuance of new Estimates being brought 

down by the Government". Now in this case, Mr. Speaker, it is obvious 

that the Committee of Supply was not designedly closed, and in 

order for the Committee of Supply to have to be designedly closed then 
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NR • HI CIO'!Al~ : obviously this would have to 

be ~rought to the attention of the committee before any vote is taken 

so that hen. gentlemen in voting in committee w-ould know full well 

that by voting to rise the committee and by instructing ti.at the 

Chairman not report,that thereby we are designedly closing the committee . 

This was not done, There was nothing more than a simple motion that the 

committee rise and not report, without report. And that is all that was 

done, Mr. Chairman, and the motion is,I submit,properly in order and I 

called to Your Honour's attention a section that I am sure Your Honour is 

already fully and completely aware of and familiar <d th. 

~rn.. SPEAilR: The han. Leader of the Opposition. 

MR. w .N. ROWE: If I may reply in rebuttal to the hen. member, the hon·, 

minister,House Leader,the hen. oinister should have done the House the courtesy, 

Sir, of citing the whole paragraph from Beauchesne which he referred to Your 

Honor 1paragraph 275 on page 224 of the fourth edition, 1958. "The Co=ittees 

of Supply and lvays and !leans are kept alive by an order that they shall meet 

again at the next sitting of the House. Should they report and not receive 

this peroission, they would cease to exist and the House would have to set 

them up again''. 

SOHE HC~. MEllBERS: Hear, Hear~ 

t1R. \LN. ROIVE: And, Sir, far from the leon. Chairman of 

Committees reporting and not asking permission, Sir, he did not report at all 

and therefore this section of Beauchesne applies even more strongly. Ordinarily, 

as Your Honor knows, the motion is that the Chairman do now leave the Chair, 

report progress and ask leave to sit again. Andit is submitted, Sir, that 

tl1e absence of these words 'a3k leave to sit again; because the Chainnan did 

not report, it had the effect or killing 

. .. 
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MR. W.N.ROWE: the Committee of Supply 

and it has to be reconstituted in the normal way by this 

House. 

Your Honour,I would also refer 

you to Erskine May, nineteenth edition, page 608, which 

refers to this matter. I do not have the book in front 

of me here, but I did look it up. There are not too 

many copies of Erskine May around and I therefore had to 

read a copy and pass it back again. Page 608, the 

nineteenth edition, refers to this matter, Sir, and the 

matter of 'dropped orders' referred to on that page is 

defined on page 357 of the same volume, Erskine May, 

nineteenth edition, the point made in Erskine May being 

the same as the one made in Beauchesne substantially, 

namely,that if the Committee is asked to rise and not 

report, or does not ask leave to sit again,it is 

equivalent to the analogous situation would be an 

adjournment of the House without, either in the Standing 

Orders1 in the adjournment motion, making reference to the 

fact that the Orders of the Day do stand deferred. Otherwise, 

Sir, there would be, as Your Honour realizes, any bill 

under discussion would be killed by the adjournment order 

unless in the Standing Orders or in the adjournemnt motion 

itself the bills and the Orders of the day are,in fact, 

stood deferred and therefore can be raised again. 

The point, Sir, is that no 

report having been made, and no permission asked of the 

House that the Committee be given leave to sit again, 

the Committee, if fact, died on that motion that the 

Chairman rise and not report, and that in order for the 

Committee to be revived it has to be reconstituted and 

matters have to be re-referred to the Committee in the 

way that money bills and money resolutions are ordinarily 

referred to the Committee of Ways and Means, ¥~. Speaker. 
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MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for Grand 

Falls. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: A question of information 

more than adding to the debate. Do I recall this 

afternoon that when the motion was moved - I was here 

for the motion. I did not vote on the motion - that there 

was a request made by the hon. the House Leader, a motion 

moved rather, that no progress be reported? Now there 

is a very important choice of words right here because 

progress was made. There was a motion moved here in the 

Committee. 

AN HON. MEMBER: There was not a -

MR. LUNDRIGAN: - in the Committee. Let 

me just ramble on for a few minutes, Your Honour, because 

it is an important topic. I understand that a motion was 

moved in the Committee of Supply, a motion was moved that 

the minister's salary be reduced to one dollar, and that 

Inotion was subsequently put by the Chair, by His Honour. 

Some conversation has gone on back and forth about its 

being debatable. That is a fact, it was debatable. And 

there was some conversation about hon. members wanting to 

debate but the thing was not quite clear after a time. 

There was no debate took place, the motion was put and 

I understand that those in favour 'aye', those against 

'nay', the 'nays' had it. According to what I understand 

the Chair said "The 'nays' have it". Han. members stood 

in their places requiring the vote,which was quite 

proper, hon.members stood opposing,which was quite proper, 

and the motion was carried, twelve to eleven. I believe 

that is a correct statement. 

MR. NEARY: 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: 

Thirteen to eleven. 

That was the first vote 

Thirteen to eleven. 

- the vote on the minister's 

salary to be reduced. Thirteen to eleven. Thirteen to eleven. 
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MR. LUNDRIGAN: Subsequently, the hon. 

House Leader moved a motion, because there had been 

progress, there had been a motion moved, there had been 

a motion put, there had been a motion voted on, the 

hon.House Leader made a motion to move, which was an 

improper motion, Your Honour, and I would like at some 

point for this to be brought out in the discussion here, 

that the Committee rise and report no progress. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : No. No. 

MR. NEARY: 

DR. FARRELL: 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: 

No, that is all wrong. 

Order, please! Order! Order! 

Mr. Speaker, that the Committee 

rise and report no progress is what I understand happened. 

The hon. gentleman across the way say that that was not the 

motion that was put, that the motion that was put, they are 

suggesting was, as Your Honour reported, quite properly 

that no report be made. 

MR. SPEAKER: 

I have the Hansard. "Mr. 

I can clarify this matter here, 

Chairman; Order, please! The 

motion is that the Committee rise and make no report." 

That was the motion. As a matter of fact, I received no 

report. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: Your Honour has indicated 

that he has received no report then there are three issues 

here, there are three points that are relevant. If the 

total intent of the motion that was moved was to kill the 

Committee, if that was the total declared intent -

MR. NEARY: That is right, that is what it 

was. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: - and if that motion,as I 

understand it, was also debatable -

MR. W.N.ROWE: You know. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: - as I understand it, because as 

I understand it the only motion that is not debatable is 

the motion 

•, 
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MR. LUNDRIGAN: to report progress. To make no report the 

hon. member says it was not debatable. Well,! just raised that question. 

I raised the question as to whether the motion when it was put was 

clearly, definitively along the line that the Committee should be killed; 

in other wor<l.s, that it was not a matter of a routine motion to report 

progress which is a non-debatable motion which must take place, that it report 

no report. If that were a clear, definitive motion and if that motion 

was clearly non--. ..:ebatable, and if that motion was put clearly in a way 

that was requiring the expression of the Legislature, then, Mr. Speaker, 

that is a point of consideration. The Reuse Leader, of course. then 

recognizes that there are other procedures to be followed and he has 

clearly identified, as other members of the House are aware, that other 

procedures are to be followed which involve starting from that set of 

estimates and going through again with re-tabling and the like. That is 

quite in order. That is a procedure which Your Honour has to consider. 

But, Mr. Speaker, as one member in the 

Legislature, and Your Honour harks back on precedent which state~ that 

we have a vote when members are in their places, when I walked into the 

Legislature this afternoon, on the motion which is the one that is the 

controversial motion as to whether the Co~~ttee report or make no 

report, that matter was still a live issue on the floor of the Legislature. 

That matter was a clearlya live issue on the floor of the Legislature. 

There must have been a dozen members in their places before the motion 

was put -

AN HON. ME~ER: The first motion? 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: Not the first motion, the second motion, 

Your Honour, which would indicate that many members of the Legislature 

did not vote on the second motion. And I suggest, Your Honour, if that 

is the case that that was a definitive, clear motion to ~ake no report 

and members were in their places at the time, then, ~r. Speaker, I 

have to suggest that we reconsider the procedure that was followed. 
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MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for Kilbride. 

MR. R. lfiELLS: Mr. Speaker, I think that lvhat is involved 

here is a very narrow issue which is covered on page 224 of Beauchesne, 

section 275, and I think it might benefit the House if I read this 

section again to assist Your Honour. I think I will read it and read 

it fairly slowly and make one or two comments on it,if I may. 

Section 275 said:- "The Collllllittee of Supply 

and Ways and Heans are kept alive by an order that they shall meet again 

at the next sitting of the House. Should they report and not receive 

this permission they would cease to exist and the House would have to 

set them up again." 

Now that is the position that the han. the 

Leader of the Opposition takes. 

But it says:- "They consist of the whole 

House and are onlv a Committee in the artificial sense of the word. 

They are appointed by merely naming a date for the House to resolve 

itself into Committee. On that date a motion is made for the Speaker 

to leave the chair." 

Now here is the gist of it, I think, reading 

the whole section, Your Honour. "When the CoDIDiittee of Supply rises 

without reporting,'' and that is what it did this afternoon, it rose without 

reporting, "it is not thereby designedly closed." 

AN. RON. MEMBER: (Inaudible) 

MR. R. WELLS: All right. •'When the Committee of Supply 

rises without reporting it is not thereby designedly closed and it may 

be revived by a motion without notice." That is what the han. the House 

Leader did a few moments ago. But if the Committee has been designedly 

closed it must be constituted again in pursuance of new estimates being 

brought down by the Government. So the question, Your Honour, I think, 

is a very narrow one when you come right down to it. Wes it designedly 

closed or was it not designedly closed? Now this afternoon when this 

, I 
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MR. R. WELLS: procedu~e took place and the va~ious 

points of order were made and the motion itself was made, there was 

no suggestion by any bon . member or by the Chair at any time that it 

was being designedly closed, in other wo~ds, deliberately b~ought to 

an end, no suggestion on anyone's part . Therefore, You~ Honour, I 

would a·rgue that it is simply a case of where the Committee of Supply 

rises without reporting, it is not the~eby designedly closed, and it 

may be revived by a motion without notice. !hat i s what we had from 

the hon . the Rouse Leader when proceedings resumed ~~is evening after 

Your Ronou~ had given the ruling. 

~!R. NEARY: Mr. Speaker . 
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The Opposition House Leader folletved by t:1e 

;1on, gentleJ;Jan for Burgee-Bay d 1 Espoir. 

:1r. Speaker, I just want to clarify a matter, Sir, 

and the hon. gentlernan seems to be a little bit confused on this 

matter. As Your Honour kr.ows and anybody who 1-nows tl~e rules of 

ti1is neuse must realize, Your Honour, that there are only two ;notions 

tl1at you can make in Co=ittee of the Hhole. One is to rise the 

commitee and ask leave to sit again 1 or rise the co~ittee and not 

report, You cannot add anything to it if you do it is out of 

ord.ar. ~':.nd t~J.e other wotion is to ret.!uce the L.linister 1s salary. 

Both :.lotions \-lere ~cie this afternocr .. i1.1. accordance 1;ith the 

ru.les of t:1e :rouse. If I had added,for iust.:mce, if I ;,ad said 

we desi.;nealy \ii:<h to close the con:.c.ittee I 1,;ould have Leen out 

of order a.s Your Honour ~nov;s. I could not aJd anythi:..1~ to it. I 

.:llld til.3.t is w~1a.t I did and t:1a.t is in keepin;; with tl1.e rul.3s of 

t:1is han. I~ousa. ...\r..ci tn.e ~on. ~e!:ltle.::I.:J.:<. 3ays tl1,;1t I .;hould ~lave 

said. that I K.:ls cli;si~nedly :..:.illi...""l~ t~12 corr;::itt2e. I coulC:. not S.J."".J

it. It ~:auld :1ave been Llprcpt::r a~d it \;ou2..C. :1ave Cc~OJ. out of 

sr::~o:;s: 

O~..:~:rs .Jo. 4.5 on p<1ge tue1~t~r-six of the '::llue UocUJ."}l·:::nt, !3 tn.i..:.Ci.;,:: .. ~ Or..;.er 

~;o. 4-:;,"A sotion tbat t:1e C~1a.iman le<lve ti.:e C~1air is .:ll·.,~ys in. 

order a..··-ul sh'-11 take pre.cec..lence of 3ny other :-..i.otian an~ .;:1.:..12. 

that was :·:lade Oy r:J.Y i~o:.1. frir.::nd from J .. aPo::.:.e. in. cor.nJ.ittee. :v·as t:1at 

t'!.1n.t t~1c Cha.i.r::J.an leu.-..rt:; i::~~ Ch.::..ir. It ',;a::; :.1ot a. dc.b.::t.J.~le r::ction 

30 t~1at t:1e subr:1issicn :J.ade earliE-r by d. E1~::~."..Jer on t~1e ot:J.er sic..l.:;. 

that :1ad sow.ebo~.iy s~.s.tec2. tl1ut we y,-2-rc goi.:.g to .:1.esi2neclly close 

t~12 co::nmi::tze then it ·would OL a :n.attcr fer J.eUz.tc,flizs ir.. t:l~ 

wotion no r::.atter 1.vh.::.t t:12 r2asons 3ive.n for tlu;:! w.otio:L. 
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;·at. SH~IO~<S: :~ow, :rr. Speake.r, I h.:1.ve r..ot haG tine to search 

Ci1e authorities on this but I believe .:m interestinz qu<!stior. here 

is waat constitutes'designedly closed~ Certainly the ~over of the 

motion i..< instructiag t;le Chair, that is asswning the Co=ittee carriec! 

the motion,as it did, in instructing the Chair to rise and ::.ak.e no 

report certainly must have had in miild ti:e clueing up of the cor<a-.ittee 1 s 

activities, lim~ to say to me as a I;~ember of tne l~ouse or a member 

of the co=ittee that in votin,; you must say why you are votiug. 

So I ;,ave to stand up as a :!!ember of t:lis House and say, '~ow, 

dr. Speaker, I am ;;oing to vote for t:lis because I 1.;ant to designedlj• 

do somet:1ing.' I i1ave :rry own reasons. ~ave I eaci1 ti::1e I cast a 

vote in this House to state the reasons why I = voting "Aye" or 

"l:ay?" Tile w'uole question of what is 'designedly closed' is very 

much open to interpretation. 

~Iy submission, :rr. Speaker, is t:1at in the absence 

of some authority on ti1e subject you cannot question the motives of 

t:1e htdividual r:tembers wi:o voted for a particular resolution. I did 

not vote. I was not physically in co=ittee. I was just outside 

the door. I was here for 1;10st of t:1e proceeding t:1is o::.fCEornoon but 

I stayed in my seat ~o;i1en the standing vote ll'llS taken. I know· w~1ere 

wy heart was on Lte subject and where ny mir.d was ana I kno\.." that 

.1ad I been able to vote.wilich I was not because of the prececents 

ia :::1e co=i ttee, :1ad I been able to vote I would ltave voted for 

tl1e motion because I for one l>oilld nave wa..-:ted to designedly clos.: 

the corrc..aitte:e if for no other reason t!1a11 to dra~.; to the country's 

atte"tioa and the House's attention the very blatant anJ. :real f::J.cts 

~ ... ~~lien were skatin;; around here today a.nr .. tonight that the house lost 

a money resolution in committee. 

l!?.. SPL\."{L::t: Tl1t:: hon. ~IL""lister of ~-fint:s anti Lnergy. Sefore the 

no.1. ge~.tlemau speaks perhaps I will.say - and if other hon. members 

wis.1 to wake sublilissions I will be certainly pleased to :1e;.;.r ti,,o;n-

but I 1-;ould like to focus attention on a very specific iJOi:tt which 

is at issue here and it relates to really one L~inz only 2.nd t3at is 

,· 

I 
! 

.I 

,. 
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~·l?~ ~ SP EA.l:ER : <.·nether since tl1e Co=ittee of Supply ;n . .trsuant to 

GlOtion rose anG did not make a report \·7het~er the government mu.y 

continue or the le;;islature !:l<.y continue with t~:ose estir;ates or 

\V~1et~1er tll~y are required to bring in ae':v esti:nates ir.. tl1e ususal 

~anncr of .:.. ctessa~e from the CroT.~n. That is 
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MR. SPEAKER: 

really the point that I have to make a decision on. 

The hon. Minister of Mines and Energy. 

MR. PECKFORD: Mr. Speaker, I just want to address myself to the 

point already made by the House leader and by the member for Kilbride 

(Mr. Wells) and that is as relates to the section in Beauchesne already 

referred to. This afternoon, Mr. Speaker, I submit that the 

Opposition members by their motion to reduce the minister's salary 

to one dollar were conspiring,as they should as an Opposition,with the 

full intent and desire to demonstrate for their part as members of the 

Opposition their lack of faith and confidence in the administration 

through the Minister of Forestry and Agriculture (Mr. Maynard) and 

his estimates. There were no verbal mutterings or statements or 

phrases by any han. gentlemen opposite to indicate that they were 

conspiring to permanently close the Committee from considering other 

IB-1 

estimates. They were simply trying to, as is their right and obligation 

as an Opposition, to try to demonstrate, embarrass the government on a 

very small,really, minor point which they succeeded in doing. And 

hense the Beauchesne quotation already referred to is extremely 

relevant here. There was no design on behalf of the Opposition 

to permanently close the Committee but to just indicate lack of faith 

and lack of confidence on that issue and hencei would submit that 

reference to Beauchesne does stand and that the Committee can continue 

to now deal with the estimates that are before it. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Leader of the Opposition and the hon. Minister 

of Justice (Mr. Hickman). 

MR. W. ROWE: Very briefly, Sir, I just want to re-enforce the point 

which has been made concerning the words in Beauchesne, "designedly 

closed." The only way that a mover of a resolution or a motion in 

Committee, that the Chairman do now leave the Chair,which is a nondebatable 

motion - you cannot debate it - the only way he can indicate his 

design and the only way that the House can indicate its design is with 

regard to the words actually used in the motion. If you move that the 
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MR. W. ROWE: 

Chairman do now leave the Chair and not report.1 then it is clear that 

your design is to kill the Committee, to finish off the Committee of 

Ways and Means. And people who vote for that have to be clear that 

IB-2 

their design is to finish off the Committee of Ways and Means. Otherwise, 

Mr. Speaker, it is blindingly obvious,that if you want to keep the 

Committee alive and want to vote to keep the Committee alive, you 

would chose the only other alternative available to you to show 

that design, namely that the Chairman rise, report progress and ask 

leave to sit again. 

MR. NEARY: Hear, hear! 

MR. W. ROWE: Since the motion did not contain the words "ask leave 

to sit again", and since the vote was taken on a motion which did 

not contain the words " ask leave to sit again," it has to be by the 

process of exclusion. It has to be conceded by Your Honour and by 

members that the design of those who voted in favour of the motion 

and carried it was that the Committee not sit again and the Committee 

therefore died as a result of the motion having been passed. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

MR. SPEAKER: The han. Minister of Justice. 

MR. RICKMAN: I realize, Mr. Speaker, that we can keep this up all 

night but may I simply once again draw Your Honour's attention to this, 

that this is a positive provision, not a negative provision. It 

does not read that where the Committee of Supply rises without 

reporting it is thereby designedly closed unless it can be proven 

to the contrary that there was no intention to designedly close it. 

The reverse is a provision in the rules and the practice and precedence, 

that where the Committee of Supply rises without reporting, "it is not 

thereby designedly closed." That is positive. The Committee is not 

designedly closed when it rises without reporting and it may be 

revived by a motion without notice. 

Now, the han. gentleman says that this is not a 

debatable motion. Quite true. It is not a debatable motion. But I 
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MR. HlCKMAN: 

am sure that it would be quite within the rules of this House if 

the boo .. member for LaPoile (}!r. Neary) when moving that motion in 

his preamble indicated the reason. That does not constitute debate. 

Tne other question that one might raise is, well 

then how can you rise the Committee by making that motion in a manner 

that would designedly close it. The answer just hits you right in 

the fact. It is with the end of the estimates, when all of the 

estimates have been passed by the Committee, 

IB-.3 
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the Committee's ·~rk has been done for this 

session of the Legislature, you are rising it for the last time 

for the supply bills then to go through the liouse . then 

obviously that ~tion to rise the Committee, be it for whatever 

reason, is designedly closin:; it. And that too, ~tr. Speaker, 

I believe has sometiDes been ~terpreted ~men we art moving 

into the budget debate, as a debate ~hieh can ensue and constitute 

a m.otion of non-confidence . ! re:~lize I am not pemitted to 

refer to non-confidence discussions on this motion but the 

words in that second paragraph, paragraph 275, unless it neans 

what has been submitted on this side of the 3ouse would be absolutely 

meaningless, and certainly there is a responsibility~! submit~on 

the Chair to ensure chat the •.;ords a.'ld the rules are not m.eaningless , 

1\nd the words in that rule, these •JOrds ~ould undoubtedly be 

meaningless and should not be there if it did not mean that there 

had to be some indication t hat this •.;as going to designedly close 

the Committee and it most definitely does not. 

:·!R. SPEAKER: I thank hen. gentlemen for their submissions. 

1 think I shall be required to adjourn for ten to fifteen 

minutes, no longer I t rus t , in order to think this out and to 

refer to the aut:Writies, and then to give you my decision. 
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MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

There are essentially three •eferences drawn to 

my attention and which I have examined and I would just remind hon. 

IB-1 

members that the point on which a decision is to be made is quite 

specific and is whether,as a result of the Committee of Supply having 

risen and not made a report to the House, the Committee of Supply is 

closed and cannot be called unless new supply procedure is introduced. 

That is the specific point. 

Reference was made to May, page 608 with respect 

to argumentation on this point. The paragraph there, a quite lengthly 

section there, deals with motions to report progress and various results 

which may flow from the passage of that motion. As bon. members know 

here it is not a motion to report progress, but a motion that the Committee 

rise and make no report. So I do not have a parallel situation and 

I would suggest as well that May on page 357,which deals with the 

effective dropped orders could not be applied here because a dropped 

order is defined there in a very precise, technical manner as something 

transpiring in the House. It makes no reference to Committee whatsoever. 

It is a very precise, technical definition of dropped order,of the 

procedure which follows in the United Kingdom. Whether it would 

happen here or not under similar circumstances obviously I am not 

required 1 or indeed even would it be appropriate for me to state. 

The most relevant and precise matter is 

Beauchesne, Page 224, Section 275 and it has been read already. But 

I will read it again. First of all, the first paragraph of 275. The 

first paragraph of 275 starts off, "The Committees of Supply and Ways 

and Means are kept alive by an order that they shall meet again at 

the next sitting of the House." And it goes on, "Should they report 

and not receive this permission they would cease to exist and the 

House would have to set them up again. They consist of the whole 

House and they are only a Committee, etc." But that whole paragraph 

deals with a situation applying to the next sitting of the House. In 

other words, if what had transpired today transpired yesterday and I 
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MR. SPEAKER : 

were making a decision on this or if this were tomorrow and I were making 

a decision because the first paragraph refers entirely to the Committee 

being kep·t alive by an order that they shall meet again at the ne.'<t 

sitting of the Rouse and implicitly or conversely what would happen 

again at the ne.'<~ sitting . But we are not now in another sitting. 

The House at four-thirty adjourned and there is no new sitting , 

obviously, until another day when -we start off with Notices of Moti.on, 

e tc.,etc. So .we are in the same sitting. 

I am limited therefore t~ the second paragraph of 

275 . 1t is one sentence and there is a semicolon i.n the middle of 

it. "mten the Committee of Su;>ply rises without reporting it is not 

thereby designedly closed and it may be revived by a motion without 

notice; but if the Committee has been designedly closed it must be 

constituted again in pursuance of new estimates being brought down 

by the government." That section, in my opinion , quite clearly 

states that when the Committee of Supply rises tJithout making a 

report there are two possibilities . It is not closed or it is closed. 

Neither one follows automatically, :inevitabley, n!'!cessati.ly after 

that situation e.'<i~ts . If words have their meaning, that is what i t 

has to mean . 

' I 
l . ~ 
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HR. SPEAKER: 

"l·lhen the Committee of Supply rises without reporting it is not 

thereby designedly closed and it may be revived by a motion 

without notice." And it goes on, "that if the Committee had been 

designedly closed it must be constituted again pursuant to the 

new estimates being brought down by the government." 

In the precedents of the House of Assembly, 

Committees of Supply have been designedly closed in various 

sessions in a certain manner when the main supply estimates 

being through by the relevant motions and going in and out of 

Committee of Supply and Ways and Means and similar procedures 

for Supplementary Supply, and indeed for Interim Supply~and obviouslv 

it is evident there that the committees are designedly closed, 

and if a government 'wishes to introduce additional estimates then 

they must do so in the prescribed manner. 

Bearing in mind, therefore, t~e way the paragraph 

starts off in the first part of that sentence, "When the Committee of 

Supply rises without reporting it is not thereby designedly closed 

and it may be revived by a motion without notice,''in ny opinion 

there is some additional evidence necessary to me that it is 

closed. The fact that it rises without making a report is not 

sufficient to ~ive me evidence that it is designedly closed. And 

in the lack of anything additional but the occurrence of that event, 

when it states quite clearly that it is not designedly closed when 

the Conmdttee of Supply rises without reporting, since that is 

not an automatic occurrence and in the lack of any additional 

evidence, then my ruling is that the effect of that motion in 

Committee is not to close the Committee. This is my decision. 

SO:lE HON. ME::!JlERS : Hear, hea:::! 

On motion that the :louse resolve itself into Cornrnitee 

of the l·lhole, llr. Spea~er left the Chair. 
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HR. CHAIRHAN: Order, please! Heading 101-01 a£ amended. 

:1R. ROBERTS: 

The hon. member for the Straits of Belle Isle. 

Mr. O<airman, may I ask how much longer there 

is? ~le are under the guillotine procedures. 

!lR. CHAIP,}!AN: Four minutes. 

}fR. ROBERTS: Four minutes. I would think, ~!r. Chairman, 

~~hat I have to say will take four minutes. 

I would like to talk a little about the position 

in which the minister finds hinself as a result of the somewhat 

unusual proceedings in the House this afternoon. Because as I understand 

it, Sir, at the end of the four minutes,at which stage the number 

of hours allocated under this head have been exhausted, all of 

the votes contained in this Head, Head ~II must be put, and they 

will be carried or they will not be carried as the Committee decides. 

In my experience, Sir, this has never happened 

in the House before that a minister's salary has been reduced. There 

are some who say that the minister,if he wishes,can choose to carry 

on for $1.00. Indeed there are probably those, Sir, who say that 

that I,"Ould be hcnest recompense for his efforts, but that is not 

the point I want to make. The point I want to make, ~~- Chairman, 

is that we have a situation now where a minister has by vote of this 

Committee, and I may add by the failure of his colleagues, to support 

him in this House -

Sm!E HON. ~!E.'1BERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. ROBERTS: had it recorded in the journals of this House. 

~lR. DOODY: Good to see the real leader back in. 

SO!:E ;ION. HE:C1BERS : Hear, hear! 
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MR. ROBERTS: Mr. Chairman, I would say to the hon. the 

gentleman from Harbour Main-Bell Island (Mr. Doody) '~e have at least 

one leader over here and there are those who say we have more than one . 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. ROBERTS: Mr. Chairman, the point I wish to make, 

and there is only a moment or so left because this Head, Sir, will be 

carried without any provision for the salary of the Minister other than 

one dollar, and I submit that the hon. gentleman from St. Barbe (Mr. l1aynard) 

will not be conteut to work for the next eleven months and twenty days, 

or whatever there are left in this fiscal year, for one dollar, and I 

say this raises a serious constitutional question. It is not possible 

for the Government to pay him out of Supplementary Supply. It is not 

possible for the Government to issue a warrant. Supplementary Supply 

cannot be brought in until the estimates are passed and then, ¥r. Chairman, 

we are in the position that they have to wait until the next financial 

year comes. How do they pay him for the end of this financial year? 
I 

How do they pay him in the meantime? By special warrant? Are we going 

to have the position where a Minister of the Crown in this Province is 

being paid by virtue of an emergency procedure? . I 

MR. WM. ROWE: With the House in session. 

MR. ROBERTS: This done with the House in session,as my 

friend, the Leader of the Opposition, says. This Government, Sir, 

cannot carry their own estimates. If there be one test in the 

parliamentary sense of when the Premier should go dm~ to Government 

House, and he knows full well how to go there,as I know full well that 

he knows full well how to go there. 

PREMIER MOORES: Are you suggesting you ~ould go yourself? 

MR. ROBERTS: Yes. I may yet get the chance to go myself, 

Sir, and if I were in the position the Premier is in I would have been 

at Government House by now. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 
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MR. ROBERTS: 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: 

MR. ROBERTS: 

Tape No, 870 (Night) 

I would have said, !1r. Chairman, -

Hear, hear~ 

RT-2 

I would have said, Hr. Chairlllan, to his 

Honour, the Lieutenant-Governor, "Your Honour, there is one supreme 

test in the parliamentary sense and that is that the Cabinet can carry 

Supply, they can carry with them the House on the questions of Supply" 

and I would say, "Sir" - Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your courtesy 

in giving me one minute, I have every expectation that I will be 

interruped by Your Honour, perhaps in mid-word, certainly in 

mid-sentence, and almost, I am sure, Your Honour, in mid-speech-

that l would have said to the Lieutenant-Governor that, "Your Honour, 

we cannot carry Supply, one of my colleagues has had a lack of 

confidence voted in him by the House directly, not incidentally~' 

To use a 1~ord that was referred to in the debate in the House when 

1¥e discussed the point of order, 'designedly •, because the sole 

purpose of the motion moved by the g~ntleman from LaPoile was 

to show a lack of confidence in the ~inister. 

I think, Sir, that when this House meets 

again, whether it meets later this night when the Committee rise 

or on the morrow when we meet, according to Standing Orders, the Premier 

owes it to the people of this Province and to the House, and I put 

them in that order, Sir, because this Province comes before this 

House, owes -

MR. CHAIR}(.AN: I would like to remind the han. member 

that the time for this Heading has elapsed. 

On motion, !~1-01 as amended, carried. 

On motion, Heading XII, Forestry and Agriculture, 

all items,with amendment, carried. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear~ 
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MR. CHAIRMAN:(Collins) Reading XV, page 97 - 05-01-01. 

The hon. member for Humber East • . 
DR. FARRELL: Mr. Chairman, thank you very much 

for this opportunity to make a few brief remarks about 

my Department of Industrial Development. We are rather 

delayed here today, but I am glad to have the opportunity 

now to make a few remarks. 

As you know, this department, 

Mr. Chairman, is by far the smallest department in government 

and besides the General Administration Division there are 

two other divisions, Project and Promotion Division and 

the Research and Assessment Division. Now we have 

approximately fifteen professional people in this department. 

which I think is one down from last year - very dedicated, 

I think all hen. members of this House will agree with that -

and in total in the department, with support staff, I think 

we have thirty-three people in its entirety. 

Now I would like to point out, 

because there have been some statements made and 

misunderstandings about this department and its rolel 

I want to point out that some of the responsibilities of 

the department which include the Industrial Development 

on developments or opportunities which exist in the 

Province and the development of these opportunities, and 

working to attract new industries to the Province and the 

expansion of existing industries. 

Now the Project Development 

and Promotional Division is responsihle for promotin2 

the industrial development opportunities of the Province, 

and this includes mass media advertising, preparation and 

publication of promotional literature, exhibitions, 

international trade fairs, etc., and conferences and seminars. 
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DR. FARRELL: And this division also provides 

a very important function in providing specific and 

general assistance and guidance to industrial prospects 

to assist nnd expedite their development. Also, this 

includes interpretation of other agencies of government, 

such as DREE,to prospective industries includin2 

site locations; also helping prospective investors in 

the Province in the preparation of their briefs and 

liaison with other departments and agencies which would 

assist them in getting their projects off the ground. 

The other division is Assessment 

and Research, and this includes financial, auditing, 

accounting, engineering and economics required to conduct 

feasibility studies, research into the economic impact of 

major industrial development in the Province and related 

industries, and performsdetailed analysis of specific 

industrial proposals. 

~ow certain Crown agencies and 

Crown corporations also report to the Department of 

Industrial Development, and these, of course, as you well 

know, include one which creates controversy, as I have 

noticed in the last few days and in previous estimates, 

the Newfoundland and Labrador Development Corporation for 

one, which I feel, myself personally, is doing an excellent 

job. I think in discussions in other departments in the 

last few days, one of the han. members on the other side 

asked what the interest rate was and they were told that 

it was prime plus one. Well, this depends on the federal 

loan involvement, because it may be a little bit over 

prime, it may be above prime, but basically prime plus one, 

and it was compared to FBDB which traditionally has a 

2 per cent over prime interest rate. As we go further 

down into the Newfoundland and Labrador Development 
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DR. FARRELL: Corporation - on which we will 

go into a lot more detail later, I am sure - the fact is 

that in its inner estimates there are some bad d e bts , 

and a few agreements have been arranged with the federal 

government on the new agreement, that these can be written 

off and I can see since the inception of ~LDC , th is 

approximately 12.2 per cent~ 
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DR. FA .. "R.RELL: Hhich I think is a very good record indeed of the 

loans given out by :rr.nc~as bad debts. 

lu'l HO~. ~·!E~3ER: Eighty-ei;ht per cent 60od. 

DR. FARRELL: Eir;hty-~i:;ht per ce'1t excellent. In the past ye2.r, 

and I ~~ill just !:lention this in ;;assing <lS I = sure ue lJill go into 

it in more detail later a3~in, the jobs produced, as can be seen 

by tC:!e financial report of the corporation vhici; 1;~s c.:;.bled .;o;;;e 

c:uJ 345 part-tize in a toco.l fer t:1e year to Febru.~:::-y 2~, 197~ of 

327 full-time and 136 part-tine. ::o,; t.lel."c ::.s a let :uore d.;,tail 

avc.ilabl!i: .:ilh .• I will go into t:lr:lt latar,but ti~..is corpora.t..!..on ~:hi::h 

provides loans to eli~ible industrial develo~~~nts or entcrpris~s 

ir .. t..1.; ~rcviiice I ti1ir .. k is doing rather a ~ooci.. job ar-!ci I a...-n soing to 

prove t;1at later lJhen we f;O into more ceta.il ir. t~1e estin.:J.tes. 

J:! - 1 

I Trlculd like to ::lention this tim~, just briefly, 

Ncrdco,t.thich Vld..S initiateU .-..;hose. i:lain plus is in t:le <1rea of rasearc~..1, 

i.lto warine tcchnolo~y for cold anci ice i:1festeu ar2.as. :;r. c:,.airc.:J.n, 

t:lis depart::leat has had so::ne problems in t:1.:! past :,uc tlleor'" ar" 

J.efinit.; i:..u.iicatiun.:i, ir .. recent =tor.t'b..s p.:1rticalarily, t:1nt t.1inc;;s ar~ 

a._·l the:: t.!ps·~.Jinc;. As I hav~ said already, '\oie have a very ,_leC:.ico.teG 

;;roup of official:::. \..rho work t\\1entJ-four hours ~ C.:.n.y i•~ ;:aany areas, 

w.any trick.-y areas, UlallY ~re.:1.s u£ concern, cany areas PNhich appear 

rat!1ar rapiC.ly on tlle scene and t:1ey iave to get into t:le!:l,anci t-:e 

C:o not ~ ... ave t:1..:= ':!.&J.npuwer i1~ ~auy oc.:.asior..s to cia th~ job •de \vould 

like to do anti >ve are lookin~ for .;;o::>e increase in t:1is because ;;e 

ar~ below strengt~l at the present time. I T,;oulcl like to G.;.cntiou 

l1ere particularily the great: inter::st i1: ocean orientated industries 

~s f<!r as our depart:uent is concerned anci this ir.cludes .:>reas :mcil 

.J.s the exploitation of the fisberic.; resourc~, vessel constructiou., 

instr~ment::tion, equipment o:c. boar-i, 1:1ineral exploration on the 

offsnore ;:;.reas and we are gettint; "•'Plications ;.mel requests for 

inforruatim; from prov-incial, national auu interaational C0!;1panies 

iu this c:irea •.vi1o are s:1owing an extrt:":!lile interest iLJ. ocean inUustries 
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D. • F <u'LlELL : par~icularily as our fisher~es a re improving so muc: 

i3 the las~ year or ~wo . 

I ·..:ould like to onention a few of t "te areas \vhich 

co me are a matter of a little p r ide a~d one of t heQ partic~larily 

is t1 e :·Lnystow-, Shipyard aud I woulJ lil:e to spet::d a few ::~ir,ut_es 

iscussing t te ~!arrstown Shipyard ami the new co~::tracts ~~~ · e ll ·:.ave 

been cot.:llned tiere and for t.>at I ausc thar;. my pred cessor , ~'Y 

·.on . collea.,ue fro:r: Gr=.; F.::~l l;> , t oe previous ~!inister o! Industria~ 

;)evelc-pm.:m c 1wllo ~1elped to initiate soute of t.Jis uork :.::1 t U.s - ea . 

li : on . mc:n.bers :nay re:member~appror.imatal;r a moct:. o r ;>i;-~: weeks 

a~o ! =nouuced a new conct·act for t he ~Jarystown Shipyar d of fou r 

. c;; offs ~1c. re S"Jppl-y ves~ els fo r llor..,egian owne::s, c; e lar~est vessels 

.:ver ~o be ~uil t, :!36 feet lon0 , in :f..:J.:rystot-."!1 uhic:". •.Jill comprise a 

coutr.:lc: o£ apf ro:o~:i=wtelyS31 million s n.l de l ' v r y of t; esa vessa_s 

>,;ill be COllt' l<!t(: i.'l a p-p t"OXi..OJa;;ely 1930 . I ~:ill ll~>a r at:tee viabilit7 

tC 1 i~Jeed eve mora so , I ~nk will pu: tlle :.:c.ry sto'.111 Shipyar d 

over tue ·.unp it~ ;::: e years to come oecause t ! is is a very ila.d per iod . 

I :. ·n:. we s:toul · be very proud c·~ar. : 1ese conc.r:>cc.s ::ere obtllr.et! 

on a co=erc.ial b:ls:..s J ue to : ::e e.:,.-per t · se of t he management anci 

t~e WO r!~rn&-tS \i;> in ::a - · S tOivT. . r t \-laS dor.e COtnple t ely i:h rOU0:1 t ho! 

rol:il nager.;ent cc!Jere anC: c::.: 1>or kers ant! t.rit:• some assis: :r:tce fr Olll 

I 
I 
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DR. FARRELL: 

industrial development. And this was done on a purely competitive 

commercial basis. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

DR. FARRELL: And I would like again 1which I have stated before, 

to congratulate the management and workers of Marystown Shipyard 

on the magnificant work they have done and in a clearly competitive 

and depressed market at this time worldwide that they were able to 

obtain this contract. And indeed in the previous contract in which we 

have upgraded and converted the last two tugs of the five tug contract 

which we obtained a year or so ago, Norwegians again, one of the 

biggest ship building companies in the world-or I should say countries 

in the world, who were so pleased with the first three tugs that were 

built in Marystown, they have now converted the last two tugs to off-

shore supply vessels again with an increase in their contract of $5 

million which brings their original contract from $21 million to $26 

million. These owners stated publicly and unequivocally that the 

workmanship in the Marystown Shipyards was second to none in the world~ 

and that coming from one of the biggest ship building countries in 

the world is an accolade I think we all should be proud of, particularly 

the people in Marystown. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

DR. FARRELL: I think these two contracts, Mr. Chairman, will give 

400 man years of work, will carry the Marystown shipyard down to 

1980 and by that time,with the increase in the fisheries and the need 

for increased catchability, that Marystown is off and running and I 

do not think it will look back 1and I am sure everybody here will agree 

with me and hope that that is true and I am certain of it myself. I 

am very enthusiastic about it. They are over the hump,and by the 

time that most of the companies will be replacing their fleets. With 

the reputation that Marystown Shipyard has already obtained in the 

type of vessel they are building and the quality of those vessels, 

they will have all the orders they need in the years to come 

1 
I 

. I 
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DR. FARRELL: 

to help replace our fishing fleet in the future years. 

I would also like to mention, Sir, the new Burgee 

fish plant. I know this is of great interest to all our members, 

particularly the hon. member for Burgee-Bay d'Espoir (Mr. Simmons). 

I think he has some knowledge. We have brought him up to date somewhat. 

There have been ongoing negotiations with National Sea, Burgee Fish 

Industries and government in guaranteeing a supply, a year-round 

supply for the Burgee fish plant. There is no doubt in my mind, 

Sir, that this is being done and will be done. I have some figures 

here,if I can lay my hands on them, which point to the future 

well-being of the plant. 

As most people know who are interested in the 

fisheries, right now we have the Cape Alert~which was supplied at very 

good rates to the Burgee Fish Industries Limited,and we have the 

Gulf Gerd ~which is not one of our best.As I am sure my good friend 

opposite will say, It is one that is fairly ineffic~ent and causing 

great difficulties. We have four side trawlers down there, 

the Cape Myra, Gulf Hound, Gulf Fish, Gulf Hawk, I think. These 

are not allowed~as we all know,to fish in the Gulf,which they were 

traditionally able to do. They are now forced to fish in waters 

which they are not used to, neither the crews nor the captains. 

And right now,at the present time, national and Industrial Development 

have been looking for replacement for the very ill-fated Cape Royal 

over the past several months. And contrary to a lot of general 

opinion that there are lost of boats available in 

. 
·-
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DR. T. C. FARF.ELL: the European llarket because of 

their being kicked out of the economic zone and their difficulties in 

other areas of the world, but there are not. All the ships that are avail-

able cast-offs. At the present moment National is negotiating for a 

large stern trawler for Burgeo~and this will include as partial 

the Fayment the Gult Gerd. This is progressing very satisfactorily and 

I can say now that I can almost guarantee that the - or pretty 1•ell guarantee 

that the raw material available to Burgee when the new fish plant is open 

is approximately 24 million pounds and this will include,say,the Cape Alert 

5 million pounds; a nel{ trawler, 5 million pounds-and I know I will be asked 

questions about the Cape Sambro which I will go in in more detail because I 

want to give everybody an opportunity to get into these areas. The }ulf Gerd 

2.5 million; the Cape ~Iyra 2.5 million; the Bar Hound 2.5 million; the Bear 

Hulk 2.5 million; the Bear Fish 2.5 million; inshore 1.5 million and diver

sions 2.5 million pounds which gives a total actually of 24 ~illicn pounds. 

And you can see from this table that this will give Burgee a year-rounci operation 

which will maintain full employment, ":Jut it is by no means the maximum capacity 

of the durgeo Fish Plant, As anybody in the fish business knows it is 

mandato~y for any major fish plant, particularly one as isolated as durgeo, 

to have larger quantity availaole because this is the absolute minimum so 

to provide a fleJ~:>l.bilitv. esoeciall ym area such as Burgee >Ihich is isolated 

<md there may be u;tforeseen disruptions. There is no doubt in my mind and in 

the minds of my officials and the Department of Fisheries that the only long

term solution is the replacement of the side trawlers,and this in al~eady being 

initiated, dational Sea has the conceptional ideas of a ne1v type tra1vler fer 

the Burgee plant and are read7 almost, to start the naval architecture on 

it so ti•at tney have ships trat Hill be of benefit to t;,c: area. 

Secon..:ly ,I si.ould r.ienticn 1anJ c::,is is 

very iwportant,tirat tiuose non ...,u.J..r-oasea plants Iruicn t.·ere traditionallj· fis.ue<.i 

in the gulf "i10uld get at least 50 per ceut of increasedquctas 1 in any increased 

quotas izr tue coming years, so tlla t it will make the plailt so much raore viable. 

~.:r. Chai rcan, ,~ational and our llepartraent of Fisheries have spent consider-

able effort again in obtaining trawlers for the Burgee area and for other areas 
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DR. T. C. F,\RRELL: through National. Jlut as I said 

alreaay1 a lot of these t r awlers,altnough a lot of people say th.ere are 

hundreds of them available, are not suitable - chey are old vessels, they are 

cast-offs f rom the British fleets,tiley are there tied up by t:he scores. 

And we do not want ourgeo to have a fleet consisting of cifferect type 

vessels. t?e would like to have vessels of a similar type, which wquld 

oe much more beneficial economically and would help to maintain the 

plant""TO . a ~ery good, . viable position. 1 could go on for a great deaJ. 

more on this area, Sir. I am sure 1 would be asked a lot ~ore questions 

on it , ~!r. Chairman, which I will oe delighted to answer and go on f rom t here. 

~ow as mentioned in the dudget Speech! 

a high priority has been placejJn t he reactivation of the Linearboard Qill in 

~tepneoville,aod I am not going to go into any great detail on t his but a very 

aggresive approach has been made by our ljales team in Industrial l)evelopment 

and we are very encouraged with the 

.i 
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DR. FARRELL: negotiations ongoing now with three companies 

who show very strong interest in getting this plant back into 

operation. 

HR. CHAIR.t.rA..';: Order, please! I will have to remind the 

han. minister that his time has elapsed. 

DR. FARRELL: I am sorry, I had a lot more to speak to. 

I will say it later on. Thank you. 

SOME HON. MEHBERS : :lear, hear! 

~!R. CHAIR..'1AN: 

~!R. S IllliONS : 

The han. member for Burgee -Bay d'Espoir. 

Hr. Chairman, first of all since the minister 

in his opening remarks ~ade reference to specific items among 

others, I will just respond to these first of all before getting 

on to some other issues. 

I come first of all to the matter of the 

Burgee fish plant which will open this July, somewhat ahead 

of schedule, a couple of months, thanks to a number of factors, 

not the least of which is the co-operation that all concerned 

are receiving from the minister's department. So the plant 

is going to be opening ahead of time and one of the big questions 

in the minds of all concerned is will the plant have enough catch 

capability to allow it to operate on a full-time basis~ It is 

a question that I do not particularly want to take the time of the 

Committee on no~v because I think it might be advisable to hold that 

question some~vhat in abeyance in view of the fact that the union 

in Burgee, and I, have invited the !linister of Indust•ial Development, 

together with the Mimister of Fisheries, to visit Burgee fairly 

soon. '~e had set up a meeting a week or so and that had to be 

called off, but in talking with the two ministers I understand ~·Je 

are going to be able to do it in the next 'veek or so. Anci at that 

tiTie the people of Burgee, the Council at Burgee, and t~e union in 

particular, have one question- they have others,but they have one 

question which takes priority over all others - and that is will the plant 

indeed have the catch capability? And a related question, how realistic 
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HR. SI!:1HONS: are the figures t~at the minister has just 

given us in terms of the projections for catch for the Cape Alert, 

the Gulf Gerd and the other boats? I arn not at all questioning 

his right to give the figures to the Committee, I am sure he 

gives them in good faith. He have had those figures, thanks to 

a meeting with the Hinister of Fisheries about a month ago 

with the Burgee representatives, fish union representatives, and 

the council representatives from Jurgeo, and at that time the 

minister and the Hinister of Fisheries, together w·ith the Deputy 

Minister of Industrial Development by way of telephone, gave us 

the same figures,I believe,that the minister has now given to the 

Committee. And I have since had someone look £t the figures, someone 

who is conversant with tl1e matter under discussion, the matter of C!ow 

r.1uc!1 fish the boats can be expected to take over a year 1and I am 

told that, to be kind, ~!r. Chai:rnan, I am told that the figures are 

optimistic. I am told that the minister's total of 24 million pounds 

ought perhaps more realistically to be about 18 million or 19 million. 

Well,that is a matter that I will leave to people more expert in 

the field than I to debate Hi th the minister when 1ve are pleased 

to have him in Burgee a week or so from now. But it is a question 

that is not at all resolved, I say to the minister, it is certainly 

not resolved in the minds of the people of Burgee or in tl1e minds 

of the union people up there and t~ose who work in the plant. 

Another issue relating co the Burgee fish plant 

is the agreement, now it is a fact of 1m,, we passed it in t~is 

aouse b.ere last year about this time, the agreement between 

~lational Sea and the government. And I said at that time and I 

just "ant to repeat very quickly, very briefly, that the concept 

which is nmv being implemented in Burgee is a good concept where 

you have a partnership bet1;een t!1e private sector on the one hand, 

and the public sector, government, on the other hand. It is a good 

concept. Where the concept falls down miserably is in this 

very area of catch capability. Because tb.e clauses covering this 
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HR. SUIMONS: mat ter on paper leave the ball in the company's 

cour t, but in effect leave it in the government court . To put 

it anot her way, l.fr . Chai.rman, there are disincent ives , I say 

disincentives, in the agreement , wbich,if you could a t tribute 

the worst kind of faith to the company , which could r esult in the 

company saying, ''t<lhat have we got to lose if we do a less than 

good job of oper ating the fish plant? " Because t he guarantees 

bui l t in are such 

l 
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MR . SIMMONS: that even though the company 

loses on current account on the Burgee operation, it 

cannot lose in terms of its net receipts from the 

overall agreement• And that is a matter that is of 

tremendous concern to the people of Burgeo, and I give 

the minister notice now, is a matter that the union 

representatives particularly want to talk to him and 

the Minister of Fisheries about, They are very concerned 

about Clause -I believe,offhand, it is Clause 25 of 

the agreement, I a~ not sure - but it is the clause that 

relates to the company's -

AN HON. MEMBER: The Management clause. 

MR. SIMMONS: Yes, the Management clause and 

the net profit relationship of the company and that kind 

of thing. 

Now I will leave that, because we 
f 

are going to have an opportunity, I believe, outside of .I 
Committee -when I say 'we' I mean me as the member for 

the area, together with the two ministers involved - we 

are going to have the opportunity to discuss otherwise 

as I intimated just a moment ago. 

I just want to quickly make a 

comment on the minister's reference to Marystown. 

I believe all of us, no matter what part of the Province 

we come from or represent, all of us take particular 

pride in the kind of work being done in Marystown and the 

fact that so many job opportunities are being created on 

a continuing basis. 

I believe, Mr. Chairman, it is 

being somewhat less than honest to the Committee to imply 

that the present prosperity at the Marystown Shipyard is 

the result of very many direct initiatives by the provincial 
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MR. SIMMONS: government. I would suggest, 

Mr. Chairman, that the government finds itself in a 

fairly happy position on the Marystown Shipyard for a 

couple of reasons, not the least of which is that the 

member from Newfoundland in the federal Cabinet also 

happens to be the member for the area concerned, the 

area which embraces the Marystown community and the 

Marystown Shipyard. 

What I was about to say to 

the minister was that the announcement that he made 

about four or six weeks ago about the new offshore 

supply vessels for Norway is an instance where 

it was certainly a joint announcement and a joint 

involvement and one in which I understand - and the 

minister can correct me - but my information is that 

the working capital here is coming through the federal 

government whereby -

AN HON. MEHBER: Joint development. 

MR. SHIMONS: That is right - whereby the 

government, in effect, will buy the boats - will finance 

the boats and then in time sell them to the Norwegian 

people. The role of the federal government in this one 

has been crucial and should not be underestimated or 

completely understated as was the case in the minister's 

opening statement. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, both the 

~atters I have touched on, the Burgee fish plant and 

the Marystown Shipyard,are themselves monumental issues 

of trecendous importance to this Province and each 

deserves a fair amount of debate. 

The rules of Committee require 

that I confine myself to twenty minutes of this time and 

I shall use the remaining twelve or thirteen minutes to 

. I 
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MR. SIMMONS: address myself to other subjects 

relating to the minister's salary. 

I might say for the record, 

Mr. Chairman, and to ease the minister's mind, that I do 

not have any intention to reduce his salary. We have the 

utmost respect for that minister and we think he earns every 

cent he gets, and we would not want to put another 

Newfoundlander on the unemployed roles at this particular 

time. 

DR. FARRELL: I thank you very much. 

MR. SIMMONS: Mr. Chairman, central to the question 

of whether or not we ought to vote the minister's salary is 

whether there ought to be a Department of Industrial 

Development. There certainly ought to be if there is some 

rhyme or reason for it; and equally, there ought not to 

be if we cannot find any rhyme or reason for it, which is 

where I find myself tonight, Mr. Chairman. I cannot at 

this particular time find very much rhyme or reason either 

in the estimates themselves or in the public record with 

respect to the operations of this department for any real 

reason as to why we have a separate department of government 

at this particular time. Now, Mr. Chairman, I have not said 

there is no need for a Department of Industrial Development. 

What I have said, Mr. Chairman, is I fail to see the need 

for this particular Department of Industrial Development, 

given its record and given the evidence before us tonight. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, do you need a 

department just to shut things down? Is that what you need 

a 
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lLR. SI::.fONS: department for? C<ortainly it L.as a fairly speedy 

trac:~ record in that area of s:<ut::in; thir,gs do•;n. If you need a 

goveri:l.ffieat ucpart::nent to SilUt t:<int;S uow-n ,~o shut industries clown 

iu th.: province,I would sugc;est ti1is ;over=nt :1as dor.e e::::.oug:. 

shuttinc:; W.o;,n to warrant t'o•o depart;:aents of ;;overnr..ent,let alone 

one. 

:fr. C:1airtil.an, I :1d.Ve r..ot yat figured out what 

this d.::=part:;J.ent is doing but that is Lo~.o t to 3;:.y, :rr .. c:1airm.::tn, that 

I ~1a.ve :10t noticed c.::rtain things it is Joir~J. I hn.ve ~.;ntione2 

shuttii.-b tili~gs down , ar .. d Labr.:J.cior Li:-.. o;..:rbcard is the !Ji~c;est ex~1plc 

co:-.. .sul::.::~ts f .~es.. :~-r-. c:1aim..:.n, in ::ove::-.bcr lj73 I r.:1L .. in tll~ 

:l t; rr1 it.::.~12. by-el~ctio:..-_ .:..::~ durin6 t:~-3. t el~ctic~: one of til~ P:::-e::J.ier' 3 

~3.Ilj 3.liilOUJ..1Cei~E:!Ut.3, an ;J.bSOl"Jte diarr~l.:!.J. of C..:.l..l.i.Ollll.C.:;l:~ents f~e ::.c.ci~ 

during that three week period. One of his many announcements was 

that hewas going to establish through the Department of Industrial 

Development a study, a study to determine the job opportunities in 

Bay d'Espoir. Well, Mr. Chairman, to his credit he kept his 

promise; he established the study, he paid the Research and 

Productivity Council,known for short as RPC, RPC of New Brunswick, 

he paid several tens of thousands of dollars to do a study. It 

was a beautiful study, the cover was pretty, it had a nice plastic 

binding on it, it numbered three or four ~undred pages, it contained 

about thirty recomnendations each of which if implemented would 

aave created a number of jobs in Bay d'Espoir. And the study was 

received by the then Hinister of Industrial Development,the present 

Minister of Transportation,in January 1974 - that is action, three 

months after it was launched. And the study was then promptly and 

almost finally shelved. It next saw the light of day four months 

later after I had asked questions about it for four months in this 

House. I then distributed it to members in the Bay d 1Espoir area, 
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HR. SIMNONS: about thirty or forty copies of it altogether to 

members of council and so on, And to this day, Hr, Chairman, the 

government has not yet made the first move on that particular study. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, is this· what the departm~nt is 

for? Have studies became an end in themselves? Is this non, crowd 

possessed with the idea that they should produce more studies than 

the last government did,with more pages, with prettier colors that 

cost more money, that put more money in the pockets of the consultants? 

How much money, ~J. Chairman? Well let us have a look at this year. 

This is the year of restraint, Mr. Chairman, the year when we had an 

eleven per cent sales tax until Ottawa bailed them out last night. 

And what are they doing? Four hundred thousand dollars on studies, 

four hundred thousand dollars. 

Mr. Chairman, let the record show that a new 

first was established in the House in the last few minutes, the 

Minister of Tourism actually kept his mouth shut for about seven 

minutes, never heard a peep from him for about seven minutes. 

HR. <!ORGA..'i: Get on with it! 

NR, SD.G.10NS: And now he blows again. 

~~rn.. WHITE: He does not want the federal tax cut. 

MR. s :WliONS: Mr. Chairman, $400,000 on studies. I am not 

against studies if they were used to arrive at some end,but if 

they are used the way they were in Bay d'Espoir,to fill a shelf 

in the minister's office,then I am against my tax money being paid out 

for studies, $400,000 again this year. What did they do with the 

$ 400,000 last year for studies? Three hundred thousand on promotion, 

What are they promoting, the Labrador Linerboard shut-down 

l·lR. WHITE: The Premier. 

MR. SIMHONS: It would take more tl~ $300,000 to promote 

him at this point in time I will tell you. It would take a lot 

of $300,000 bills to promote the Premier in this Province right now. 
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He has got that much in every department< 

Four hundred thousand on studies, 
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~. SIMMONS: -$300,000 on promotion. Now,Mr. Chairman, 

that is just in this Department. That is not to mention the $2,000,000 

they gave their buddies up in Montreal under the Premier's Office vote 

on this so-called Special Action Group, the most costly telephone 

listing in history, $2,000,000 for 737-3800 so that you could be told, 

'I am sorry, you have the wrong number, you should be calling somewhere 

else' • An operator ~•ill tell me that these days for nothing at all 

except my monthly telephone bill. There are people in the galleries 

of this House tonight, Mr. Chairman, who know that to be the case, 

that 737-3800 is an institutional rJnaround, an absolute runaround at 

a cost of $2,000,000. Anyway, Mr. Chairman, back to this Department' 

$400,000! $300,000! Is there any end to the degree to which this crowd 

thinks that the people of Newfoundland are gullible, stupid and stunned? 

They are not nearly, Mr. Chairman, as stunned, not nearly as stunned 

as this Government would have you believe. $400,000! $300,000! 

Mr. Chairman, why does this Department exist? To shut her down, to 

have some more studies to go on the shelf, or perhaps, Mr. Chairman, 

somev1here back there somebody had an idea, somebody had an idea that 

a Department of Industrial Development meant >vhat one of the Heads 

says, 'industrial development, specific industrial operations'and so on·. 

Now that it is the idea but it is like 

most ideas brought in by this Government: The reality is a joke. It 

is an absolute sick joke, Mr. Chairman. 'Industrial' development, what 

a misuse of a word. \.fuat did they ever industrially develop except 

the Minister of Tourism? Well they certainly developed him to his 

potential or beyond, Mr. Chairman, at least to his potential or beyond. 

i1R. Wl!ITE: 

:m.. snmm;s: 

l!R. iffiiTE: 

~ilL }10RGA.'l: 

Beyond his potential. 

The 'Peter' principle walking, l-lr. Chairman. 

You should explain the 1 Peter' principle to :1iru. 

Is that your m;n life? 

:rn.. sn!l;cms: :rr. Chairman, I have long felt that this whole 

government just lacks the basic - I >;as going to say 1 guts 1 , but I 

suppose that is almost tmparliamentary - just lacks any sense of 

direction, any feeling for the people of the Province, any desire 

I. 
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l!R. SINHONS: to do anything for the people of the Province. 

lrr. Chairman, this government should take a page right out of 

the good Liberal book of the Premier of Nova Scotia. 

~!R. HICKEY: 

~!R. SI~·IHONS: 

The former Premier (inaudible). 

No, the picture I have is the one person on 

that side who had the guts to say he did not agree with the government. 

I cannot understand what he is sayi::lg these days, but for a •.rhile that 

hen. gentleman had the guts, and I hold him up as an example to all 

the would-be defectors over there - it is the former ~inister of 

Rural Development,and the Minister of Tourism must have some fond 

memories of late nights and resolves that got waylaid when the Premier 

got back in the country. 

~ITE: They could not do it. 

MR. SH1110NS: That is the picture I carry around with me -

one man over there who had the guts to say what he had on his mind 

and not retract it after. 

HR. HORGAJ.\1: You criticized the same nan the day before he resigned. 

MR. SIMMONS: And, Mr. ~nairman, we shall criticize the man 

again many times, but if the Minister of Tourism ever does anything 

right we will commend him. As a matter of fact, he did something right, 

Nr. Chairman, except he cannot be responsible for it - he got out of 

Transportation. Now that was a good thing for the people who travel 

the roads of this particular Province. Mr. Chairman, I was saying -

MR. CHAIR}ll\N: Order, please~ 

!!R. SI~~!ONS: - they should take a leaf, t1r. Chairman, a page 

out of the -
~m. :miTE: You are slimey, boy. You are like that. You are sU.mey. 

MR. se~m1s: Hr. Chairman, have they run out? All right. 

I just have a minute and I do not know, Hr. Chairman, whether I should 

use the remaining minute to make a point or to allm• the lfinis ter of 

Tourism to continue to make a fool of himself. 

Mr. Chairman, they should take a page out of the 

book of the Premier of Nova Scotia. 

: lR. :-!ORG,\11: Carry on. You are making a good job of ma:oing a fool 

of yourself. 
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Mr . Chairman, is there -

!hey are lau~hinR behind your back. 

You should see what they are doing behind 

Mr. Chairman, I believe I have a minute -

MR. WHlTE : 

back. 

You should see what they are doing behind your 

SOME HON. NEMBERS : 

MR. Sll!MONS: 

SO~ffi HON. MEMBERS: 

}!R.. CRAIID-I.AN : 

MIL SIMMONS : 

Oh, oh! 

knyway some time later i f we can -

Oh, oh ! 

Order, please! 

- some time later, Mr. Chairman, if the Government 

iiouse Leader could restraint his arrant Minister of Tourism pro te:n. 

then perha~s we could gee on with the business of the House. 

~IR . :llCi~:.A.'i: 

:-IR. Sn!MONS : 

MR. HICKMAN: 

MR. SI}!MONS : 

Please be quiet, 'Jim' . 

Perhaps we could. 

I have just taken care of him . 

The minister has taken care of him almn~t 

as well as the Premier took care of him when he got back from his 

extended trip down South, but he is such a hard man to take care of 

it is only a tempora"Y thing. 

MR. CHAlRMA.."l (MR . YOUNG): Order, please! 

MR. MORGAN: 

!1R. SIM!-!ONS: 

Oh, oh! 

At least! 

not mean co run out so quickly. 

MR. MORGAN : Oh, ob! 

At least! 

~!R. . CRAI~'I: (!1R. YOUNG): Order, please! 

SOME HON . MEJ-mERS: Oh, oh! 

Mr . Chairman, I do 

.I 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: The han. Minister of Transportation and Communications. 

MR. DOODY: Mr. Chairman, I will not take too much of the Committee's 

time on this particular area, but it is one with which I feel some 

indentification having had the advantage of holding the portfolio fa~ 

a while. And I could not help but feel that I should react in some 

way to some of the comments made by the han. member for Burgee-Bay 

d'Espoir (Mr. Simmons) who just preceeded me. 

The history of the Department of Industrial 

Development is a relatively short one, Sir. It was proceeded by the 

department that was called under the old regime Economic Development. 

It contained various bit and pieces of this and that. The Parks Division 

was in there,as I remember it. There were three of four people who 

were involved in provincial development and industrial development 

in trying to do the necessary feasibility studies, and in trying to 

do the cost-benefit analysis that would justify the great economic 

jump throughs and push throughs and leaps forwards that were taking 

place at the time in the history of our Province, the great economic 

theories, brains, and inspirations that brought us such great 

momentum at the steel mill and at Donovans - the one I remember most 

clearly, one of the first of our inheritances,a steel mill built too 

far away from tide water to ever be a viable operation; a steel 

mill without a raw product supply at an economical price to make it 

operate; a steel mill that had cost us some $13 million when we 

were reluctantly forced to take the necessary action and do as the 

han. member has just indicated~that is,to close it down. We could have 

kept it open, we could have poured in a great deal more monev, but 

would not have been sensible or reasonable, Sir, 

mill was closed down. 

and so the steel 

This is not something which one can be proud of, but one 

can be far more proud of taking the necessary action, Sir, in correcting 

that economic error than one would take in perpetuatin~ 

the error by keeping the thing going. Having established the Department 
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Mr. Doody: of Industrial Development, a small group of dedicated 

economists, accountants, and IlAs business people were brought 

together to provide government with the advice which it needed,and 

needs,and will continue to need to make economic decisions for the 

orderly and sensible development of an industrial base for this 

Province. This is something that we had never had before, something 

the previous government felt no need for, something which no operation 

can possibly afford to be without. I am delighted to say that this 

operation is now in being. And it is there, and it is being used, 

and it is being used to maximum effort. 

The hon. member opposite asks, What is the 

purpose of the Department of Industrial Development? The purpose of 

the Department of Industrial Development is to provide government 

with sane, rational advice and investment opportunities to the public 

and for the people of Newfoundland so we do not get ourselves involved 

in steel mill operations which are doomed to failure from the start -

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. DOODY: - or we do not get ourselves involved in unfortunate 

tragedies like the Labrador Linerboard situation. 

SOl·!E HON. ~!EMBERS : H~ar. hear! 

MR. DOODY: Or we do not get ourselves involved in financial 

fiascos like the Come By Chance situation. Or we have a bunch of 

people down there with the background and the knowledge and the 

expertise to advise government in the correct areas to travel in 

terms of the development of the Province. 

I do not honestly think, Sir, that hon. members 

opposite can really fault the department in its efforts in that 

direction. Because9 on the one hand~ 
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Mr. Doody: while my hen. friend from Burgee-Bay d'Espoir (Mr. 

Simmons) says really he sees no reason for the existence of the 

department, sees no purpose in its being, feels that a department 

such as this should be really in place but at the same time sees 

no need for that particular department to be in place; at the same 

time cannot help but feel some pride and some pleasure in the efforts 

that that department have made in the direction of the revitalization 

and development of the Marystown Shipyard, Fe himself said that 

it is something of which we should be all justly proud. 

Well, Sir, I can say from the distance that I am 

now, which the present minister, and his immediate predecessor are 

too perhaps humble to say,that it was the effort of that department 

and the people in it who made that Marystown Shipyard turn into the 

very, very active, productive, competitive and very, very agressive 

organization that it is today. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. DOODY: In this day and age, which is so often the phrase 

that one sees in various petitions and whatnot before this hen. 

House, in this day and age the shipbuilding industry is one of 

extreme competitiveness, of extreme technology, and one in which 

perhaps Newfoundland should feel somewhat in an inferior position, 

because of the efforts of the people who have been recruited both 

at the shipyard and in that department this is not the case 

and we are in a position to compete in a competitive marketplace, 

in a profit centred, oriented sort of business, commerCial situation 

and compete not only with the shipbuilding industry in Eastern 

Canada but indeed in the Western World. And I think the hen. 

member opposite, and indeed all members of this han. House,can 

justifiably take pride in the efforts of that department. and of the 

people of the shipyard for having brought this about. And I 

am sure the people in Marystown, or that particular area, will be 

the first to say that it is a job well done. 

But I am more particularly interested from my 

own point of view, and my own particular involvement in the Burgee 

. I 
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Fish situation. The hon. member for Burgee-Bay d'Espoir 

in speaking of the Department of Industrial Development took great 

pains to point out that he was very happy with the situation in 

Burgeo with one exception; there was a clause in the management 

agreement which dealt with the profit sharing arrangement. I do 

not have a copy of that very complex and complicated agreement with 

me, and I cannot refer to it off hand, and the hon. member did not 

quote the particular section anyway, but for my purposes in this 

particular debate, this is an irrelevancy - at that particular time, 

as hon. members are well aware, the line-up for people who were 

rushing into Burgee to develop a fish plant was not a very thick one. 

It was not a matter of the people in Burgee beating away with great 

big sticks all those fish plants and all those great operators, 

and all those entrepreneurs, and all those developers who wanted to 

rush in there and take advantage of this golden opportunity to 

make a fortune in Burgeo. 

This Province had taken over a very sad situation. 

And I think that I can honestly say to this House that this Province 

did not get a very good deal in that particular situation. At the 

time of the Burgee takeover by the Province of Newfoundland, we were 

faced with one of the most tragic, social, economic situations that 

this Province has ever seen. The Town of Burgee was split perhaps 

as no town had ever been to a management-labour dispute, perhaps 

no town since the unfortunate IWA dispute in Central Newfoundland 

of some years before that time. The situation in Burgee was a desperate 

one, and one of which we were forced, and I think justifiably 

so, forced to take action. 
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MR. DOODY: We bought that property, the 

Government of Newfoundland, through this Legislature 

and we ended up with another government operated 

industrial opportunity. The result was predictable -

it was a losing proposition. The Government of 

Newfoundland no more knows how to operate a fish plant 

than it knows how to operate linerboard mills or,indeed, 

anv other commercial enterprise of that nature. 
MR. NEARY: (Inaudible). 
'"!R. DOODY: The hon. member for LaPoile 
(Mr. Neary) is starting again, Your Honour. Can he 

please try to control himself after that terrible fiasco 

this afternoon and into this evening? He is going to go 

have another few rounds now this evening. 

DR. FARRELL: Wasting the time of the Committee. 

MR. DOODY: Sir, the situation in Burgee is 

such that National Sea, together with the Lake interests, 

had on the island in Burgeo harbour a herring processing 

plant which was pretty well inactive, The Department of 

Industrial Development arranged a marriage between National 

Sea and that facility which was underutilized, and the 

Province of Newfoundland,through the Department of Industrial 

Development~persuaded National Sea to join a partnership 

operation with the government to take over that operation. 
DR. KITCHEN: You would prefer to take the losses (ina"dible), 

MR. DOODY: I do not know if the han. member 
for St. John's West (Dr. Kitchen) has read the agreement. 

If he had, I do not think he would have made that statement 

because that is not so. 

AN HON, MEMBER: You wou-ld prefer to take the losses to

(inaudible). 

MR. DOODY: We take the losses on Burgeo fish -

that is because the new company is not operating down there 

yet. I fully expect that operation to be a profitable one. 

As a matter of fact, I do not think National Sea have ever 
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MR. DOODY: had an unprofitable operation 

and I think they are one of the greatest exponents of the 

private enterprise philosophy that I have ever seen in 

operation, and I sincerely hope that they continue to 

operate, to expand and to set up more of their own 

operations. 

MR. DINN: Are you trying to convert-

MR. DOODY: But certainly I have absolutely 

no intention to try to convert those economic disciples 

on the other side of the road. Karl Marx has his 

disciples and then the private enterprise people have 

theirs. 

The situation down in Burgeo 

right now is one of a bright future for those people, 

and rightly so, because I think in this Province there 

is not a more industrious, dedicated work force than 

there is in Burgeo. I think the people in Burgeo 

deserve that opportunity, the opportunity to demonstrate 

to the people of this Province and to the people of the 

world that they can make a fish plant work and work well. 

They have done it since National went in there and they 

will continue to do it. 

difficult conditions. 

T~ey have done it under very 

I was very delighted this evening 

when the minister mentioned the landings that had been 

put into Burgeo during the past year. I had not heard the 

figures as I had not been that close to it for some time. 

I was delighted particularly to hear of the divertance 

which is one of the commitments that the company made when 

they took over the plant that even though the existing plant 

was not equipped or able to take the large trawlers which 
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MR. DOODY: it would need to make it a 

profitable operation, they under~ook to divert some 

of their own catching capacity and make at-sea transfers 

and divert some of their own catch to Burgeo to keep that 

plant operating while the new plant was put in operation 

and made capable of accepting the type of trawler that 

Duzgeo will need and will have to turn it into the 

sort of opera tion that we have planned and envisaged. 

That agreement is probably one 

of the more complex ones that government has ever been 

involved in. I do not pretend , and I never will, that 

it was the most perfect agreemen t. Obviously we would 

have liked to have had one that was a g r eat deal more 

favourable to government. Unde r the circumstances it 

was the best agreement that it was possible to obtain 

and I think that we have 
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HR. DOODY: few complaints. Certainly there 

were no complaints at that time. I do not remember the han. memer for 

the district at that time complaining very viciously or vigorously about 

the :~ational Sea agreecent. I do not really e:tpect to hear too many complaints 

in the future. I do believe that that town and that fish plant and that 

company working together will provide that part of the coast, that part of -

HR. ;>;EARY: A giveaway~ National Sea taking the profits: 

HR. UOODY; }!r. Chairman, can you control the hen. member for LaPoil.:? 

It is most distracting. The ex-member for Bell Island - it seems he feared 

and disappeared and surfaced in LaPoile. 

MR. CHAIRNAi'l: Order, please ~ 

that 3 ~~mbe~when he is 

I would remind the han. members 

:;p.,ald.ng-.. has a right to be heard in silence, 

I ask you to respect that ruling. 

l!iR. DOODY: Thank you, M.r. Chairman. 

The situation in Burgee now is one 

I think that really deserves the attention of this House in a positive way, 

It is very easy to take that very complex agreement and pick various clauses 

and holes in it. As I look. back over the months it took to negotiate that 

rather complex document,I wonder that it ever came to fruition at all because 

I can assure you that the Board of Directors of ~lational Sea were not leaping 

up and down with enthusiasm over the prospect of getting in there. But I 

do sincer~ly hope that their investments-and there is an investment despite 

the contrary.will be realized and I sincerely hope the people 

in Burgee get the full benefit of the confidence of this government and of 

this Province in their future.I for one am happy to have been a part of it and I 

make no apoligies for it. 

And that is the sort of thing, Sir, 

that the Department of Industrial Development was created for and 

that is the sort of area in which it operates. 

From. time to time it has to make difficult and unfortunate decisions. I 

mentioned __ ~e _steel mill, From time to time it gets involved in complicated 

rescue missions, like the Burgee situation. From time to time it gets involved 

in salva!;e oJ?erations and turnabout situations,like t ile t-farystm:n Shipyard. 

From time to time it is called upon ·throuS>:h its various oranches and variou< 
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HR. DOODY: areas of expertise to offer manage-

ment help and assistance to struggling industries.And one of our big problems 

in this Province, Sir, is not the lack of ideas,and not only the lack of 

capital._A lot of our problems, Sir, are in the lack of management expertise. 

We have not had ana our people have not had the opportunity to be trained 

or to be exposed to some things that a great many of us take for granted, 

and tuey find themselves very often,unfortunately,in a world in which they are ill

equipped to adventure.llow this is not because they do not have the desire 

or the ability or the knowledge or the capability to compete in this commercial 

world of ours,but because they nave not had the opportunity to be exposed to 

some of __ the basic management skills which are so important. I think that is 

one of the areas that this department has shown great leadership,and one in 

Hhich I would hope to see a great deal more in the future. I think the 

i~ewfoundland Institute for hanagement Advancement and Training,which is not 

very well known and very little is heard from,is a big step forward in.that 

direction,working together with the Extension Department of the universit~ 

with various training institutes in the Province to bring what some people 

might look upon as rather rudimentary exercises in management but which 

are very very basic and very,very important to an awful lot of our industries. 

And I would sug5est, Sir, that in many cases some of the basic cour3es in 

management expertise are far more important to some of our young industries 

in fisheries and in the sawmilling industry and other resource industries, 

but the management expertise and the train~ug is probably as important if 

not more important than ongoing injections of casi1 and ongoing injections 

of credit. I think, Sir, that my time is ur at ti1e present time and I 

thank the Committee for the opportunity of speaking. 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: 

Burin - Placentia West. 

MR. CANNING: 

The han. the member for 

Mr. Chairman, I am glad 

to have the opportunity to speak on this Department of 

Industrial Development, under which the shipyard at 

Marystown comes. 

Mr. Chairman, I was the 

lucky one when that industry was brought to the Province, 

in that the location chosen was in my district, Of course, 

Mr. Chairman, I think it was good foresight on the part of 

government, where they located this industry. The 

location itself, and one of the best trade schools in 

Canada being nearby to train the men, I think it was a 

good choice in the first place. A lot of success, I 

believe, is owning to the government of that day considering 

carefully where they were going with this industry. 

Number one was it was near 

the trade school at Salt Pond. I am ve! y glad to say that 

in the shipyard there are very few employees among the 

five hundred that are there today who do not come from ~~e 

general area, or else they are a product of that trade 

school. 

Mr. Chairman, I have kept 

close to the operation of that shipyard, and what has been 

going on. I have an undying interest in it. I have seen 

its ups and downs, its growing pains and the dark days 

it has gone through, and the brighter days. 

Mr. Chairman, when that 

yard was constructed, when that shipyard was built, and 

the synchronized dock installed, I do not think I am 

mistaken when I say it was probably among the first three 

such synchro-lift docks in the whole world. At the time 

the yard was opened there was one such synchro-lift 

being constructed in a dockyard in Australia, there as 

another one in America, I think it is in one of the naval 

. ! 
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MR. CANNING: yards, and I tl.:.ink at 

Halifax they were considering having one installed. But 

I believe the one at Marystown, when the first ship 

carne up on it, it was probably the second or maybe third 

such lift in the whole world. 

Mr. Chairman, of course 

it was a big step forward in docking ships, especially 

for maintenance, and particularly when a ship was 

damaged - because this is what can happen there and what 

has happened there - ships leaking and pumps barely 

winning the battle, they have come into Marystown, and 

they can come in there,and they can be on dock and out 

water in a matter of minutes. I think it is something 

like six minutes or eight - or less than ten minutes 

from the time that the ship enters the dock and is out 

of the water. Of course, in many instances she could 

have been saved from going down. 

Mr. Chairman, when this 

industry got going we had several orders for draggers. 

Of course, the initial intent, or the planning of that 

dock, it was meant to construct and maintain and serve 

the dragger fleet of Newfoundland, and that is what it has 

done. The first few years, of course, they were kept very 

busy there. There were two draggers up at one time and 

that plus the 

[ 
. I 

-
' 
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Mr. Canning: maintenance kept it going pretty good. But it is 

a very competitive or it is very difficult industry. As we have seen 

across North Amercia in recent year since the war, many dockyards 

have closed, and today the situation is not that good. We saw a 

few days ago the big shipyard at Halifax being closed; I believe it 

is closed out completely. So in that regard we are fortunate today 

that we have that yard working at what we consider full capacity, 

500 men. When I last visited the district there were 500 men there. 

And the general area, Mr. Chairman, at the moment, that part of the 

Burin Peninsula from say Bay L'Argent West, it is one of the most 

industrious areas, it is an area where thre is less unemployment 

than in any other part of the Province. 

area in that regard. 

We are very lucky in that 

I said for the first few years everything went well 

there. Mr. Chairman, when I came back to this House, a few months 

previous,before I came back to the House in 1975,that dock was almost 

on the rocks. Mr. Chairman, when I was running my campaign I was 

down in that yard and there were at least 150 men there, not working 

there, they were there going back and forth every day. There was 

no work for them to do. They had no orders. They had run out of 

the orders that were gotten by the former administration and planned 

by the former administration, of building draggers. And when I 

came into this House I kept quiet on it. I spoke to the new 

minister, tried to reason with him, told him that I thought there 

should be an investigation on what had gone on there. But I told 

him that I was not going to demand it, I was not going to criticize 

what had gone on because I could damage the dock, I could damage it. 

Then, Mr. Chairman, for quite a while it was 

on the brink, it went down to 130 men, I think. I had hopes, I 

was like the rest of Newfoundland,I had some hopes in the Tory 

Government when they came into power, even up to that time I still 

had some hopes in them. In the black,darkest day_ and I have said 

this publicly, and I will say it again -I went to the Premier who 

had promised fabulous construction of twelve first:I think, I tliD!~ 
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Mr. Canning: twenty-four, I do not know what it ended up to, 

draggers for the fishing fleet. They were not being built. They 

were not even being planned. And I asked him, you know, 'for the 

sake of the - or try to get the men off the street in Marystown, would 

he consider constructing draggers. I said, we need them, our pl<UJ.ts 

are as they are tody with one-third capacity. I just could not 

understand why we were not building the draggers. He said he would 

give it some thought- or he agreed with me at that time, he told me 

if we had them built we could sell them then. So there was one 

dragger put up and I may say it was probably the most modern dragger 

in the North Atlantic for its size, It is proving one of the best 

draggers we have, landing the most fish, and the crews give it a name 

that they did not sail in anything like it,The skipper of that dragger 

has been on other stern draggers since the first one came into Nova 

Sco.tia, that is Captain John Kelly. By the way,a couple of years ago 

when our draggers would c()l!le in with 70,000. pounds, lOO,non nounds, US,OOO pounds 

I do not think that man made trips that he did not come in with the dragger 

loaded, he has not been doing itever since, and he is doing it now. 

Now I will give an inciden~ , of what happened to 

him the year before last, I think it was,when the federal gover~ent 

charter·ed some of the draggers from the plants in experimenting _n the 

North or in the further North, looking for cod · and looking for redfish, 

I think. Captain Kelly was =g one of -those draggers that went down, 

I think he was fitted for something like three weeks, he was about 
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MR. CANNING: halfway between Greenland and Cape Chidley in 

that general area of fishing; he had orders,or that was the agreement 

he went on,he was to spend three weeks dragging in that general area 

to see what he could get. Six days after the dragger got in the 

area he sent back to the owners,or perhaps to the federal o~ficials 

involved,and he told them that he was corning home. So they gave 

him orders, said, "No. You have an agreement with the federal government 

that your are to remain in that area." I think it was three weeks. 

Well he said,''I have to come home.or else there is only another alternative

if I do not go every fish that I drag during the next two weeks will 

have to be thrown overboard." So they asked him why he was going to 

de; that and he said,"Well,I have the dragger loaded." I think he 

loaded her in six days.And I believe he proved that there was cod 1 and 

I believe he was surprised that he had something like ao,oo~ or 100,000 

pounds of redfish,which is a scarce commodity in the North Atlantic 

today. 

Mr. Chairman, I am going to give credit where credit 

is due, I am going to give credit to the former minister and at the 

same time I will express my faith in the minister who has taken over 

the yard now. I know that he will have a deep interest, keep a close 

watch on it. It is a Crown corporation which ;lasdirectors - I think 

they are all from St. John's. I am a little bit disapppointed there 

because originally we did have some of our fresh frozen people, 

business people on the Southwest Coast who were directors on that 

yard, I think it was a good thing because these were the people that 

the yard was serving; tiey were experienced and knew what it was 

there for, knew the costs and what it meant and what not, but today 

I believe all the directors are from here. 

Mr. Chairman, regarding tne tugs, I do not 

know how che yard will come out with that, I am not going to 

take a guess on it,but I think that in order to compete I do not 

t•lin~ that the yard will make too much money out of it and perhaps 

it may be at a loss. But at the same time, Hr. Speaker , when you 

.I 
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MR. CANNING: have 500 people working,pumping so much money 

into the economy of the area,perhaps we will not consider the loss. 

At the same time, Mr. Chairman, I was surprised when the gentleman 

who spoke before me did not give some credit to the federal government 

and to our federal minister in Ottawa, our representative of that 

area,who,by the way,has done every thing he could in the last two 

years, almost three years naw,to direct any business he could to 

that yard from the vessels who transport, the CNR. That is really 

what has kept it going. Again the federal government,as far as I 

understand,are financing the tugs and they played a part in the 

negotiations to get them- the recent ships. So.really, Hr. Chairman, 

I will give everybody credit where credit is due, I do not care if 

it is the Tory government on the opposite side or the liberal 

government in Ottawa. Of course if I find occasion to criticize either 

one I will no~ mind doing it; I have done that in the past,too. But 

I am grateful that the member for the riding in which 

my district is located has taken an interest in ·that• At times 

when we were running almost completely out of work he came to our 

aid by using his influence,! guess,to direct ships into that port 

for maintenance and repairs. It is no more than we should get, 

we are only getting our due,and why should we not get our share of 

those shipsZ 

·' I 
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}IR. CANNING: Hr. Speaker, I have great confidence in the yard, 

in the manager, who I do not know too well yet. I have not met him 

too often. I do not interfere in the yard. I do not go along looking 

for jobs for anybody in the yard. I leave it to those whose 

responsibility it is to make it work properly. But I certainly 

join with those, particularly with the minister, when he talked 

of the great workers and the management and the staff that he has 

there. We will say they are next best to none in any shipyard 

on the Bastern Seaboard of North America. Everybody wgo goes in to that 

yard, anyone I have talked to and any reports I have heard 

have given the yard a good name. 

I am glad that we have the business in Norway, 

but at the same time, ~J. Chairman, I would much prefer,and I think 

we need it today, if we had draggers, particularly larger ones, 

ice breaking ~raggers or draggers that can fish in the Northern 

waters, that is what it was built for, that is what it was meant 

for and I am looking forward to the day when that is what will be going on 

in there, if we are to get our benefits from the 200 mile limits and 

from the rich waters off our shoreline. 

But, Mr. Chairman, again I am not going to criticize 

any mistakes of the past, but I will give everyone their due and I just 

hope that the yard will be a success. There is no reason why it would 

not. Like I say, we have the mana~ement, we have the men, 

we have the technicians and I think in the future, down the road for 

the next eight or ten years, I think that if we are to- what I just said, 

to reap the benefits of the 200 mile limit and our rich fishing grounds -

perhaps not so =ich at the moment, but it will definitely be rich in 

the future, because we have already noticed a difference, the signs 

that the fishery is improving. We at least have more room out there 

and we are doing better so I look forward and I hope that that industry 
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will be one that we can te proud of. 

The hon. member for Grand Falls. 

NM- 2 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: Hr. Chairman, first of all let me express 

my appreciation to my colleague, the Ifinister of Industrial 

Development, my successor, and my colleague, the member for 

Burin - Placentia West (Mr. Canning) for some kind remarks 

which I sincerely appreciated, about some aspects relating 

to the Marystown Shipyard in particular, and to affer to my 

colleague, the minister, my very best for the work he is doing 

with a small department, but one of the most dedicated perhaps 

in the provincial government. I think he has approximately 

twenty staff and support staff, another seven or eight people, less 

than thirty altogether in his department, a department that is a 

new department, as I said before when I was involved actively as 

the minister, a department that only came into existence a few 

years ago and it will take a number of years to grow and develop, 

having done a tremendous job in a very difficult period •~hen it 

is not easy to get industries off the ground. It is a challenging 

time and I believe all government, Canada as well as provinces, 

find it a very big challenge. 

I sort of enjoyed the member for Burin -

Placentia West and his comments and he talked about Captain Kelly. 

I have never met Captain Kelly but every now and again in talking 

about fishing, which is my first love, I hear about this Captain E:elly 

and I hope one day to be able to meet him, because apparently he 

stands very tall among fishing captains in the world as one of the 

great ones, and all of the gumption, the adveuturesome spirit and 

the kinds of qualities that - maybe almost some of the characteristics 

that made ~ewfoundland what it was and what it is and what it will 

be and will continue to be in the future. 

Hr. Chairma~, I enjoy the xaember because he 

brings to the Legislature a tremendous amount of experience and of course 
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~IR . LUNDRIGAN: I believe he holds the position of being the 

senior stateslllan in our midst and I enjoy listening to h:is remarks. 

I would like to be able co say ~1e same thing for the member for 

Burgeo- Bay d'Espoir (}~.Simmons). I really do not want to be 

negative but I think that when he represents a.n area such as 

Bay d'Espoir, which has such a tremendous problem, such a tremendous 

challenge, such a serious Ullemployment problem in that area, that 

he should try to develop a little bit more conciliat ion and a little 

bit core congeniality, a little bit more working relationship with 

his colleagues. I am not the easiest to get along with , and I am 

always on a limb and I am certainly not the type of person who 
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HR. LUNDRIGAN: always get my own way and sometimes 

I have found myself having to do some rare thjngs because of circumstances. 

But I have always found a \vay, and I am not lecturing the member, in 

federal and provincial politics to try to develop working relationships 

with people without being abusive. And I think the people of Bay d' 

Espoir deserve a bit of leadership because it is not going to make one 

single bit of difference~not going to cut any ice,uot going to provide 

one single job for the member to abuse his colleagues and the ministers 

who are responsible for the development portfolios and I would like for 

him to present himself in a way that-invest 5 per cent of his energies in his 

district and in the development sense, and maybe even 95 per cent of it in 

being a politician because sooner or later ne has got to invest a little 

bit of his efforts in being a representative and concerning himself with 

the real issues. There are lots opportunities to help his district,to 

help develop structures and ways and means in committees and take advantage 

of government spending for his area and I think that perhaps the sooner that 

he recognizes that the sooner that his riding might be a bit better off. 

Perhaps hon. members might have 

seen the program,I believe it was alluded to by the most vocal member 

of the Legislature the other day) The Newfoundlanders.· It was on on Sunday 

evening. ·That was a programme that I was very pleased to see, for one reaso~; 

I just spent about a month with Dr. Joe 1"\cGinnes. Dr. Joe HcGinnes is a 

Torontonian, grew up with a very impressive family background - his father w~s 

quite sn adventure in his right -and Dr. Joe HcGinnes,1 a medical doctor, 

developed ~n affinity for the sea. And in his interest in the sea, developed 

an interest in diving,which is quite diverse from his medical background, 

and he became maybe the world's most renowned diving expert in the Arctic 

region and he .,,as the person who popularized the sub Igloo which under 

the Arctic ice cap and did all of the exploratory work, He was tl1e person 

who took down Prince Charles under the Arctic ice cap,and did all of 

tnese. Presented six or seven films, he has had a dozen expeditions and he 

talKs in glowing terms about his prospects to make Newfoundland,in his 

ow-n way and he is thinking down the road a bit,tl.e center of attraction 
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:aR.. LUNDR.IGA.'i: for some new Arctic expeditions, 

which I am not in a positon to be able to elaborate on,but I am sure 

you will be hearing much more about Dr. Joe McGinnes. And I mentioned 

tnat point just to say that if you looked at the program on Sunday 

evening you would have seen e little bit of the fact that from day 

one,going back to 973 historically,coming back in the modern times 

with your fift;ceenth century expeditions and up until recent history, 

quite an attraction by the people,everybody who ever came here,associated 

with us,lived here,visited here,with the sea-an intriguing kind of almost 

captivating kind of presence of the sea. And that is something that we 

are getting back in a particular type of ~ay today~not only through the 

fisheries department and through the emphasis on fisheries but things 

like .~ordco,that hardly a soul knows about.! predict that very few 

people in the Province know much about Norcico because it is low profiled 

deliberately.It l1as got to be low profiled because they are dealing with 

the international community,the ice breaking community,the ship construction 

COiillllllllity, the oil drilling community and so on in a consulting capacity 

'!.~d t'he:r h?.•:e built up a tremendous reputation in the community they are 

living in to try to attract attention that Newfoundland has an expert area 

as tne center of activity for uarine resources,marine activity,everything 

related to the sea.And that is what is happening very slowly. Now this is 

the sort of thiilg that I would like to see us be ahle to develop a little 

bit of attention on. The Ninister of Transportation and Communications who 

spoke a minute ago mentioned this as well,and if anyone wants the First 

Hinisters Conference tnere was a fairly elaborate paper preseuted by the 

ainister of Transportation and Communications to the l!'irst Hinisters 

Conterence on Ne••foundland as the center of marine activity and you can 

see it happening,can you not? The Seal fishery indirectly is focusing 

that kind of attention,the whales a couple of days ago focused that kL"ld of .... n.-]_rl 

attentioo,if you noticed, see? 

SONE liu~. tilil!BERS: Hear, !:lear! 

MR. Lu.l'iDRIGAN: Ano away we go! ~iow the other day 

we went through the business of trying to convince the federal governDent 

to build an ice tank in Newfoundland to do the work which is related to the 
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MR. LUtiDRICA..'l: iceberg, ice floes, ice moveme.~t , ice 

densities: all the k:iods of international research. :!et"..bers will be surprised 

co recognize that the intention was to place th at facility in Ot"tawa • .t.nd 

one of the things that broke up the First ~1inisters Conference was wilen 

the Hinister of Transportaion and Communicat ions suggested that ·t hat was 

just as rational and reasonable "a5 putting the wheat pool in 

.. . . 
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MR . LUNDRIGAN: 

Corner Brook,exactly as reasonable. We have not won that 

little war yet. The National Research Council are still 

dragging a Mr. Buchannan, who is the federal Minister of 

Science and Technology, to have an ice tank built in Ottawa. 

Now that might be a little thing, but I think it is a big 

thing, because the more we can drag that type of thing which 

your C-CORE, and members have seen the engineering building 

at Memorial and the Wave type of activity which is going on on 

the - I do not know if you saw the exoeriment where thev measure 

the flow of currents and the back flow of currents which 

nas nad quite an i~pact on Churchill Falls and the dams and 

the like. All of this is be~ng done in our Province. But 

these are thousands of little things that are unreported 

many times.hardly ever discussed in the Legislature, things 

that are happening in Industrial Development or are related 

to Industrial Development that is brin~ing attention to our 

Province. The unfortunate thing in many ways is that it is 

long-term. It takes years to build it up and it is going to 

take maybe a generation before it is recognized that we have 

achieved some excellence in some of these fields. 

And that is the kind of thing that 

I think government should be proud of when they take this 

kind of leadership. 

NIMAT is a brand new institution 

in our Province - the Newfoundland Institute for Management 

Advancement and Training. How many members in the Province 

today can talk a little bit about NIMAT? How many people in 

the Province know a little bit about NIMAT? They have just 

completed a very detailed bit of work with my colleague's 

brethren of old in Ireland, the Irish Institute of Management, 

I believe it is called, and I can guess by the estimates, 

I 
·' 
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MR. LUNDRIGAN: Mr. Chairman, there is 

increasing emphasis there is another bit of money being 

put in there above last year. And I am not going to let 

the cat out of the bag - my colleague will mention it -

but I believe we are going to see NIMAT getting more 

involved this year ina management role in our Province, 

which is one of our big challenges and one of our big 

weaknesses as well. 

Now I want to make another little 

point-and this is the basic reason I stood up, other than 

to sort of suggest to the minister that I really appreciated 

his remarks and I think that he made an excellent statement 

starting off, having only just been in the portfolio for a 

few days - and that is the business of APEC. 

We have been funding APEC for the 

last several years. APEC is the Atlantic Provinces Economic 

Council. They get a federal grant and they get several 

provincial grants. I am a little bit concerned myself that 

what is happening in the Atlantic region today is that there 

is a concentration of powers and authority outside our 

Province, particularly in Halifax. The other day I noticed 

there was a new - what is the word when you move down from 

Ottawa? -

AN RON. MEMBER: Decentralization. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: - decentralization - a new regional 

office opened; it was Halifax. A year ago we had several 

regional offices opened in Halifax. Three or four years ago 

with the CBC and Crown corporations, several others opened, 

Halifax. No argument, no criticism, no derogatory statements. 

But the problem is with APEC - APEC is supposed to be 

responsible for economic analyses in the Atlantic region. 

I have been close to it and I have taken the time to read 
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MR. LUNDRIGAN: many of the reports from the 

economists and the like, and my conclusion is that much 

of the research is terribly inadequate. I have gone as far 

one time as to take the report, which was a quarterly or a 

yearly report, and the information was downright incorrect. 

It was absolutely incorrect. Their forecast was based on 

false information that you could pick up any Stats Canada 

elementary bit of materials and point out the weaknesses in 

it. That was being used as broadly quoted indicators of 

growth and development and the like, very bad information, 

very poor information. 

I do not want to criticize the 

people who make up the A"lantic Provinces Economic Council, 

many of them are people from our own Province. I believe 

Mr. Brait is the president. 

MR. NEARY: A resident of our Province? 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: Well, he came here. I believe 

Mr. Larry Hudson was the former president. I can go down 

the line - I believe Mr. John McNeil is the immediate past 
president. 

AN RON. MEMBER: Yes. 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: And we can talk about a number of 

distinguished people who are on the board. But what I would 

like to see happen, quite frankly, I would like to see the 

P~ovince start to take a second look at our participation 

with APEC. It is a few dollars - I know I am going to hit 

the minister right in a point that will bring a responsive 

chord. I am not sure he is going to want to withdraw anything 

this evening because we already have budgeted for it. 

I know that many of the people in 

government are concerned that APEC is not fulfilling the role. 

We have plenty of Newfoundlanders who are able to form our 

own economic council. 
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Mr. Lundrigan: We can get involved in issues like 

the fisheries issue where there is a concern. 

;-m., NEARY: Sit down boy! 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: Mr. Chairman, the hon. member is telling me 

to sit down, he is aggrevated because he never got the floor. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: 

get petulant. 

MR. WOODROW:: 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: 

MR. DINN: 

MR. NEARY: 

MR. WOODROW: 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: 

Oh, oh! 

Every time I - Look!He gets aggrevated, he 

He will not speak today! He will not speak tonight! 

He gets nasty. 

He has been in Panama too long. 

Oh, oh! 

He will not sleep tonight. 

Mr. Chairman, there is no danger about the hon. 

member getting through to me. I think my hide now is about as thick 

as any rhinoceros when it comes to being sensitive about the hon. 

member's injections. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. NEARY: He is very depressed. 

AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible). 

MR. NEARY: And I would not want to depress the hon• gentleman. 

AN RON. MEP.BER: Order, order! 

}lR.. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: He fell in love with himself at an early age, 

Mr. Chairman. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: 

MR. NEARY: 

AN RON. MEMBER: 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: 

Hear, hear! 

One of his favourite friends. 

Do not crack up now! 

Shut up! 

Mr. Chairman,! am out of order, am I? 

• I 
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MR. LUNDRIGAN: Well, Mr. Chairman, just in a nutshell I think 

that we should seriously consider in the Province with our people 

at the University, or people in the business community, we have 

got some aspiring and very excellent business people in our 

Province. The people who are knowledgeable in fisheries matters 

form their own council, fund their own council. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Rear, hear! 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: Not a council that is a - not to replace a 

Board of Trade, not to replace the Chambers of Commerce, the Lions 

Clubs, and the various bodies that play roles in the Province, but 

to engage with government in a way to look at directions, to look at 

broad policy areas. Engage in the debate, for example, on fisheries 

jurisdiction today which is one of the most fundamental debates in 

our Province. Who has jurisdiction? Should there be more of a 

sharing of jurisdiction? What about the licencing issue? And 

maybe look at economic projects, analyzing our borrowing patterns, 

and project the growth in our economyr Should we be spending more? 

Should we be spending less? I do not know for sure. I have got 

opinions. The government have opinions. We have some knowledgeagle 

people who have opinions. Maybe we are wrong. 

And I would like to throw that out as a suggestion 

that we seriously - maybe even we can go as far as to be willing to 

serve notice on APEC, and say, thank you very much. You have done a 

very good job. We have $12,000 or $15,000 here. We do not think 

we are getting the service. Any time we have a study done you sent 

your people in from Halifax. And by the way,we are spending hundreds 

of thousands of dollars a year out of our Province getting studies done, 

evaluations done on programmes through APEC. I do not know if members 

are familiar with it. Almost every agreement which is signed with the 

federal government today there is a clause at the end that there must be 

an evaluation of that programme. And the evaluation is normally done 

by APEC, $25,000, $50,000, and $75,000. And what will happen, you 

will find economists and a stagg of people coming fin from Halifax sit~i~g 

down in our departmentrS,going around our Province doing an assessment on 

.i 

'· 

' f: . 

;;· 
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Mr. Lundrigan: our programmes, and reporting back to Ottawa . 

I will also go as far as to say, and I cannot say this 

officially,that you find a little bit of skepticism,even at the 

federal level today, about the role of APEC. And I do not want to 

hit it, but I just suggest that it might be time for us to start our 

own council. And maybe, Mr. Chairman, if the minister can be so 

bold one day,it might be worthwhile to sound out that idea and see 

if he does not find a receptive response because I found 

some of the most bona fide members of APEC have said to me that they 

are really getting tired of it. And I understand that recently 

New Brunswick have pretty well served notice on APEC that they are 

going to withdraw their participation, and that is a thought for the future. 

SOME RON. MID'BERS : Hear , hear! 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The hon. member for LaPoile. 

MR. NEARY: Can you imagine, Mr. Chairman, a former minister, 

a member of this House getting up and giving us a lecture on APEC, 

the value of APEC. Well,I have heard it all, Mr. Chairman, in this 

hon. House. 

MR. W. ROWE: ~~at a weak performan~e. 

MR. NEARY: Well what a weak! no wonder the hon. - Sometimes 

I wonder if the hon. members are not right about the hon. 

gentleman, what they have been saying about him behind his back. 

But then, Mr. Chairman, the hon. gentleman has the gall in the 

early part of his remarks to give advice, this hon. gentleman to 

give advice to the member for Burgee-Bay d'Espoir (Mr. Simmons). 

What an hon. gentleman to be passing out advice to anybody! 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Chairman, I know the hon. gentleman is on the 

brink and I do not want to be responsible for pushing the hon. 

gentleman over. So the hon. gentleman should restrain himself and 

not get upset. And I would not want to be the one to upset the hon. 

gentleman. The minister I do want to deal with, Sir, is the Minister 

of Transportation and Communications, who spoke for twenty minutes, Mr. 

t 

·' 
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Mr. Neary: Chairman, with his head hanging down. The 

gentleman · never had the face to look up and face the members 

across the House. The bon. gentleman spoke for twenty minutes with 

his head down, his eyes gazing down on the floor. And I do not 

blame the hon. gentleman for being ash~ed to look up with the 

argument the bon. gentleman was using. 

And I will show you what the argument was, }rr . 

Chairman, and we are not going to fall into the trap of debating the 

Marystown Shioyard. t.re want to talk about Indu!ltrial Development, 

and we want to talk about the minister ' s abuse and misuse of 

government aircraft that I will come to tonight if I have a chance, to 

find out how often the minister has use that aircrait? And what it was 

used for? How often the minister has taken it outside of the Province? 

These are some of the questions I want to put to the minister, but I 

want to deal with the Minister of Transporatation first. 

!he argument that he used was this, Sir, "Oh, we 

could not make a go of the L.inerboard mill, the tinerboard mill is in the 

wrong place and everything in the world is wrong with the tinerboard 

mill. But we managed to turn around the Marys town Shipyard," the .l 
hon. gentleman says. 
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MR. NEARY: Mr. Chairman, let us look at the two 

arguments. The Marystown shipyards was put there by the 

former administration. The foundation was laid. It is one of 

the most successful industries, it is a success story, Sir. It 

is a soccess story. 

HR. W.N. ROWE: Always has been. 

NR. NEARY: And always has been. There has never been 

any doubt about the Marystown shipyards beinot a goinot c
1
oncern. There 

has never been any doubt about it. 

MR. HICKMAN: Rise the Committee now. 

MR. NEARY: No, Mr. Chairman. I am not going to 

move the minister's salary be reduced, Sir . Hr. Chairman, as 

it happens, through some fluke, through a fluke, Sir, and np 

effort on the part of the hon. gentleman, the ~~rystown shipyards 

is now a going concern. So they are beating their breasts and 

pounding their chests and taking the credit for it and saying, 

"What a wonderful government we are." Mr. Chairman, what they do not 

realize, they could have done the same thing with the Linerboard 

mill. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : !lear, hear! 

MR. NEARY: But the difference is this, Sir, the difference 

is this, that here they were pouring millions of dollars into 

the Linerboard mill, at the same time they were defeating their 

own cause, through their own public relations by going out and saying 

it will not work, But the same time they were putting the taxpayers 

money into the Linerboard mill, Messrs. Crosbie, and the Minister 

of Transportation and Communications, and the Minister of 

Finance , the Minister of Justice, were going around the whole world 

saying, "It will not work, it was put in the wrong place, it was 

ill conceived, it was this - , " they condemned it themselves. At the same time -

Ari ttl!~ • .MEMBER: The Committee rise, 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker. I move that the Committee rise and make no report. 

SOME HON. MEHBERS: - Hear, hear! 

MR. CaAIRllA.I.'I: It has been moved that the Committe rise, report progress 

and ask leave to sit again. 

I 
.I 
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MR. NEARY: You cannot have two motions, Mr. Chairman. I move 

the Committee rise and make no report. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

MR.. CHAIRMAN' : On motion that the Committee rise, report 

progress and ask leave -

MR. NEARY: No, Mr. Chairman, I have already - look, 

you cannot have two motions, Mr. Chairman. I move the Committee 

rise and make no report. 

MR. CHAl.RMAN : Order, please! It has been moved that the 

Committee rise, and make no report, All those in favour indicate 

by sayir.g "Aye," all those contrary, "Nay", in my opinion the 

Nays have it. 

MR. SIMMONS: I have a few words I would like to say on the 

subject of industrial development if we are not going to rise 

the Committee. 

MR. HICKMAN: 

HR. SIMMONS: 

SOME HON. M&~ERS: 

It has been moved that the Committee rise, report -

You just voted against it. Mr. Chairman -

Sit down. Sit down. 

}ffi. SIMMONS: Mr. Chairman, they just voted against rising 

the Committee. Are they playing games with the House or something? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! Order, please! Just for 

clarification, despite we have voted down a motion, an hon. 

member has not yet been recognized by the Chair. 

MR. NEARY: - my few remarks, Mr. Chairman. 

MR. W .N. ROWE: 

MR. CHAIRMAN: 

MR. W.N. ROWE: 

A point of order, Mr. Chairman. 

A point of order has been raised. 

Before a second motion to rise the Committee can 

be made there has to be some intervening business, and that the 

member has to be now recognized to speak I would submit, Your Honour . 

MR. NEARY: 

remarks. 

HR. HICKMA!.'I: 

So, Mr. Chairman, I will carry on with my few 

To that point of order, The hon. member for 

Burgeo- Bay d'Espoir rose and was recognized-

MR. W.N. ROWE: He was not recognized. 
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MR. HICKMAN: - and despite what the hon. Leader of tlte 

Opposition might think of h:l:.m• be is something. 

MR. W.N. ROWE: No. No. 

MR., NEARY: Mr. Chairman, could I carry on with my 

remarks? 

HR. CHAIRMAN: Order. please! Would you just permit 

the table just a moment or two? 

MR.. NEARY: The I;J.on. gentleman is not Chairman or 

speaker. The hon. gentleman is an incompetent and should be 

recognized as su~. 

MR. DINN: (Inaudible). 

MR. NEARY: Now there is the wild eyed. wolly eyed, 

gone berserk again, The bon. Minister of Municipal Affairs is 

gone berserk again. 

MR.. W.N. ROWE: Silly as a loon. 

MR. NEARY: The hon. Minister of Industrial -

MR.. DINN: Talk about an abuse of power -

The former M:iD.ister of Social Services -

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh~ 

MR. NE.\R.Y: You bad better hurry up, Your Ho.nour, they are 

all going cracked over there. 

AN HON. ME$ER: They cannot take it. 

MR. • . NEARY: Suffering from battle fatigue. They are all 

going beserk. They are banging on for pover. 

AN RON. MEMBEr.: Right • 

MR. NEARY: They were defeated. They 
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MR. NEARY: would not go down and 

resign. Would not move a vote of confidence. Clinging 

on by their fingernails. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! Order! 

Quoting Standing Rule No. 

45 indicates that if a motion to leave the Chair is 

rejected it cannot be renewed unless some intermediate 

proceeding has taken place. 

The han. member for Burgee -

Bay d'Espoir. 

MR. SIMMONS: Mr. Chairman - how long am 

I going to go on with this? - Mr. Chairman, Mr. Chairman 

has to do what Mr. Chairman has to do. What I have to 

do, Mr. Chairman, is what I want to do, to talk as lang 

as the Committee is in session, is convened, or until 

such time as my twenty minutes run out. If Mr. Chairman 

has to leave the Chair because of the rules of the House 

well, of course, he has to do that. But I recognize 

that he is presently in the Chair, Mr. Chairman, and 

since he is in the Chair I would assume that I have the 

same right in this Committee -

MR. W.N.ROWE: And you can move the 

Committee rise. 

MR. NEARY: When you get near the end of 

your twenty minutes move that the Committee rise and -

MR. SIMMONS: Shall I go on? 

AN HON. MEMBER: Sure, go an. 

MR. SIM..'10NS: Mr. Chairman. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

MR. SIMMONS: Mr. Chairman, if we could have 

some order in the Committee I -

MR. CHAIRMAN : Order, please! 

I do have to inform the han. 

member that the hour is eleven o'clock and according to 

our Stand Rule No. 8 at eleven o'clock -
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SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh! 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! Order, please! 

"At eleven of the clock p.m., 

unless the closure rule be then in operation, the proceedings 

of any business under consideration shall be interrupted and 

Mr. Speaker shall adjourn the House without question put, 

provided that all business not disposed of at the termination 

of the sitting shall stand over until the next day when it 

will be taken up at the same stage where its progress was 

interrupted." So at eleven o'clock -

!1R. SIMMONS: Mr. Chairman, on a point of 

order. I am certainly familiar with that rule and it 

distinctly says, Mr. Speaker, and does not make any provision 

for the Committee, I submit, Mr. Chairman. I submit that 

I am well within my rights to continue. The Committee is 

sitting, there is no procedure to rise the Committee save 

a motion. The government has just defeated that motion, 

Mr. Chairman. I can only assume they want the Committee 

to continue which is what I want at this moment in time. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! 

PREMIER MOORES : To that point of order, Mr. 

Chairman. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The hon. Premier. 

PREMIER MOORES: I should just like to say, 

Sir, that we saw this exhibition this afternoon which was 

obviously done to embarrass the government. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : 

MR. NEARY: 

PREMIER MOORES : 

MR. CHAIRMAN: 

privilege. 

Oh, oh! 

A point of privilege, Mr. Chairman. 

But, Mr. Chairman, if I may -

Order, please! 

I do have to hear a point of 

MR. NEARY: A point of privilege, Mr. 

Chairman. Mr. Chairman, the hon. the Premier is going to 

get up now and make his usual snide remark about members 

.I 
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MR. NEARY: being childish -

MR. W.N.ROWE: Impugning motives. 

MR. NEARY: - impugning motives, hoping that he 

can be quoted on that. The hon. the Premier knows full

well, Sir, that the government was defeated on a very 

substantive motion this afternoon. The Premier should 

have gone and resigned -

MR. W.N.ROWE: Through lack of leadership. 

MR. NEARY: - through lack of leadership on the 

government side of the House. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: 

MR. NEARY: 

MR. CHAIRMAN: 

MR. NEARY: 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: 

MR. CHAIRMAN: 

Hear, hear! 

And, Mr. Chairman -

Order, please! 

The point is, Sir. 

Order! Sit down boy. 

Order, please! 

A privilege is quite clearly defined, 

really. There has to be a prima facie case. There hon. 

member is really talking in terms of the order of the House 

and the arrangement of House business. I cannot recognize 

that as a point of privilege. 

MR. NEARY: Well, a point of privilege then, Mr. 

Chairman. 

MR. CHAIRMAN : A point of privilege. 

MR. NEARY: Another point of privilege, Sir. 

The hon. the Premier, Sir, a few 

moments ago impugned motives on the part of the Opposition. 

MR. F.B.ROWE: That is right. 

MR. NEARY: That is unparliamentary, Your Honour. 

The hon. the Premier cannot assign motives to any member of 

this hon. House and the hon. the Premier is completely out 

of order, Sir, and I would ask Your Honour to discipline the 

Premier. 

MR. W.N.ROWE: And ask him to withdraw. 
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MR. NEARY: And withdraw these 

remarks. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! 

MR. HICKMAN: Mr. Chairman, that is not 

a point of privilege. The hon. Premier had not really 

said anything. This is a deliberate attempt to try and 

make this Committee unworkable. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! 

From my recollection of 

what was heard there was no imputation against an individual 

member of the House in terms of motives. If a remark was 

made, and I really hear only very few remarks, if a 

remark was made it was in a general sense. Hon. members 

will remember that this has come up before. For 

privilege to be involved an individual member has to 

be implicated in terms of unavowed motive. A point of 

order is on the floor. The hon. Premier. 

PREMIER MOORES: Mr. Chairman, as I was saying I do 

not mean to get publicity as the hon. member for LaPoile 

well understands. 

MR. FLIGHT: You have had it today. 

PREMIER MOORES: If there are any people, 

Sir, who understand how to try to get publicity -

MR. SIMMONS: Listen to what is coming now. 

PREMIER MOORES: Are you sitting down or 

standing up? I am never sure, in your case. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh! 

MR. CHAIRMAN : Order! 

PREMIER MOORES : Mr. Chairman, all I am saying 

is that we are adults in this House and as I said the other 

day I do not know why we cannot behave like it. This 

afternoon, fine! It was 
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PREHIER MOORES : an opportunity to embarrass the government, That 

was done. And that is the case as may be. What I am saying is, 

Sir, that this goes on and on, whether it is members on the other 

side or members on this side. I do not know, Sir, if it is past 

his bed time or what but it is most unfortunate that this sort 

of procedure is allowed to carry on. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! I do think there is a point of 

order I have to rule on and I -

MR. la.LLS: A point of order, Hr. Chairman. 

MR. CHAIRl1AN: A point of order has come up. 

MR. WELLS: I would refer, Mr. Chairman -

HR. NEARY: There is a point of order already, Sir. You cannot 

have two points of order. 

HR. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! 

MR. WELLS: To the point of order, Mr. Chairman -

MR. NEARY: To the point of order? That is different. 

MR. WELLS: - the Chairman himself read Standing Orders of 

this House. If the House wishes, or the Committee, the same thing, 

wishes to go beyond elven o'clock at night then there is provision 

for that and an hour before or a half an hour before, whatever it is, 

notice must be given. Otherwise at eleven o'clock it is very clear 

that the Chairman or the Speaker, as the case may be, must leave the 

Chair. So the time has gone beyond eleven o'clock and Your Honour 

must leave the Chair if the Orders provide because the procedure 

was not gone through -

MR. F. ROWE: We are in Committee. 

MR. WELLS: - to extend the life of the Committee. So that 

anything we are talking now is really a nullity, }rr. Chairman, because 

~rr. Chairman is supposed to be out of the Chair and the House is closed. 

MR. CHAIRN.A.'i: Order, please! I do thank the hon. member. The 

hon. member will recall that ~~is was a ruling I had made and then I did 

have to hear a point of privilege that did arise. So as it is now 

past eleven o'clock I will have to leave the Chair to allow Hr. Speaker 
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~!R. CHAIRMAN: 

~. NEARY: 

Your Honour's ruling. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: 

~. SPEAKER: 

MR. CHAIRMAN: 

SOME HON • MEMBERS : 

~. SPEAKER: 

Tape No. 892 

to follow Standing Order number eight. 

Mr. Chairman, we would like to appeal 

Oh, oh! 

The hon. Chairman of Committees. 

Mr. Speaker -

Oh, oh! 

NM- 2 

Order, please! Order, please! Order, please, 

to my left and to my right! 

The hon. Chairman cf Committees. 

~. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Speaker, the Committee of Supply have 

considered the matters to them referred and have passed items 

of expenditure under Heading XII - Forestry and Agriculture, with 

amendments, and have made further progress and I ask leave to 

sit again. 

~. SPEAKER: The Chairman of the Committee reports 

that they have considered the matters to them referred and have 

passed headings of expenditure under Heading XII - Forestry 

and Agriculture, with amendment, made further progress and ask 

leave to sit again. 

MR. SPEAKER: 

~. W.N. ROWE: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

MR. W.N. ROWE: 

On motion report received and adopted. 

On motion Committee ordered to sit again on tomorrow. 

It being eleven o'clock-

On a point of order, Mr. Speaker. 

A point of order. 

Mr. Speaker, there was no motion in Committee 

that the Chairman rise, report progress and ask leave to sit again. 

This is a clear abuse of the rules of this House, Mr. Speaker. The 

Chairman left of his own accord, walked over there, no motion made, 

stands up, reports to Your Honour that he in pursuance persumably 

of a motion made in Committee, that progress was made and asked 

leave to sit again. No such order, no such motion was put or 

passed by the Committee, Sir, and it is a clear abuse of the 

orders of this House and the Chairman to have done so. And, Sir, 
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MR.. W.N. ROWE: the Chai:rman. in fact. left in the middle of 

a request by my hon. colleague to get an order and a ruling which 

he had made be appealed to Your Honour and to the House. 

MR.. NEARY: And while he was making the appeal he walked out. 

MR. W.N. ROWE: While the appeal was being made he walked out 

and then he stands up and makes a report to Your Honour. a clear 

abuse of this House. Sir. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order. please! I did hear the hon. gentlemao. 

I probably should not have had becauaa I am obliged by the Standing 

Orders. as is the Chairman of Committee. I refer to Standing Order s. 

"At 11 of the clock p.m •• unless the closure rule (SO 50) be 

then in operation." obviously it did not. "the proceedings of any 

business under consideration shall be interrupted and Mr. Speaker 

shall adjourn the House without question put. provided that all 

business not disposed of at the termination of the sitting shall 

stand over until the next sitting day when it will be taken up at 

the same stage where its progress was interrupted." Now that refers 

obviously to the Speaker in the House. that bon. members are aware of 

another Standing Order which says that the rules of the House are 

applicable in Committee. unless there is some specific rule to the 

contrary. 

One specific rule to the contrary which was 

adjudged this evening was the difference between the standing vote 

in Committee and the recorded vote in the House. There is a 

specific difference there. But in this case this rule must be 

applied and strictly speaking nobody should have heard anybody. 

after eleven o'clock the Chairman should have left the Chair, presumably 

he would then have to inform me what had transpired and without question 

put I adjourned the House pursuant to the sessional orders until tomorrow, 

Wednesday at 3:00P.M., and I do that without question put. I do 

it automatically and the House stands adjourned until tomorrow, 

Wednesday at 3:00 P.M. 


